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If ever there was a race that epitomised the changing of the guard 
within a team, it was last weekend’s Italian Grand Prix. While Charles 
Leclerc underlined his status as a future world champion with a fi ne 
win under pressure, his Ferrari team-mate Sebastian Vettel made 
another mistake and then drove across the track, causing another 
incident. And all this on the team’s home ground at Monza.

Leclerc’s victory was not perfect. His move on Lewis Hamilton 
under braking for the second chicane was marginal and he also ran 
across the fi rst chicane. Some thought that, following his warning 
for the fi rst incident, Leclerc should have got a penalty for the second. 
But he didn’t gain an advantage cutting the chicane – Hamilton got 
a run on him. What is questionable is Leclerc’s subsequent e� ort 
to keep the Mercedes behind through Curva Grande. We’re all for 
letting the drivers race and F1’s new approach is in line with that 
but, to borrow a phrase from football, ‘we’ve seen them given’.

Nevertheless, it’s hard to argue that the wrong man won. Leclerc 
withstood the attack from a fi ve-time world champion and showed 
a level of ruthlessness that he’ll almost certainly need in future 
against drivers such as Max Verstappen.

Leclerc’s Monza success, on his fi rst attempt with Ferrari, will have 
made him a hero in Italy. By contrast, it’s hard to see how Vettel can 
recover. The 32-year-old is still fast, but it’s now more than a year 
since his last victory and, as Edd Straw argues on page 15, he has made 
enough errors in recent races for this to be considered more than a blip. 

Ferrari may struggle to win another race this season, but if it 
can produce a championship-challenging car next year it is surely 
Leclerc who will lead the way. So what next for Vettel?

Where does Leclerc’s 
Italian GP success 

leave Vettel?

GALLOWAY
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‘Hulk’ has 
prime chance to 

add to collection of 
79 P6-10 finishes if he 

wrests Haas seat 
from Grosjean
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FORMULA 1

Mercedes has retained Valtteri Bottas, Renault has 
snapped up Esteban Ocon, and Racing Point has extended 
its deal with Sergio Perez. With those teams sorting 
their 2020 Formula 1 driver line-ups in recent weeks, 
that leaves Haas with the most significant missing 
piece, alongside Kevin Magnussen, in the silly season.

That’s not because of the team’s competitiveness,  
but because all other potential vacancies on the 2020 
grid – Red Bull, Toro Rosso, Alfa Romeo and Williams 
– are most likely to go to drivers who already have 
relationships with those teams via junior programmes, 
and because the loser of the Romain Grosjean-versus-
Nico Hulkenberg battle for the Haas spot has a  
strong chance of ending up outside F1.

The Haas situation is also in the spotlight because it 
is essentially a choice between keeping a driver pairing 
that has had multiple intra-team collisions, or pairing 
two drivers – Renault refugee Hulkenberg and 
Magnussen – who have also crashed into each other 
and had a spat made famous by the Netflix F1 series…

Is a Hulkenberg/Magnussen pairing viable?
Following an on-track clash during the 2017 Hungarian 
Grand Prix, Magnussen famously told Hulkenberg to 
“suck my balls” on live television when they encountered 
each other in the media pen. Their relationship was a key 
subplot in the Netflix series Drive to Survive’s coverage 
of the often fractious battle between Renault and Haas 
for fourth in the 2018 constructors’ championship, 
which brought it to a wider audience still.

Hulkenberg indicated that he’d be happy to partner 

Magnussen, suggesting that team-mates don’t 
necessarily have to be friends. “I’d love to see that,”  
he said. “Honestly, the team-mate is the team-mate. 
You have to accept them. With some you get on,  
but you don’t have to get on. I don’t think that  
would be a deal-breaker for me.”

Magnussen also downplayed their rivalry. “It was 
dramatised massively – I’m getting really tired of this 
subject,” he said. “Between me and Nico there’s really 
been only once incident in Hungary. It’s incredible  
we are still talking about it. There’s not many drivers 
who are friends o� the track. We say ‘hi’ to each other 
when we see each other on the drivers’ parade, there’s 
no issue between us.”

With Magnussen and current team-mate Grosjean 
having had multiple run-ins on track this season, team 
principal Gunther Steiner joked that signing a driver 
with whom Magnussen has previously clashed isn’t 
especially daunting. “We are running into each other 
even without history!” he said. “We would manage.  
I don’t think about that. We are all grown-ups.”

Grosjean: pragmatic but confident 
Grosjean insists that the 2020 driver announcements  
at the recent Belgian Grand Prix make no di�erence  
to his future at Haas, and remains confident of a seat.

“Obviously one’s coming in the market, one’s going  
to come out,” said Grosjean, in reference to the fact that 
Ocon getting back on the grid with Renault makes it 
inevitable that at least one 2019 F1 racer won’t be in the 
field. “Everyone was waiting to see what Mercedes is 
going to do, and that was confirmed, and then Esteban.”

Grosjean was sanguine about the possibility of ending 

HULKENBERG VS GROSJEAN FOR SILLY-SEASON BATTLE
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Magnussen has history
with Hulkenberg, but o�en
clashes with Grosjean too
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up outside F1. “As along as you are straight in your 
shoes and you think you’ve done what you had to  
do, it’s life,” said Grosjean. “It will go on, there will  
be a lot of things to do, less travel definitely.

“I’m quite confident that I’ll be on the grid next year.
There are options in F1, and there are options also in 
other categories. Le Mans is one. Formula E could be 
one – it’s a nice championship and obviously very,  
very di�erent from F1, but quite competitive, and with 
some good constructors coming in, it’s always exciting. 
Not IndyCar, I’m too scared of ovals!”
 
How Haas’s messy 2019 factors in
Haas started the season looking like it would have  
the fourth fastest car, but di�culties with tyres in 
particular have left it ninth in the constructors’ 
championship and having had to experiment with 
running its two cars in di�erent development 
specifications to try to understand its issues.

Grosjean believes he’s done a good job on track this 
year. “The season is not great, but I’m happy with what 
I’ve been doing,” he said. “I’ve had a terrible year, six 
DNFs and none of them are my fault, so reliability has 
not been on my side, the car performance hasn’t been 
on my side either – whenever we were going to have 
good races we just didn’t get it to the finish line.

“I’m happy with my feedback, saying since day one 
that the update from Barcelona was not so good, and 
then reverting to the old car and actually going faster 
and going twice in Q3 in three races, showing that  
the feedback was correct. I know the team has really 
found out what we need to do to improve.” 
ADAM COOPER

FORMULA 1

The Italian Grand Prix has 
finally secured a new contract  
to remain on the Formula 1 
calendar for five more years.

F1 unveiled a record 22-race 
calendar for 2020 two weeks 
ago, saying the contract with 
Monza – the only grand prix on 
the provisional calendar which 
was yet to conclude a new deal 
– was “being finalised”.

Ahead of last weekend’s race at 
Monza, F1 chiefs announced that 
the venue will host a grand prix 
until at least 2024. The news 
was revealed during an event 
celebrating 90 years of Scuderia 
Ferrari and attended by F1 CEO 
Chase Carey and FIA president 
Jean Todt. The 2020 Italian GP 
will take place on 6 September.

Angelo Sticchi Damiani, 
president of the Automobile 
Club d’Italia, said that finally 
securing the race’s future felt 
like a big victory. “It is just like 
winning a Formula 1 grand prix, 
a very hard and important one, 
fought to the finish line – which 
counts as not one but five titles,” 
he said. “It was a challenging 
journey to get to this outcome 
and is a victory that makes us 
forget every risk, every e�ort.”

At the same time, the DTM 
also revealed it will race at 
Monza for the first time in 
2020. While the series did  
not mention Misano – which 
hosted its Italian round in 2018 
and 2019 – it is believed that 
this circuit will be dropped  
from the calendar.

Despite guest-star roles  
for Alex Zanardi last year and 
Andrea Dovizioso this season, 
Misano failed to generate a 
decent attendance or media 
interest for either event.
PABLO ELIZALDE

HULKENBERG VS GROSJEAN FOR SILLY-SEASON BATTLE

MONZA SAVES ITS 
F1 DATE FOR FIVE 
MORE YEARS

ALL PHOTOGRAPHY
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FORMULA 2

Formula 2 driver Juan Manuel 
Correa’s condition has worsened 
following his involvement in the 
accident at Spa that claimed the 
life of Anthoine Hubert.

The American, who is in 
hospital in an induced coma  
and is battling leg and spinal 
injuries, is in a “critical but 
stable” condition but has 
developed Acute Respiratory 
Distress Syndrome.

Correa was initially treated  
in a hospital in Belgium before 
being moved to a specialist unit 
in London last week. Correa’s 
family issued a statement in  
the early hours of Saturday 
morning confirming that he had 
developed Acute Respiratory 
Distress Syndrome. This is 
caused by inflammation of  
the lungs and is treatable,  
but can cause further health 
implications in the future.

While Correa continues to 
fight his injuries, his Sauber 
Junior Team stablemate Callum 
Ilott scored pole position for 
last weekend’s F2 round at 
Monza. He dedicated it to 
Correa’s recovery and to the 
family and friends of Hubert, 
his team-mate in 2016 and 2018.

A number of drivers in the 
Formula 1 support paddock ran 
stickers reading ‘Stay strong JM’ 
in honour of Correa. 

Arden and the Sauber Junior 
Team ran one car each at Monza 
– for Tatiana Calderon and Ilott 
respectively – in the absence of 
Hubert and Correa. Trident’s 
second car was impounded due 
to Giuliano Alesi’s involvement 
in the Spa crash, so it too ran 
one entry, Alesi driving in  
place of Ralph Boschung.  
JACK BENYON AND  
CHARLES BRADLEY

CORREA FIGHTS 
RESPIRATORY
DISTRESS

FORMULA 3

Formula 1 is not considering a radical 
overhaul of its use of sausage kerbs 
following Alex Peroni’s hospitalisation 
after a terrifying airborne flip in last 
weekend’s FIA Formula 3 round at Monza.

Campos Racing driver Peroni ran wide  
at the Parabolica and hit the kerb, flipped 
and landed on the tyre barriers at the exit 
of the corner, narrowly missing some 
marshals. The Australian walked away 
unaided, before he was taken to hospital 
for checks and diagnosed with a broken 
vertrebra. He was in hospital near Monza 
under observation as we went to press. 

The kerb was immediately torn up 
following the F3 race, which then delayed 
the subsequent FP3 for Formula 1. 

Asked if the FIA would respond by 
changing its use of the kerbs, FIA race 
director Michael Masi said: “No, I don’t 
think you can generalise in that regard  
at all to be quite honest. It was a freak 
incident, is the best way to put it,  
even when you look at it now.

“From our end we will continue looking 
at everything, various solutions. And we 
will evolve when we find other better 
things in di�erent areas, di�erent 
circumstances, and di�erent corners 
obviously – and if there are di�erent 
profiles of corners and di�erent speeds.

“From my understanding that [kerb] has 
been there at least two or three years. It’s 

one of those freak ones; we will look at 
them generally and go from there.”

The FIA’s investigation has already 
begun, with Masi making it clear that  
there will be a ‘forensic’ analysis of all the 
details. He has suggested that preliminary 
evidence pointed to the fact that the  
kerb Peroni struck was not broken or  
loose prior to the accident.

Masi says that his approach to safety  
at the next few races will be unchanged. 
“Everything for Singapore [host of the next 
grand prix] looks to be coming along quite 
well, so I think we will look at each case on 
its merits, see what various simulations we 
come back with and go from there,” he said.

“Let’s remember that all of these circuits 
have an FIA grade one licence, with all the 
inherent safety installations. They are all 
inspected in accordance with our rigorous 
regime. It would be naive to say there is  
a kneejerk to anything like that.” 
JACK BENYON AND JONATHAN NOBLE

 Kerbs launch Peroni into flip
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FORMULA 1 Jody Scheckter took to the track at last weekend’s Italian Grand Prix to demonstrate the Ferrari 312T4 he owns, in celebration of the 40th 
anniversary of his Monza victory over team-mate Gilles Villeneuve that secured him the world championship title. Scheckter was even reunited with  
his old mechanics. “I’m a farmer now, so having all of this fuss is a real, real privilege for me,” he said. Photograph by Galloway/Sutton

FORMULA 2

The Arden Formula 2 squad’s decision to 
race on at Monza last weekend following  
the death of its Renault Formula 1 junior 
Anthoine Hubert the previous weekend  
at Spa was “never in doubt”, according to 
team boss Kenny Kirwan.

“We quickly agreed that Anthoine would 
want us to continue and fight for team 
points,” Kirwan told Autosport. “After quick 
discussions with [other driver] Tatiana 
Calderon and our title sponsor BWT,  
the decision was made to carry on.

“Obviously there was some trepidation 
when we first entered the paddock on 
Wednesday morning to start setting up our 
working area. But the messages of support 
from the promoter, other F2, F3 and even  
F1 teams really has lifted the spirits of 
everyone involved and rea�rmed that the 
decision to race on was the correct one.”

Kirwan also revealed why Hubert raced 
with the #19: “When I rang him up to ask 
what number he wanted to run, he said 19. 

“I was quite taken by surprise as usually  
a driver will want the lowest number to 

cement their number one status in a  
team… The lower-numbered car has  
priority in being the first car to be released 
from the support paddock and pitlane.  
Also it has an impact at Monaco when  
in qualifying cars are paired into two 
separate groups – odds and evens. 

“However, Anthoine [above] – who was  
a stickler for detail – just said, ‘I’ll take 19’. 
When I asked if he was crazy he just replied, 
‘My brother’s birthday is on the 19th and 
I’m doing it for him. I’m a good brother, eh?’ 
There are no more words…” 
JACK BENYON

Arden team races on following loss of Hubert
ALL PHOTOGRAPHY
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DTM

Jenson Button, the 2009 Formula 1 World 
champion, will contest the final round of 
the DTM for Honda as Japan’s Super GT 
manufacturers join the German series in  
the first part of a two-event showcase.

Button will race an NSX for Team 
Kunimitsu, with which he claimed the 2018 
Super GT title along with Naoki Yamamoto, 
at Hockenheim on 5-6 October. Twelve of 
the 18 regular DTM cars – from Audi, BMW 
and R-Motorsport Aston Martin – will then 
travel to Fuji for the Super GT x DTM Dream 

Race on 23-24 November.
“During my career as a driver I’ve always 

been an avid admirer of so many di�erent 
forms of top-level motorsport,” Button wrote 
on Instagram. “The plan post-F1 has always 
been to seek out new opportunities and 
challenges across those various categories. 
I’m delighted to say I’ve been given another 
such opportunity by Honda, GTA [Super GT 
promoter] and DTM, as I will be taking part 
in the last two rounds [races] of the DTM 
championship at Hockenheim.”

Toyota will bring its 2017 title-winning 
line-up of Nick Cassidy and Ryo Hirakawa, 

who will drive their TOM’S Lexus in one race 
each over the Hockenheim weekend. Nissan 
will be represented by NISMO, with multiple 
title-winning pair Ronnie Quintarelli and 
Tsugio Matsuda each racing.

While Cassidy was a race winner in 
European Formula 3 in 2016, Matsuda raced 
at the Le Mans 24 Hours in 2015-16, and 
Hirakawa has recently been a regular in the 
European Le Mans Series, it will be 40-year-
old Italian Quintarelli’s first competition  
in Europe since his German Formula 
Volkswagen campaign in 2002. 
SCOTT MITCHELL AND MARCUS SIMMONS

DALLARA

Outgoing Mercedes Formula 1 
technical advisor Aldo Costa 
is to join Dallara as chief 
technical o¤cer.

Costa joined Mercedes  
in 2011 after a long stint at 
Ferrari, but stepped back 
from his role as engineering 
director for the current F1 
season. He has remained  
in an advisory role during  
a technical reshu¥e.

Costa has spent more 

time with his family in Italy 
this year and will cease 
working with Mercedes  
at the end of September.

He will begin working  
for Dallara – which designs 
the cars used in Formula 2, 
Formula 3 and IndyCar, and 
is a partner of the Haas F1 
team – at the start of 2020.

“After many years 
working at the pinnacle of 
our sport, I am excited to  
be able to contribute some  
of what I have learned to 

other racing series and to 
high-performance projects 
outside racing,” said Costa.

“I remember writing to 
Giampaolo [Dallara] at the 
beginning of my career for a 
job – at the time, there was 
nothing available, but he 
was able to open some doors 
for me in the industry.

“Now it feels like the 
wheel has come full circle 
and I am proud to be joining 
this iconic company.” 
SCOTT MITCHELL

Costa leaves Mercedes for role at Dallara

Button to contest DTM
finale in guest Honda

Kunimitsu Honda leads
NISMO Nissan. Both will
be at Hockenheim DTM
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WORLD ENDURANCE

The Aston Martin Valkyrie hypercar won’t 
be a hybrid when it starts racing in the 
2020-21 World Endurance Championship. 
That just wouldn’t make sense, claims  
the British manufacturer. 

Not, it argues, when the road car packs  
a 1000bhp punch from its 6.5-litre 
Cosworth-developed V12. The ‘standard’ 
Valkyrie does have a rear-axle energy-
retrieval system, but the new hypercar 
regulations limit total power to 750bhp. 
That’s a combined figure for the internal 
combustion engine and, should the  
car have one, the electric motor. 

“We have got a massive V12 that we  
are going to detune to make it suitable for 
racing,” explained David King, director of 
special operations and president of Aston 
Martin Racing. “We wouldn’t detune it  
so far [to allow for a hybrid system]; it 
wouldn’t make sense for Valkyrie. The 
road car does have some hybrid element  
to it; the race car won’t.”

King revealed that the decision to  
run as a non-hybrid was behind Aston’s 
insistence on the reintroduction of the rule 
that allows energy from a front-axle hybrid 
system to be deployed only when the car 
has reached 120km/h (75mph).

“That is why the whole two and 

four-wheel-drive debate was so important 
leading up to the finalisation of the 
regulations,” he said. “It had to be the case 
that you have a chance with a two-wheel-
drive car when it is wet.” 

Confirmation that the Aston won’t be  
a hybrid – unlike the Toyota prototype 
under development for the hypercar class 
– is about the only titbit of information  
on the Valkyrie programme divulged since 
it was announced back in June. King has 
refused to reveal details of the team behind 
development of the race version or who  
is going to run the factory cars. 

“We are not saying too much about it at 
the moment because it’s head down and 
get on with it,” he said. “We are working 
hard behind the scenes to make it all 
happen, but I am not in a position to  
give you any details on partners.”

King insisted that the pre-tax losses 
announced by Aston Martin in July this 
year will have no impact on its existing 
racing programmes, including the  
Valkyrie WEC project. 

“All I will say is that you have watched 
us since we came back into racing in 2005: 
during that time we have had various 
headwinds to the business and we have 
always stayed true to our commitment  
to racing sportscars,” he said. 
GARY WATKINS

New Valkyrie won’t be hybrid

M-SPORT UP TO THREE FOR GB
M-Sport will expand back up to three 
Ford Fiesta WRCs for its home round 
of the World Rally Championship 
– next month’s Rally GB. Swede 
Pontus Tidemand will stay on in the 
line-up following this week’s Rally 
Turkey, where he is eectively 
replacing the injured Elfyn Evans 
alongside Teemu Suninen. 
Tidemand, who is aiming for a 
full-time drive in 2020, has twice  
won his class in the Welsh forests.

TORDOFF FAMILY TRAGEDY
British Touring Car Championship 
race winner Sam Tordo will not  
be at the wheel of his AmD Tuning 
Honda Civic in this weekend’s round 
at Knockhill. A statement released  
by Tordo read: “My wife Georgina 
and I are heartbroken to say that  
our beautiful baby boy, Arlo George, 
passed away peacefully on Saturday. 
A�er arriving safely on Monday 2 
September, it transpired that his 
kidneys were not formed properly. 
Sadly no cure or treatment could 
save him. We ask that our privacy  
be respected at this painful time.”

MINI IS TOO MINI FOR BTCC
MG6-fielding BTCC team Excelr8 
Motorsport held “serious discussions” 
with Mini about building a Clubman 
for the series, but it was too short  
to meet the regulations. Team 
co-founder Justina Williams said: 
“The John Cooper Works [Clubman 
estate] is 150mm too short. That was 
our preferred option but it won’t fit  
as a touring car. We did have serious 
discussions, but unfortunately it 
doesn’t meet the regulations.” Excelr8 
plans to continue with drivers Rob 
Smith and Sam Osborne next season.

REDMAN HURRICANE RESCUE
Sportscar legend Brian Redman is safe 
after being stranded in the Bahamas 
by Hurricane Dorian and reported 
missing. The 82-year-old winner of 
the Daytona 24 Hours and Sebring 12 
Hours, and wife Marion, were among 
many thousands trapped. Nobody 
had heard from Redman for several 
days, prompting son James Redman 
to appeal for help and information. 
But Redman Sr has now been 
rescued by helicopter and rescue 
plane. He and Marion are believed to 
be back at their Florida home. “We 
were lucky to get out yesterday by 
helicopter to Treasure Cay and then  
a plane to Palm Beach,” he said.

IN THE HEADLINES
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FORMULA E

BMW Andretti has snapped up 
Maximilian Gunther to its ABB FIA 
Formula E Championship team for 
2019-20 while confirming Antonio  
Felix da Costa’s exit as a factory driver.

The news is an after-e�ect of the first 
shot of the 2019 silly season – Andre 
Lotterer’s departure from DS Techeetah 
to Porsche, days after his former squad 
clinched double-title success in the 
2018-19 season finale in New York in July.

While Lotterer’s decision to join 
Porsche was not unexpected – the 
manufacturer wanted an experienced FE 
racer to partner Neel Jani, and Lotterer 
was already a factory driver with the 
marque – it set o� a domino e�ect.

Da Costa, who had been a BMW factory 
driver for six years, has been heavily 
linked with Lotterer’s vacant seat at  
DS Techeetah. He is expected to be 
announced as Jean-Eric Vergne’s new 
team-mate in the coming weeks. As a 
result of this switch, and BMW pulling out 
of the World Endurance Championship,  
da Costa has left the factory squad.

That opened a chance for Bavarian 
Gunther, who stepped in to assist BMW 
with its private FE testing programme 
over the summer, with his home marque. 
It has also boosted the chances of 
Alexander Sims retaining his FE drive 
with BMW. Sims showed pace throughout 
his rookie campaign in 2018-19 but was 
caught up in a string of incidents, before 
taking pole and second place in New York.

“It is fantastic to be part of BMW i 
Motorsport,” said Gunther, who scored a 
best result of fifth in his rookie FE season 
with Dragon. “BMW i Andretti Motorsport 
had a strong maiden season, won the first 
race and was involved in the fight for the 
title down to the wire. That is why this 
switch is definitely a fantastic step for me.”
ALEX KALINAUCKAS

Bavarian joins 
 the Bavarians

Toyota addresses last weak 
spot ahead of Turkish trial
WORLD RALLY CHAMPIONSHIP

As they’ve watched Ott Tanak power 
to the podium’s top step on half of 
this year’s World Rally Championship 
rounds, his rivals have at least drawn 
hope from this week’s Rally Turkey. 

The Estonian did score maximum 
points in Marmaris 12 months ago, 
but this was because the opposition 
lost the rally more than the Toyota 
driver winning it. As this week’s 
rough gravel rally return neared, 
Hyundai’s Thierry Neuville and 
Citroen’s Sebastien Ogier looked  
in hope at the potential for cutting 
Tanak’s 33-point championship  
lead – and exploiting the Yaris  
WRC’s only apparent weakness.

But there’s bad news for best  
of the rest, because it seems that  
Toyota has found a fix for its Turkish 
trauma. Major suspension work  
looks to have cured the Yaris  
WRC’s only remaining ill. 

“From our pre-event test onwards 
last year, right through the recce  
and everything the drivers were  
telling us, we knew it was going to  
be tough,” Toyota chief engineer  
Tom Fowler told Autosport. “Then  
we had Ott sitting ninth on day one, 
which is pretty much last of the 
factory World Rally Cars. 

“For days two and three, we knew if 
we could keep the car on the road and 
avoid problems, we could probably 
make the podium. We decided not  
to start making changes or go on a 
set-up mission in the middle of the 
rally. We accepted we weren’t fast, but 
understood the others could run into 
trouble. That won’t happen this time. 

The other teams have learned about 
this rally and they’ll be ready for it. 
We can’t and won’t rely on bad luck 
or poor reliability from the others.”

Instead of relying on bad luck, the 
drivers led the suspension revolution 
at Toyota’s pre-event test in Greece. 

“We’ve lightened some of  
the connector components in the 
suspension and the shimming inside 
the damper is a little di�erent,” said 
Fowler. “Naturally, as engineers we 
were a bit more guarded, but when all 
three drivers went for this, the fastest 
set-up, at the test, it was hard to argue. 
How big a step is it? It’s hard to say. 
We were a fairly long way behind last 
year, so it’s possible we’ve just caught 
up with the rest. We’ll see this week.”

Lightening suspension components 
before the roughest rally of the year? 
“This isn’t something we’ve rushed 
into,” said Fowler. “We’ve thought 
about this for a very long time.  
It was a no-brainer.”

The new developments explained 
the presence of a fourth Yaris WRC at 
Rally Italy, added Fowler: “These parts 
are the reason that Juho [Hanninen] 
was in Sardinia. We thought about 
running them on the cars in Italy, but 
in the end decided to run Juho and see 
how they went under rally conditions. 
They worked very well – that’s why 
we’re going with them in Turkey.”

On top of that, Fowler confirmed 
that the Yaris WRC would run a new 
rear wing in Turkey. And the brake 
issues that almost cost Tanak his 
Germany win last month? Got  
them licked too, courtesy of a  
new brake bedding process. 
DAVID EVANS
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DRAG RACING Anita Makela secured her fourth FIA European championship in drag racing’s premier Top Fuel class at Santa Pod Raceway last weekend. The 
Finnish veteran (above) swept to victory with three sub-four-second passes, including a new career best of 3.821s, and beat Britain’s Liam Jones in the final. 
Earlier, Norwegian Maja Udtian had qualified on pole with a European record of 3.806s over the 1000 feet. Photograph by Dave DJ Jones/Santa Pod

EUROFORMULA OPEN

W Series champion Jamie Chadwick and 
exciting Honda junior Toshiki Oyu could 
contest Euroformula Open next season after 
both had their fi rst taste of the series at last 
weekend’s Silverstone round.

While Chadwick only drove in Friday’s 
free practice sessions with Double R Racing, 
Oyu dominated the weekend by taking both 
pole positions and winning each of the two 
races on his European debut with Motopark.

Chadwick replaced Jack Doohan, who was 
on Asian F3 duty in the clashing Shanghai 
round, but could only drive on Friday because 
of commitments at Monza with the 
Williams F1 team, of which she is a protegee.

“It’s unbelievable,” she said. “So much 
downforce, a lot more power than I’m used 
to. I think it’s a great F3 car – it’s a shame 
they don’t run it still in other series, or 
W Series as well. It’s fantastic to drive.”

The series will switch to the new Dallara 
320 chassis, which was shaken down 
recently at Varano by two-time Macau 
Grand Prix winner Dan Ticktum, for 2020.

“[The 320’s] got me really excited,” said 

Chadwick (right, above). “I think this car 
is such a good step for junior drivers. The 
amount of downforce it’s got, the power, 
everything. It [the 320] is going to be an 
awesome car. I’d defi nitely love to race it.”

Oyu (right, below), who is fi ghting for 
third in the Japanese F3 points in his second 
season in the category, stood in for fellow 
Honda youngster Yuki Tsunoda, who was 
busy taking his maiden FIA F3 win at Monza.

Motopark boss Timo Rumpfkeil, whose 
team has been competing against Oyu in 
Japan this season, said: “This is his fi rst 
trip to Europe. We had him in a one-day 
test in Oschersleben and the race weekend 
here, and he’s been very, very impressive. 
Silverstone is a track where you can always 
read driver quality. He’s been sensational in 
the quick bits, done nothing wrong at all.”

Rumpfkeil hopes Oyu, like Tsunoda, can 
be picked up by Red Bull. “Now Red Bull 
and Honda are doing the junior programmes 
quite linked up,” he said. “There is joint stu�  
in Super Formula, and I think that’s going 
to be minimum same or reinforced for 
the future. It would be a good project.”
ELLIOT WOOD AND MARCUS SIMMONS

Chadwick and Honda star eye old-school F3
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D E S I G N A T I O N   Cosworth GPV8
C A P A C I T Y   3.8L

A C C E L E R A T I O N

0  –  1 6 0  K P H   5.0 sec*
M A X  S P E E D   300kph*
* S u b j e c t  t o  c o n d i t i o n s  a n d  a e r o  c o n f i g u r a t i o n

P E R F O R M A N C E

M A X  P O W E R   675 bhp @ 9,600 rpm
M A X  T O R Q U E   450 Nm @ 7600 rpm
M A X  R P M   10,000 rpm normal running

R O D I N - C A R S . C O M

Unprecedented performance. Unprecedented reliability.  
Introducing a bold new name in high-performance motorsport  
— and a new category in open-wheeled track cars. 
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MONZA’S RANGE OF FRONT WINGS

One of the key considerations when 
setting up a car’s aerodynamics is 
making sure the front downforce is 
balanced with the rear downforce. 
If it isn’t, then all sorts of weird 
handling characteristics are 
introduced to the car, and no 
amount of tinkering with 
suspension set-up can dial that out.

When running a shallow Monza 
rear wing, the reduced downforce 
requires that the front wing should 
be trimmed out to follow suit. At 
Spa, the top element received a 
little bit of attention – for example, 
Ferrari’s already low-drag front 
wing received a delicate trim to 
purge as much drag as possible 
on the long straights.

While Ferrari maintained that, 
the Toro Rosso and Haas factions 
surfaced with an interesting pair 
of solutions at Monza.  

Having been one of the teams 
to run this season with an 
‘inboard-focused’ front wing 
(on which the responsibility of 
downforce production falls to 
the inner two thirds of each side), 
Toro Rosso has had to address the 
balance in output by reducing the 
angles of attack of each element. 
But these elements begin to 
protrude rearwards at the tips.

There are two reasons for that. 
Firstly, some downforce is still 
necessary, and increasing the chord 
length at this point delivers that. 

But there’s also a need to build, 
control and send the vortex 
produced by the tips of the inboard 
section – the wheel turbulence 
still has to be controlled. 

Toro Rosso’s solution is a little 
bit of a ‘Swiss Army Knife’ design, 
giving the team lots of options 
to manage airflow and produce 
downforce, while also doing so 
with a minimal drag penalty. It 
seemed to be working nicely and 
a good result looked possible, 

until Daniil Kvyat’s powertrain 
sprung a terminal oil leak.

The Haas seemed to be working 
on similar lines, although this was 
more dramatically sculpted to fit 
in with the flap-adjuster support 
structure. The curvature of the 
inboard section is done to manage 
the aforementioned vortex (known 
as the Y250, for fans of gratuitous 
jargon), before transitioning into 
the rest of the wing. 

At the centre of the geometry 

before the metal insert, the element 
twists around to limit drag, before 
the outboard section flares upwards 
to provide a smidgen of downforce.

One of the interesting themes of 
2019 is how teams work with the 
more restrictive front-wing designs. 
Although the regulations seem to 
prescribe a single route, it’s arguably 
resulted in more novel solutions 
compared to the copy-and-paste 
wings from previous seasons.
JAKE BOXALL-LEGGE

D R A W I N G  B O A R D
G I O R G I O  P I O L A

length at this point delivers that. a good result looked possible, At the centre of the geometry 

Haas: outboard section 
flares up to provide a 
dash of downforce

Toro Rosso: managing
airflow with minimal drag
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hat began at Monza 11 years ago may just have 
ended there last Sunday. Charles Leclerc cut a 
similarly euphoric figure to the other 21-year-old 
who strode across the bridge to Formula 1’s most 
iconic podium back in 2008, but the contrast  

after the latest running of the Italian Grand Prix could not  
have been starker. What would Sebastian Vettel have given  
to have emulated his younger self and won again? 

It feels like the decisive generational shift, one that’s been 
coming all season. Vettel will have headed to Monza believing  
all he needed was a clean run and a tifosi-pleasing victory to  
end his year-long drought. Instead, he finished an anonymous  
13th after an unforced error on the sixth lap, which was 
compounded by a dangerous recovery that was symptomatic  
of his desperation. Leclerc is now the man at Ferrari, both  
inside the team and for the adoring fans.

To write off Vettel’s time at Ferrari when he still has a season  
and a half left on his contract may seem rash, and history could  
yet prove it to be so. Those who believe Vettel somehow lucked 
into those titles didn’t see him at his virtuoso best in the Red  
Bulls of 2010-13, so this is more complicated than a driver  
who has been exposed for what he really is at Ferrari. But  
what happened at Monza was not a one-off. 

Much as Vettel will seek to rationalise the weekend’s events,  

pointing to the error as a run-of-the-mill one that can happen  
to any driver, as he usually does, he will know in his heart of  
hearts that it’s part of a bigger picture. It was Vettel’s eighth  
major error in 25 races, a big enough sample size to be called  
a pattern rather than a spike of misfortune. Vettel went to  
Ferrari as the new saviour after the failure of the Fernando  
Alonso era. He has fallen far short of the level expected of  
him, and the level he expects from himself, over the past year.

We can only guess at what’s going on in Vettel’s mind –  
and there could be personal factors we know nothing about 
contributing to his difficulties – but in the quiet moments  
when it’s just him and his thoughts he will know this can’t  
be rationalised. Just as we can, he can look to the moments  
when the magic is there, the pace that shows itself in fits  

Charles Leclerc’s victory on Ferrari’s home turf and yet another unforced error from 
Sebastian Vettel appear to confirm that the changing of the guard is inescapable 

E D D  S T R A W

Vettel’s dream looks like it’s over

“Vettel will know in his  
heart of hearts that this  
is part of a bigger picture”

W
and starts, and say that he’s still got it. But the results, over  
a long period of time, are simply absent.

Drivers thrive on confidence and we can only imagine what  
a Monza win might have done for Vettel. It was closer than it 
seemed, too, because Leclerc’s opening Q3 run was beatable.  
Vettel had no chance on the first runs because he was at the  
front of the queue with no tow, but for the second he was due  
to run behind Leclerc. The farcical scenes at the end of the  
session denied him his shot at pole.

To make matters worse, he can look across the garage and see 
exactly what every ageing athlete fears – themselves, only a decade 
younger and better. Leclerc is the disruptive force, a driver who has 
done something Vettel never managed by delivering for the home 
fans at Monza. Vettel was once the thrusting young superstar.

Deep down, does he believe he is capable of rising to  
the challenge of the spearheads of the next generation –  
Leclerc and Max Verstappen? 

So what now? There are several possibilities. First, he could  
yet turn it around, as the one weapon he still has in his arsenal  
is time. There’s another 12 months on his contract and Ferrari 
doesn’t need to oust him, as it did Kimi Raikkonen at the end  
of 2009, to accommodate a big-name signing from outside.  
It has Leclerc. Twenty-nine races is a long time and he may  
yet recover. After all, it’s always darkest before the dawn.

Maybe a car suited to his style – with a strong front end and  
a rear he can control the rotation of – will allow him to get back  
to his best. He’s probably telling himself that next year will be 
better, with a championship-challenging car that’s well-suited  
to him. Fundamentally he is still quick despite the fact that he 
hasn’t beaten Leclerc in qualifying since Canada in June. But  
that doesn’t eliminate the problem of his mistakes.

While we can’t rule out a recovery – and it would be a boost  
for F1 if Vettel can bounce back – other paths now seem more 
likely. He could retire, most likely at the end of next year, and  
be remembered as he should be for his astonishing artistry in 
making exhaust-blown Red Bulls deliver incredible levels of 
performance, or seek pastures new in F1 in the hope of recapturing 
past glories. What Vettel decides to do will be telling. History  
says he’s a four-time world champion and those successes can 
never be taken away from him, but he is not performing like  
one. He hasn’t done for the past year. 

What is clear is that this cannot go on. Vettel will cling on to  
the hope that he can still turn things around, and maybe he can.  
But the Ferrari dream seems to be over, even if it could be another 
18 months before Vettel wakes up and realises it. 

P18 ITALIAN GP REPORT
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hen a new team joins IndyCar, traditionally the 
rabid fan will hail this as a sign of a series on the 
rise, the cynics will question how long it will last, 
while the motorsport world at large will grant 
the whole matter its undivided indifference. But 

McLaren’s return to IndyCar is something different altogether. 
Absent as a works team since the end of the 1979 season, 

McLaren remained absent as a works team in 2017 – that trip 
to Indianapolis Motor Speedway in May two years ago was a 
marketing exercise that involved painting one of Andretti 
Autosport’s Dallaras in papaya orange. The presence of Zak 
Brown, Gil de Ferran and Johnny Rutherford – a man who twice 
won the Indy 500 in a McLaren – was welcome but a sideshow. 

The big deal on that occasion was that Fernando Alonso, bored 
with driving a fairly hopeless McLaren-Honda in Formula 1, 
decided to forego the Monaco Grand Prix and drive a highly 
competitive Dallara-Honda in the 101st running of the Memorial 
Day Weekend classic. He did a wonderful job, qualifying fifth, 
leading 27 laps and looking like a victory contender until his engine 
broke. Out of the cockpit he was happy, funny, embraced the whole 
experience, and was delighted to discover his enthusiasm for the 
event and its atmosphere was reciprocated by the crowd.

After skipping the 2018 race, McLaren’s attempt to ‘go it alone’ 
at Indy this year was mishandled almost from start to premature 

finish, and Alonso infamously failed to qualify. No offence meant 
to winners Simon Pagenaud and Roger Penske, but many people’s 
memories of the 103rd Indianapolis 500 will revolve around the 
other end of the grid, through practice, qualifying and Bump Day. 

Sportscar regular DragonSpeed comfortably made the grid for 
only its third IndyCar start; cash-strapped part-timers Juncos 
Racing scraped in; and the folks behind one of motorsport’s 
most hallowed brands went from deer in the headlights to deer 
under the headlights. Despite Brown’s mea culpa and de Ferran’s 
apology to Alonso, the knives that had been briefly sheathed due to 
McLaren’s regaining respectability in F1 this year emerged again… 

How this would affect McLaren’s plans was a matter of hot 
debate thereafter. Back in April, Brown had said the marque’s 
full-time return to IndyCar racing was a matter of ‘when’, not ‘if’. 

Would this humiliation mean that McLaren’s board of directors 
was no longer interested in taking on US open-wheel racing? 
After all, North America is already McLaren’s biggest market, so 
the brand need not promote itself via racing. Or would McLaren 
expunge the embarrassment of a DNQ ASAP by returning PDQ? 

Thankfully it is the latter… but it still isn’t a works team. 
Instead, McLaren is partnering with Arrow Schmidt Peterson 
Motorsports. Judging by what has been explained to the media, 
there will be McLaren personnel involved with the Sam Schmidt/
Ric Peterson-owned team, and the squad will have access to the 
UK squad’s brains trust and facilities, but there is no equity 
ownership. The prerequisite of the partnership was that, due to 
burned bridges between Woking and Tokyo, the newly named 
Arrow McLaren Racing SP team would run Chevrolet engines. 

That caused some discomfort for incumbent star James 
Hinchcliffe. American Honda and Honda Canada use him in TV, 
internet and print ad campaigns, and there were assumptions 
made – indeed, some sources virtually confirmed it – that he was 
going to be the beneficiary of a tug-of-love battle. The theory was 
that Honda-powered teams were eager to expand in order to accrue 
dollars/favours from their engine supplier by employing one of 
the brand’s most promotable stars. But on Friday in Portland last 
month, someone far closer to James than most assured Autosport 
that the 32-year-old would at least see out his contract with Arrow 
SPM and thus complete his sixth season with his current team. 
Autosport then confirmed this with Schmidt on Saturday. 

“We’re very pleased James is staying,” he said. “James had a year 
left on his contract with us, and… I always wanted the continuity 
of going into next season with at least one established driver 
with measurable experience and talent and wins under his belt.”

That last comment is why Hinch is the right man for the job. 
No, he’s not from the very top drawer of talent – he’s not going to 
win you races you don’t deserve to win by carrying an ill-handling 
car or overcoming apparently insuperable odds. Most who have 
worked with him would suggest also that he needs to be paired 
with a team-mate who is demanding behind the scenes and who 
has strong engineering savvy. But on his day, James can star and 
he provides a useful benchmark for whomever is in the other car. 

Will that be ex-F1 driver Marcus Ericsson, who’s shown flashes 
of promise during his rookie IndyCar season with Arrow SPM? 

“James staying on allows us to run another veteran if the 
right opportunity comes up, or a pure rookie if it’s the right 
one,” said Schmidt. “Obviously you’d like to pick up a driver 
with some level of experience who has showed promise, 
but honestly it’s wide open for that second seat right now.” 

Ericsson is a decent fallback option – but we suspect 
Arrow McLaren Racing SP’s ambitions stretch further. 

Now that McLaren has confirmed its return to IndyCar – albeit not as a works team 
– the question is: who will join James Hinchcliffe in the squad’s driver line-up? 

D A V I D  M A L S H E R

McLaren’s next step

“McLaren’s attempt to ‘go it 
alone’ was mishandled almost 
from start to premature finish”

W
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Crowd behaviour sits well on fan’s 10th Monza visit 
First of all, I want to say what a brilliant battle by Charles 
Leclerc to win at my 10th visit to Monza, and second what  
a fantastic experience watching it from the Parabolica with  
a clear view. 

It is common for fans to stand on the concrete sections that 
line the inside of the Parabolica and block everybody else’s 
view. These actions from the selfish few (of all nationalities) 
result in everyone standing. I approached one tall guy who  
was Italian but spoke good English who reacted apologetically 
and sat down. In turn, others sat down until eventually a vast 
proportion of the crowd were all sitting, giving them a clear 
view, and this rare spectacle could be seen on the TV coverage. 

I’m not taking all the credit for this as there were others  
who were making their voices heard and I knew I was well 
supported in my actions. I hope this will encourage others  
to be more considerate so everyone can enjoy the event. 
Colin O’Callaghan 
Runcorn, Cheshire

Q3 shenanigans cranks up entertainment value 
I thought little would surpass the entertainment value of  
the current attempts at Brexit (my humble apologies for  
using this word), but having watched the final moments  
of the Italian GP Q3 I was clearly wrong. I look forward  
to seeing who sorts themselves out first and hope my  
health allows me to live long enough. 
Peter Dring
Codnor, Derbyshire

Mass-voting tactics devalue poll 
Why does F1 persist with its rather silly – and easily 
manipulated – ‘Driver of the Day’ feature at each GP?  
I was told by a Max Verstappen fan at the Hungarian  
Grand Prix that many Dutch fans make voting for him  
online part of their routine when watching every GP,  
and I gather this has been happening for some time. 

For ‘fans’ to vote Max into third place in the DOTD poll  

In turn, others sat down until eventually a vast proportion of the crowd were all sitting, 
giving them a clear view, and this rare spectacle could be seen on the TV coverage

C O L I N  O ’ C A L L A G H A N 

in Italy rather detracts from the value of this accolade in  
other races when he actually deserves a high rating! Unless  
F1 can prevent choreographed block voting, why don’t they  
end this as I can’t believe it would cost them a single viewer! 

Your own assessments of driver ratings are much more 
accurate and valuable. Maybe you and your fellow journalists 
around the world should start your own voting and award  
an ‘Autosport Experts’ Choice DOTD’ after each race. 
Hugo Pring 
By email 

All are welcome in Clubmans 
Congratulations on the superb coverage of Michelle  
Hayward’s racing exploits (Women in Motorsport,  
22 August). This is a great tribute to a skilful and  
tenacious driver. It also speaks loudly and positively  
about Clubmans, a formula where drivers are supportive  
of each other whatever their gender or background. 

Well done Michelle; get racing again soon and  
‘get your elbows out’.
Marcus Bicknell 
Promotion & Co-ordination, Bernie’s Sports Racing & V8s 

Y O U R
S A Y

SUTTON
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Charles Leclerc secured his second Formula 1 victory 
on Ferrari’s hallowed home turf of Monza

E D D  S T R A W

                                                                                          PHOTOGRAPHY    

LECLERC BECOMES 
THE TIFOSI’S 

NEW HOPE

TE
E
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T
he 2019 Italian Grand Prix was Formula 1 at its best – at least  
for the first 41 laps. Charles Leclerc and Lewis Hamilton didn’t 
trade the lead once but, from the moment the race started  
until the Mercedes driver’s mistake on the brakes into the 
Rettifilo chicane  on lap 42, through to Valtteri Bottas’s late 

chase, it was a race on a knife edge. Tense, tight, briefly explosive and 
relentless, it had echoes of the legendary Michael Schumacher- 
versus-Fernando Alonso battles at Imola in 2005-06.

For 63 minutes, Leclerc could not let up. Save for the two laps on which 
first the Ferrari driver and then Hamilton pitted, there was never more 
than 1.589 seconds between them at the end of a lap. On average, the  
gap at the line was just 0.951s. Leclerc’s first win at Spa the weekend 
before may have been the breakthrough, but it was his victory at  
Monza under the most intense pressure from one of grand prix  
racing’s true greats that signalled he has come of age in a race where 
team-mate Sebastian Vettel made yet another costly error.

Leclerc’s defences could have been breached twice. But this victory 
was the consequence of a will of iron, a driver hitting his marks through 
the Parabolica to stay clear on the main straight lap after lap, and a 
willingness to go to the edge in battle when required. If winning grands 
prix was about being a nice guy, Bottas would have come through to  
win, but here Leclerc bared his teeth and showed a ruthless edge.

Leclerc took pole position in a messy qualifying session, with team-
mate Vettel down in fourth and unable to screen him from the Mercedes 
drivers, as he had at Spa. Vettel’s absence from the front row was not  
his fault, because on his first Q3 run he was at the front of the pack 
without a tow and was then part of the farcical scenes that prevented 

anyone improving. Without that, and if he’d secured a good tow from 
Leclerc, he might even have started from pole.

So Leclerc was isolated from the off. Despite his bullishness about 
Ferrari’s race pace being stronger than it was at Spa, the Friday long  
runs suggested Mercedes would again have the edge. Hamilton briefly 
threatened to turn the tables at the start by getting a better launch and 
getting his front axle alongside Leclerc’s sidepod. The pair almost 
converged before Hamilton inched to his right as his front-left wheel 
drifted back towards Leclerc’s rear-right thanks to the extra poke of the 
Ferrari engine, and accepted second place into the first chicane.

During the first stint, Hamilton didn’t drop to the customary margin 
of two seconds behind and instead stayed with Leclerc. At this stage, 
Mercedes’ tactics were all about keeping Leclerc within range and under 
pressure while trying to keep the soft tyres alive. The gap throughout 
floated in the 1-1.5s bracket at the line.

Any hope of Vettel contributing meaningfully to Leclerc’s and the 
Ferrari team’s afternoon was destroyed on lap six. He spun through the 
first left in the Ascari esses and onto the grass. To make matters worse,  
in his eagerness to recover he drove onto the track at 90 degrees to 
seventh-placed Lance Stroll, clipping the Racing Point into its own spin. 

Justifiably, this earned Vettel a 10-second stop/go penalty. Stroll 
pulled a similar trick in rejoining ahead of Pierre Gasly after coming  
to a halt at the exit of Ascari, but received a milder drivethrough penalty 
since he did not add causing a collision to the offence of rejoining 
dangerously. Vettel talked about lack of visibility making it difficult  
to rejoin, but the knowledge that he had spun in front of as many as  
16 cars this early in a race should have made him more cautious.



Leclerc kept Hamilton 
at bay from the o�

Q3 was like a Carry On 
film without the laughs
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Back at the front, with both Ferrari and Mercedes knowing the time for 
what would likely be the one and only round of pitstops was coming, the 
gamesmanship began. The Mercedes crew moved into the pitlane on lap 
16 with no intention of bringing either car in. Ferrari did not respond.

Two laps later, Hamilton told the team “the rears are dropping off, we 
cannot overcut him” on the run to Ascari. He then tried to launch an 
undercut attack by calling for a stop while on the run to Parabolica,  
which the team rejected on the basis that there was still traffic in his 
pitstop window – specifically Carlos Sainz Jr’s McLaren, in sixth  
and chasing the Renaults of Daniel Ricciardo and Nico Hulkenberg.

A lap later, Hamilton dived into the pits to take on medium rubber, 
heading back out after a quick turnaround. The plan was for Hamilton  
to force Leclerc into making a stop to cover the potential undercut. 
Bottas, who had a strong first stint and was never more than 1.471s 
behind Hamilton at the end of a lap, was left out to give him a tyre- 
life offset in the hope that he could also challenge Leclerc late on –  
ideally once Hamilton was in the lead.

“That was the only play,” said Mercedes team boss Toto Wolff of the 
strategy. “We knew the overcut would not work because there was not 

“THE PLAN WAS FOR HAMILTON TO FORCE LECLERC 
INTO MAKING A STOP. BOTTAS WAS LEFT OUT TO  
GIVE HIM A TYRE-LIFE OFFSET IN THE HOPE THAT  
HE COULD ALSO CHALLENGE LECLERC LATE ON”

“A comedy show”, a “clusterf**k… scenario”, “a big mess” – 
these were just some of the descriptions of the farcical 
conclusion to Q3. This was Carry On Qualifying.

On the decisive first runs, Charles Leclerc outpaced Lewis 
Hamilton by 0.039 seconds, with Valtteri Bottas just finishing 
his lap before the session was o�icially stopped on the 
timing system (red flags had just been shown trackside, 
confusingly) thanks to Kimi Raikkonen backing his Alfa 
Romeo into the Parabolica barriers. What followed when  
the session restarted was madness.

Since the tow at super-fast Monza is more important  
than ever thanks to the increase in drag caused by the 2017 
and 2019 aerodynamic rule changes, track position was 
paramount. First-out Nico Hulkenberg started the second-
run craziness, cutting the first chicane in his Renault.  
The stewards did not penalise him for leaving the track 
deliberately, since they could not disprove his claim that  
he was distracted by looking in his mirrors. But it was 
obvious that he was trying to drop behind other cars.

Lance Stroll, second on the road in the Racing Point,  
then slowed out of the first chicane to thwart Hulkenberg. 
McLaren’s Carlos Sainz Jr, behind, went past Stroll, as  
did Ferrari’s Sebastian Vettel – in the process passing  
hesitant team-mate Charles Leclerc.

Hulkenberg crawled through Curva Grande a�er rejoining, 
but Sainz did not want to go past him, so they rolled painfully 
slowly, side by side, for approximately five seconds. Behind 
them, Vettel was frustrated 
that Leclerc was not retaking 
his rightful place ahead of him 
but there was not the space.

Vettel ended up leading the 
pack through the Lesmos but 
let Sainz go. He then let Leclerc 
past on the run to the 
Parabolica, but it was too late. 
Only Sainz completed a flying 
lap, while Leclerc was told to 
abort part-way through his, even though it turned out he had 
crossed the line with around a tenth of a second to spare.

Hamilton initially criticised the Ferraris for holding 
everyone back, subsequently so�ening his position and 
questioning the safety of the whole thing. Rightly so.

The real culprits were Hulkenberg and Sainz for their 
rolling roadblock act – and to a lesser extent Stroll for his 
actions at the first chicane, earning them all a reprimand. 
That seemed generous on them, but the stewards, in writing, 
urged the FIA to find a solution to this problem in future.
EDD STRAW

“THE STEWARDS, 
IN WRITING, 
URGED THE FIA TO 
FIND A SOLUTION 
TO THIS PROBLEM 
IN FUTURE”
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Verstappen damaged his 
front wing at the start

Vettel’s spin was clumsy,
his re-entry just stupid

Leclerc had a brief o�
under Hamilton pressure
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enough left in the tyres. Sainz and the Renaults were in our window, so 
we were evaluating if taking the risk of having all three in the window 
would be viable and, in the end, we decided to give it a go with the two 
Renaults and [risking] being close with Sainz on the exit. Ferrari made 
the same move. There was no strategic option left.”

A sharp turnaround ensured Hamilton emerged ahead of Sainz  
but fifth on the road behind the two Renaults, with Bottas now 
temporarily in second behind Leclerc. Hamilton’s out-lap was quick 
enough to put pressure on Leclerc, but a combination of the Ferrari 
driver’s quicker in-lap and a similarly rapid pitstop meant Leclerc  
came out without having lost the position.

Crucially, while Hamilton was on the mediums, Leclerc had taken  
the hards. He was  encouraged to do so by team-mate Vettel’s pace  
on the hardest compound following his enforced stop, combined with 
memories of his struggles on mediums at Spa, where he had been  
able to run longer in the first stint than the team originally planned.

Unlike in the first stint, Hamilton knew the time was right to attack 
and he latched onto the rear of Leclerc. The team had warned him about 
Leclerc’s tyre choice and the resulting tyre-warm-up disadvantage,  
and he was right on his tail at the first chicane.

On lap 22, the second of Leclerc’s stint, Hamilton was able to feint  
to the inside on the run to the first chicane in an attempt to distract his 
prey, but wasn’t close enough for a real attack. Hulkenberg, temporarily 
 in third place, then came into play at the end of the lap, with Leclerc 
deciding to pass him up the inside into the Parabolica. This compromised 
his exit and allowed Hamilton the run he was waiting for, forcing  
Leclerc to defend into the first chicane.

The defence worked, but compromised Leclerc’s exit, something  
he compounded by picking up a little wheelspin at the exit. Again, 
Hamilton had a run, briefly checking up in the flat-out Curva Grande  
as Leclerc edged towards the outside of the track. This allowed  
Hamilton to duck inside the Ferrari on the inside of the corner,  
putting him on the outside for the second chicane.

He drew alongside, his front axle only inches behind Leclerc’s. A pass 
around the outside from there was a big ask, but Leclerc squeezed him 
and forced Hamilton to take a bite of the grass and cut the corner. Leclerc 
was hit with the black-and-white warning ‘flag’ that has been brought 
back into active use as F1’s in-race yellow-card system.

Hamilton was not happy, radioing immediately that Leclerc had not 
left him the car’s width mandated in the rules. After the race, he stressed 
he had no problem with Leclerc but did feel the rule about not crowding  
a car off track risked being applied inconsistently.

“If that’s how we’re able to race then I’ll race like it,” he said. “As long as 
we know you’re allowed to not leave a car’s width and you don’t have to 
do that now. As long as you’re not contradicting us, as long as we’ve got a 
clear message, we’re allowed to run wide if someone’s there and you only 
get a warning flag then you only need that once to potentially keep the 
guy behind you. As long as it’s clear and that’s the way going forwards 
then it’s fine. It’s just so I know how to go into battle.”

Hamilton also admitted that his status as championship leader 
encouraged him to yield, hinting things might have been different were 
he not protecting that advantage. Leclerc, who has taken this approach in 
battle since Max Verstappen got away with crowding him off the track 
while taking the lead late in the Austrian GP, was unapologetic.

“A PASS AROUND THE OUTSIDE FROM THERE WAS A 
BIG ASK, BUT LECLERC SQUEEZED HIM AND FORCED 
HAMILTON TO TAKE A BITE OF THE GRASS AND CUT 
THE CORNER. HAMILTON WAS NOT HAPPY”
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“I knew he was on the right,” he said. “He braked a little bit early,  
which I think was probably on purpose because he didn’t want to try 
around the outside. I thought I had left a car width. 

“Since Austria it’s clear that we can go a bit further in the way that  
we defend and overtake and the aggressiveness of us drivers. I believe 
that Austria helped me to change this approach and today it’s also  
thanks to this that I’ve managed to win. It was obviously very  
on the limit but I’m happy to race like this.”

But Hamilton did not give up. Ricciardo did not offer a chance to attack 
as they cleared him, and once Bottas stopped for mediums at the end of 
lap 27 – giving him a seven-lap tyre-life-offset advantage – Leclerc and 
Hamilton were back to the front. It wasn’t until lap 36 that Hamilton had 
his second chance, when Leclerc locked up into the first chicane.

Leclerc cut the track, compromising his exit, and compounded that 
with significant wheelspin as he got back on the power. This gave 
Hamilton a run through Curva Grande, this time attempting to go to the 
left of Leclerc before checking up when the Ferrari moved left to cover 
him. “There’s some dangerous driving going on”, he said over the radio.

Hamilton didn’t know it, but that was his last chance. For the most 
part, Leclerc’s strength through the Parabolica and good deployment of 
the available power on the main straight ensured he was out of reach. 
Hamilton complained about the state of the tyres shortly after his 
complaint about dangerous driving, so perhaps it was no surprise when, 
while still on Leclerc’s case but visibly struggling to keep the car within a 
second of him, he braked fractionally too late for the first chicane.

The time it took Hamilton to weave his way through the marker boards 
and rejoin allowed Bottas to get ahead. The Finn had been rapid since his 

pitstop, taking on average just over half a second per lap out of the top two 
to end lap 41 just 1.2s behind Hamilton. His team-mate’s mistake gave 
Bottas, with his fresher rubber, a clear run at Leclerc.

But he wasn’t able to get as close as Hamilton had been, which Wolff 
put down to Bottas struggling more in turbulent air than his team-mate. 
But there was still a chance, which was created by lapping Lando Norris’s 
10th-placed McLaren. Leclerc had to follow the McLaren, at a distance 
but not enough to avoid any compromise, through the Parabolica but 
wasn’t able to gain use of the DRS from the backmarker.

Bottas closed up and had the advantage of the DRS, closing rapidly on 
Leclerc at the start of the third lap from home. He wasn’t close enough to 
attack, but he was as close as he’d been, only to go deep at the Rettifilo 
and lose a second. That gave Leclerc a little respite and, although Bottas 
edged up again, there was never a better chance.

“I’m gutted,” said Bottas. “I was trying everything I could to get him 
and there was no way past. Always when I was getting close enough I 
started left-front locking  because of the lack of downforce, and they are 
so quick in the straights. But I tried and I think it was the best I could do.”

Behind them Hamilton rounded out the podium but, given the state  
of his tyres, wisely opted to make a second stop to bolt on softs. He also 
suggested he would have had to let the rapid Bottas past to have a go at 
Leclerc anyway even if he had not had his off. New rubber allowed him to 
take fastest lap by a second from Vettel, although there was never any 
chance of Hamilton getting close to the top two.

Vettel was only able to recover to 13th after his early mistake, costly 
penalty and second pitstop. This should have meant Red Bull driver Max 
Verstappen took fourth but, after starting 19th thanks to a grid penalty 



ON-TRACK VIEW

Fast,flowing Monza 
feels tighter from the
passenger seat
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of gravel lining the outside of the 
bend and the proximity of the wall. 
“There’s plenty of runo…” says 
Chandhok with a wry smile.

All too quickly, we’re braking for 
the Variante della Roggia and 
Chandhok threads a needle 
between the two apexes. He 
attacks the enormous sausage 
kerbs, which dramatically unsettle 
the car, and fights an oversteery 
moment on the exit with a flick of 
opposite lock to bring the Vantage 

pointing straight at the Lesmos.
Attacking the first right-hander, 

he hooks the right-side wheels  
right onto the tiny kerb, virtually 
brushing the Armco on the inside. 
The second Lesmo is even tighter. 
“You always want a bit more width 
on the exit of this corner,” says 
Chandhok as he lets the Aston run 
wide over the rumble strips.

On the long straight, we pass the 
little chapel on the inside of the 
track and dip under the low bridge 

where the old banking crosses over. 
Like the rest of the lap, the Ascari 

chicane is surprisingly narrow.  
“I love this corner. If I could have a 
chicane on any of my dream tracks 
it would be this,” he says. Finally 
a�er the back straight he powers 
through Parabolica with the 
lightest of fingertips on the wheel.

Narrow, fast and with minimal 
runo. Monza from the cockpit is 
an altogether dierent challenge.
JAMES ROBERTS

From the perimeter of the circuit, 
Monza appears free-flowing. Fast 
and expansive. But viewed from 
the passenger seat of a car 
circulating at high speed,  
the reality is dierent. 

Yes it’s quick, but the sweep of 
Curva Biassono (also known as 
Curva Grande), the double Lesmo 
right-handers and Parabolica feel 
tighter than they look on a map  
or from behind the barriers.
Autosport was granted a hot lap 
around the fabled Autodromo 
thanks to Pirelli, in an Aston Martin 
Vantage with former F1 driver 
Karun Chandhok behind the wheel.

“You’ve joined me just as the 
brakes are starting to fade,” says 
Chandhok with a gleeful grin.

The most surprising 
characteristic of the first chicane is 
how the expansive track suddenly 
narrows. A�er the pitlane exit, the 
emergence of the barrier on the 
right-hand side of the track acts as 
a funnel and hides the second part 
of the Rettifilo until you are 75 
metres from the first apex.

While the Biassono appears a 
wide, long sweep on the TV, from 
inside the cockpit of the Vantage 
it’s much tighter than you would 
expect. The trees on the inside also 
hide the second part of the corner. 

More alarming – at the pace 
we’re motoring – is the small patch 
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Leclerc soaked up the
pressure in the final laps
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for taking the spec-4 Honda engine, his race was immediately 
compromised when he was caught out by the first-corner traffic jam. 
This resulted in him clipping Sergio Perez’s Racing Point.

Verstappen spent the rest of the race recovering to eighth. After 
stopping at the end of his first lap to change the nose and switch from 
mediums to soft tyres, he picked off Robert Kubica, George Russell, Kimi 
Raikkonen, Pierre Gasly and Norris – having already got ahead of Vettel 
and Stroll thanks to their spins and penalties – before making a second 
stop for softs on lap 28. After rejoining 13th, he repassed Gasly and 
Norris, and overtook Antonio Giovinazzi in the final stint. This, on  
top of Daniil Kvyat’s retirement on lap 30 and Kevin Magnussen’s second 
stop, added up to eighth just behind the fast-on-the-straight Perez.

This meant a big pay-day for the Renaults. The slippery RS19 was 
closer to the pace than ever before at Monza, with Ricciardo and 
Hulkenberg starting fifth and sixth. Hulkenberg initially ran fourth 
having passed Vettel around the outside into Curva Grande . 

Vettel easily repassed him on the run to the first chicane on lap two, 
with Ricciardo then relegating his team-mate three laps later. From  
there, they never missed a beat on their way to fourth and fifth, ahead  
of Red Bull’s Alex Albon, and only the intervention of the VSC 
exaggerated the gap between the pair.

Albon had survived a third-lap run through the gravel after trying to 
hang on around the outside of Sainz’s McLaren at the first Lesmo right-
hander. Sainz’s rear-end wobble caused the contact that spat Albon wide 
and cost the Red Bull driver two places, and he subsequently apologised 

for it. The McLaren driver’s race was later to come to an end when  
his front-right wheel wasn’t properly attached at his pitstop.

But these were all footnotes to Leclerc’s day of days. Winning for 
Ferrari at Monza is as good as it gets, and the significance of doing so 
when Vettel made yet another major mistake in a race won’t have been 
lost on the tifosi. Leclerc emerged as their new hero, while the second 
victory in a week will give team principal Mattia Binotto some much-
needed breathing space as the team heads into a run of races that will  
not favour its low-drag, short-on-downforce SF90.

The nature of Leclerc’s drive under intense pressure with a few 
moments of very aggressive defence when things did go wrong, 
combined with a tyre call that 
Binotto described as “brave but 
the right choice”, added up to a 
famous day at Monza. Leclerc’s 
reaction when the pressure 
released as he took the chequered 
flag told you everything you 
needed to know about how tough 
a win his was to achieve.

And if Leclerc wasn’t ‘the one’ 
after his Belgian win, this will 
have cemented his place in the 
hearts of the Ferrari fans on a day 
when Vettel again threw it away.

N E X T  F 1  R E P O R T

SINGAPORE GP
26 SEPTEMBER ISSUE
Marina Bay hasn’t been a 
uniformly happy hunting 
ground for Mercedes 
recently, and the tight 
layout won’t suit Ferrari’s 
slippery SF90 either…
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Renault’s Italian Grand Prix performance  
was comfortably its best since the revival of  
its works team at the start of the 2016 season, 
with Daniel Ricciardo finishing fourth and  
Nico Hulkenberg fifth.

Its 22-point haul moved it ahead of Toro  
Rosso in the constructors’ championship and  
cut fourth-placed McLaren’s advantage to just  
18 points. In qualifying, the Renault RS19’s  
time was just 0.663% off Charles Leclerc’s pole-
winning pace – the closest it has been all season.

Despite the pace of the package, which was 
boosted by the introduction of the latest-
specification Renault engine for free practice at 
Spa to get the grid penalties out of the way ahead 
of Monza, it would be premature to consider this 
a turnaround. This is because the low-drag and 
trimmed-out Renault has yet to prove itself on 
circuits requiring higher downforce levels.

“We knew a good result was available here, 
because we know the car has a good top speed,” 
said team principal Cyril Abiteboul. “And we 
know the car is extremely competitive in slow 
corners, which is a little bit the situation here. 
There are a couple of medium to high-speed 
corners, but you are not losing a lot of time  
here when you are not competitive. We still  
know where our weaknesses and strengths  
are and we need to work on that harder.”

Ricciardo, whose fourth place was his  
best result since leaving Red Bull at the end  
of last season, suggested this was the team’s  
best execution of a race weekend since the 
Canadian GP in June. He also paid tribute  
to the progress made on the engine side.

“It’s a bit like Canada – we turned the  
qualifying result into a strong race result,”  
said Ricciardo. “This one was a bit overdue;  

Renault has best weekend since  F1 return

Vettel at risk of 
one-race ban
Sebastian Vettel will trigger  
an automatic one-race ban  
should he pick up another  
three superlicence penalty  
points over the next three races.

F1 regulations mean that any 
driver hitting 12 points within a 
12-month period will be banned 
for one race, something that has 
not happened since the system 
was introduced for 2014. 

Vettel’s tally is now nine  
after he was given three penalty 
points for rejoining dangerously 
following his sixth-lap spin at 
Ascari and causing a collision with 
Lance Stroll. He must now keep his 
nose clean in the upcoming races 
in Singapore, Russia and Japan to 
ensure he avoids a ban.

Vettel blamed poor visibility  
for the way he rejoined, although 
given he was running fourth when 
he lost it,  it was reasonable to 
assume there would be a steady 
stream of cars coming through.

“When I spun I was looking the 
other way, I saw there was quite a 
bit of a gap,” said Vettel. “Obviously 
then you don’t start counting. I 
knew there would be cars coming, 
but originally I thought I would be 
much quicker rejoining [as he was 
briefly stuck on the grass]. That 
took obviously a lot longer.”

This is Vettel’s eighth 
significant mistake during a grand 
prix in the past 25 races, stretching 
back to his crash while leading the 
German GP last July.

M AT T I A 
B I N O T T O
Charles Leclerc’s 
victory was the first 
for a Ferrari driver  
in the Italian Grand 
Prix at Monza since 
Fernando Alonso in 2010.  
It was a landmark win for  
team principal Mattia Binotto, 
who also hinted he had  
forgiven his driver for his 
hesitancy in repassing 
Sebastian Vettel to restore  
the anointed order in Q3.
 
When you said to Charles  
‘I forgive you’, sei perdonato, 
at the end of the race, what 
did you mean?
Sei perdonato means whatever 
happened in the last days,  
that we discussed – and  
that’s something that will 
remain between us three –  
he did a good job. That was  
a way of me saying we are 
happy with the job he did.
 
Will what happened on 
Saturday a�ect the 
relationship between 
Sebastian and Charles?
It will not a�ect [things]. At first 

it’s something we 
discussed internally, 
there may be di�erent 
points of view, the 
outcome was 
certainly a very 
strange situation  

for everybody. I think more 
important was what Seb said  
at first: turn the page, and look 
ahead. I think that these guys 
are great and I can count on 
them. It doesn’t mean it will  
not happen again, because  
you never know. The spirit is 
whatever you may do, there  
is something to learn, and 
therefore it’s important to  
make sure it’s a lesson learned.
 
Leclerc was told he was on 
Plan B during the first stint. 
What was Plan B and why  
the hard tyre? 
The Plan B was simply a  
longer first stint and not too 
early a stop. The reason for  
the choice of the hard was 
simply that we looked at the 
real-time data of our tyres, tyre 
wear, and were looking at the 
so�s. Degradation by the end of 
the stint was not critical, but 
was [still] there, and we knew 

that by putting the hard we 
would have a better pace by the 
end of the race. And that’s why 
we thought it was important to 
protect ourselves. With the 
others on the medium, we  
knew that a�er the stop that  
the first lap would be di�icult. 
That was a key point for the  
win. I think the choice was 
brave, but the right one.
 
What improvements will there 
be on the car for Singapore?
We are working in Maranello to 
add some downforce. Maybe  
a few bits will be there. 
 
How important has the  
new engine been?
There are tracks like the next 
one where maybe the engine  
is not so important. But I think 
we should thank not only the 
new engine today, but as well 
the aerodynamic department, 
because the low-downforce 
package we brought both in 
Belgium and here has proved  
to be a good one for the high 
speed. The speed you may have 
seen on the straight is not only 
down to the engine, but also  
the aero package we brought.
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Renault has best weekend since  F1 return

McLaren 
makes costly 
blunder in 
Sainz pitstop
McLaren emerged from the Italian 
Grand Prix with just one point for 
Lando Norris’s 10th place thanks 
to Carlos Sainz retiring from the 
race with the front-right wheel  
not properly attached.

The team has yet to explain the 
mistake, which happened after 
Sainz pitted from sixth place at  
the end of lap 27. But replays show 
that the mechanics on the front-
right corner appeared to struggle 
to locate the wheel initially. An 
attempt was made to tighten the 
nut with the wheelgun, although 
Sainz then left his pitbox while  
the red light was still clearly 
showing. This was likely thanks  
to automated systems that do  
not allow the lights to change  
to ‘release’ if the torque on the 
wheelnuts is not adequate.

“We still need to analyse the 
detail of what happened,” said team 
principal Andreas Seidl (below). “It 
was quite a messy tyre change at 
the front-right corner, which then 
led to the wheel not being fully 
tight. We realised straight after  
we had to abort the car. 

“Unfortunately, these things 
happen. Compared to last year  
we have had a great step forward  
in terms of pitstops as a team, so 
it’s important to go back home  
and analyse in detail what 
happened and make a reset for 
Singapore to the form we had 
before the shutdown.”

Alfa Romeo driver Kimi Raikkonen finished 
15th after a dire weekend, with two crashes  
at the Parabolica and a 10-second stop/go 
penalty in the race.

After the race, Raikkonen said: “My accident 
yesterday was the start of everything.” He 
spun on his old-tyre run in Q3 and backed into 
the wall at the Parabolica. He started from the 
pitlane after a gearbox change and a switch of 
spec to the latest Ferrari engine, but the team 

mistakenly believed this meant he did not 
have to start on his Q2 tyres. This is only the 
case if there is a chassis change, meaning he 
earned the penalty. After climbing to 15th 
early on, this dropped him to the back.

Team-mate Antonio Giovinazzi had  
a stronger weekend, finishing ninth and 
claiming his second points finish of the 
season despite slipping behind Sergio Perez 
and Max Verstappen in the second stint.

Raikkonen’s disastrous weekend

we finally got ‘maximum points’. 
“I want to give an extra special shout-out to the 

engine boys. To get this sort of result here with the 
Renault team and power unit is quite a statement. 
Every year we come here and it feels like there’s a 
lack of optimism. And for them to turn it around 
to make the gains and put on this result is special.

“Enstone have definitely built in the last few 
weekends a car on low downforce that felt good 
immediately out of the box, even though there’s 
less grip with the smaller wing. It felt easier to 
drive and more balanced. The package we’ve got  
on these circuits is great, so coming into Singapore 
I think there’s a lot of things we can learn with a 
high-downforce and take something from there.”

Renault is expected to introduce an 
aerodynamic upgrade for Singapore next  
weekend, which will be required to produce a good  
step for it to challenge McLaren in the long run.
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11 Magnussen #20
1m20.615s

12 Kvyat #26
1m20.630s

13 Grosjean #8
1m20.784s

15 Kubica #88
1m22.356s

17 Gasly #10
1m21.125s

19 Verstappen #33
no time

14 Russell #63
1m21.800s

16 Norris #4
1m21.068s

18 Perez #11
1m21.291s

20 Raikkonen #7
no Q3 time

QUALIFYING 1 QUALIFYING 2 QUALIFYING 3

FREE PRACTICE 1 FREE PRACTICE 2 FREE PRACTICE 3

R A C E  C E N T R E  I T A L I A N  G P
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SPEED TRAP (QUALIFYING)

POS DRIVER TIME 

1 Leclerc 1m20.126s
2 Hulkenberg 1m20.155s
3 Bottas 1m20.156s
4 Hamilton 1m20.272s
5 Ricciardo 1m20.374s
6 Vettel 1m20.378s
7 Albon 1m20.382s
8 Sainz 1m20.413s
9 Gasly 1m20.508s

10 Magnussen 1m20.616s
11 Raikkonen 1m20.634s
12 Stroll 1m20.643s
13 Norris 1m20.646s
14 Giovinazzi 1m20.657s
15 Kvyat 1m20.723s
16 Grosjean 1m20.784s
17 Perez 1m21.291s
18 Russell 1m21.800s
19 Kubica 1m22.356s
20 Verstappen no time

POS DRIVER TIME 

1 Leclerc 1m27.905s
2 Sainz 1m28.211s
3 Norris 1m28.450s
4 Hamilton 1m28.730s
5 Albon 1m29.025s
6 Kvyat 1m29.960s
7 Verstappen 1m30.100s
8 Vettel 1m30.507s
9 Bottas 1m30.596s

10 Gasly 1m30.695s
11 Giovinazzi 1m32.848s
12 Stroll 1m33.976s
13 Ricciardo 1m34.528s
14 Magnussen 1m34.715s
15 Hulkenberg 1m35.133s
16 Grosjean 1m35.980s
17 Kubica 1m37.816s
18 Russell 1m38.421s
19 Perez no time
20 Raikkonen no time

POS DRIVER TIME 

1 Leclerc 1m20.978s
2 Hamilton 1m21.046s
3 Vettel 1m21.179s
4 Bottas 1m21.347s
5 Verstappen 1m21.350s
6 Albon 1m21.589s
7 Gasly 1m22.124s
8 Grosjean 1m22.153s
9 Ricciardo 1m22.249s

10 Kvyat 1m22.260s
11 Hulkenberg 1m22.338s
12 Sainz 1m22.482s
13 Magnussen 1m22.511s
14 Raikkonen 1m22.523s
15 Stroll 1m22.706s
16 Perez 1m22.882s
17 Giovinazzi 1m23.065s
18 Norris 1m23.561s
19 Kubica 1m23.737s
20 Russell 1m24.313s

POS DRIVER TIME 

1 Vettel 1m20.294s
2 Verstappen 1m20.326s
3 Bottas 1m20.403s
4 Leclerc 1m20.403s
5 Ricciardo 1m20.564s
6 Hamilton 1m20.595s
7 Hulkenberg 1m20.752s
8 Albon 1m20.827s
9 Giovinazzi 1m20.881s

10 Kvyat 1m20.945s
11 Sainz 1m20.949s
12 Perez 1m21.003s
13 Gasly 1m21.073s
14 Norris 1m21.292s
15 Raikkonen 1m21.325s
16 Magnussen 1m21.336s
17 Grosjean 1m21.621s
18 Stroll 1m21.639s
19 Russell 1m22.374s
20 Kubica 1m22.758s

POS DRIVER TIME 

1 Hamilton 1m19.464s
2 Leclerc 1m19.553s
3 Vettel 1m19.715s
4 Ricciardo 1m19.833s
5 Bottas 1m20.018s
6 Albon 1m20.021s
7 Sainz 1m20.202s
8 Hulkenberg 1m20.275s
9 Stroll 1m20.498s

10 Raikkonen 1m20.515s
11 Giovinazzi 1m20.517s
12 Magnussen 1m20.615s
13 Kvyat 1m20.630s
14 Norris 1m21.068s
15 Gasly 1m21.125s

POS DRIVER TIME 

1 Leclerc 1m19.307s
2 Hamilton 1m19.346s
3 Bottas 1m19.354s
4 Vettel 1m19.457s
5 Ricciardo 1m19.839s
6 Hulkenberg 1m20.049s
7 Sainz 1m20.455s
8 Albon no time
9 Stroll no time

10 Raikkonen no time

WEATHER 17C, wet

WEATHER 22C, cloudy

WEATHER 19C, dry/wet WEATHER 21C, cloudy
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Marina Bay

Racing Point
Ferrari

McLaren 
Haas 

Red Bull 
Renault 

Williams 
Alfa Romeo 
Toro Rosso 

Mercedes

212.9mph
213.0mph

213.5mph
213.9mph

214.1mph
214.4mph

215.1 mph
217.3mph
217.3mph

212.8mph

11#3319

S E A S O N  S T AT S

CONSTRUCTORS’ CHAMPIONSHIP

WINS FASTEST LAPS

POLE POSITIONS

Hamilton 8
Bottas 2
Leclerc 2
Verstappen 2

Hamilton 3
Verstappen 3
Bottas 2
Gasly 2
Leclerc 2
Vettel 2Bottas 4

Hamilton 4
Leclerc 4
Verstappen 1
Vettel 1

QUALIFYING BATTLE

Scores ignore sessions if a driver didn’t participate 
in qualifying or had a serious technical problem 

Hamilton 9 5 Bottas
Vettel 6 7 Leclerc
Gasly 1 10 Verstappen

Ricciardo 9 4 Hulkenberg
Grosjean 5 8 Magnussen

Norris 8 4 Sainz
Perez 13 1 Stroll

Raikkonen 9 4 Giovinazzi
Albon 5 5 Kvyat

Russell 14 0 Kubica

DRIVERS’ 
CHAMPIONSHIP PTS BEST

FINISH
BEST
QUAL

1 Hamilton 284 1 1
2 Bottas 221 1 1
3 Verstappen 185 1 1
4 Leclerc 182 1 1
5 Vettel 169 2 1
6 Gasly 65 4 4
7 Sainz 58 5 6
8 Ricciardo 34 4 4
9 Albon 34 5 8

10 Kvyat 33 3 6
11 Hulkenberg 31 5 6
12 Raikkonen 31 7 5
13 Perez 27 6 5
14 Norris 25 6 5
15 Stroll 19 4 9
16 Magnussen 18 6 5
17 Grosjean 8 7 6
18 Giovinazzi 3 9 8
19 Kubica 1 10 18
20 Russell 0 11 16

1 Mercedes 505
2 Ferrari 351
3 Red Bull 266
4 McLaren 83
5 Renault 65
6 Toro Rosso 51
7 Racing Point 46
8 Alfa Romeo 34
9 Haas 26

10 Williams 1
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POWERED BY

Leclerc

Hamilton

Bottas

Vettel

Ricciardo

Hulkenberg

Sainz

Albon

Stroll

Giovinazzi

Magnussen

Kvyat

Grosjean

Russell

Kubica

Norris

Gasly

Perez

Verstappen

Raikkonen

Lap 10 Lap 15 Lap 20 Lap 25 Lap 30 Lap 35 Lap 40 Lap 45 Lap 50Lap 5

1 Leclerc #16
1m19.307s

2 Hamilton #44
1m19.346s

3 Bottas #77
1m19.354s

5 Ricciardo #3
1m19.839s

7 Sainz #55
1m20.455s

9 Stroll #18
no Q3 time

4 Vettel #5
1m19.457s

6 Hulkenberg #27
1m20.049s

8 Albon #23
no Q3 time

10 Giovinazzi #99
1m20.517s

LAP CHART What happened, when

STARTING GRID

Pitstop        Crash        Mechanical failure        Spin        Penalty        Car lapped        Safety car   
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FASTEST LAPS

RACE BRIEFING

TYRES

FASTEST LAPS

RACE BRIEFING

POS DRIVER TEAM FINISH TIME LED TYRES

1 Charles Leclerc (MCO) Ferrari 1h15m26.665s 45 Su, Hn
2 Valtteri Bottas (FIN) Mercedes +0.835s 8 Su, Mn
3 Lewis Hamilton (GBR) Mercedes +35.199s Su, Mn, Su
4 Daniel Ricciardo (AUS) Renault +45.515s Su, Mn
5 Nico Hulkenberg (DEU) Renault +58.165s Su, Mn
6 Alexander Albon (THA) Red Bull-Honda +59.315s Su, Mn
7 Sergio Perez (MEX) Racing Point-Mercedes +1m13.802s Mn, Sn
8 Max Verstappen (NLD) Red Bull-Honda +1m14.492s Mn, Sn, Mu
9 Antonio Giovinazzi (ITA) Alfa Romeo-Ferrari -1 lap Sn, Mn

10 Lando Norris (GBR) McLaren-Renault -1 lap Mn, Hn
11 Pierre Gasly (FRA) Toro Rosso-Honda -1 lap Mn, Sn
12 Lance Stroll (CAN) Racing Point-Mercedes -1 lap Su, Mn
13 Sebastian Vettel (DEU) Ferrari -1 lap Su, Hn, Mn
14 George Russell (GBR) Williams-Mercedes -1 lap Mn, Hn
15 Kimi Raikkonen (FIN) Alfa Romeo-Ferrari -1 lap Mn, Sn
16 Romain Grosjean (FRA) Haas-Ferrari -1 lap Sn, Mn, Sn
17 Robert Kubica (POL) Williams-Mercedes -2 laps Mn, Sn, Mn
R Kevin Magnussen (DNK) Haas-Ferrari 43 laps-hydraulics Sn, Mn, Su
R Daniil Kvyat (RUS) Toro Rosso-Honda 29 laps-oil leak Mn, Sn
R Carlos Sainz Jr (ESP) McLaren-Renault 27 laps-wheel Su, Mn

POS DRIVER TIME GAP LAP

1 Hamilton 1m21.779s - 51
2 Vettel 1m22.799s +1.020s 50
3 Bottas 1m22.859s +1.080s 47
4 Leclerc 1m23.009s +1.230s 47
5 Verstappen 1m23.143s +1.364s 41
6 Albon 1m23.364s +1.585s 45
7 Ricciardo 1m23.466s +1.687s 53
8 Hulkenberg 1m23.641s +1.862s 53
9 Perez 1m23.770s +1.991s 35

10 Gasly 1m23.885s +2.106s 51
11 Norris 1m24.044s +2.265s 52
12 Stroll 1m24.165s +2.386s 31
13 Raikkonen 1m24.419s +2.640s 52
14 Magnussen 1m24.443s +2.664s 38
15 Giovinazzi 1m24.503s +2.724s 44
16 Russell 1m24.842s +3.063s 51
17 Grosjean 1m24.985s +3.206s 31
18 Kubica 1m24.989s +3.210s 47
19 Sainz 1m25.637s +3.858s 10
20 Kvyat 1m25.772s +3.993s 19

RACE RESULTS  ROUND 14/21 (53 LAPS – 190.60 MILES)

WEATHER 22C, sunny

WINNER’S AVERAGE SPEED 151.58mph  FASTEST LAP AVERAGE SPEED 158.47mph

GRID PENALTIES
GASLY, VERSTAPPEN AND 
PEREZ required to start 
from back of the grid due 
to additional power unit 
elements used
NORRIS required to start 
from back of the grid due to 
additional power unit elements 
used, and five-place penalty for 
further power unit elements used
RAIKKONEN required to start 

from the pitlane because car 
modified under parc ferme 
conditions, and five-place 
penalty for replacement gearbox

RACE PENALTIES
VETTEL 10-second stop/go 
penalty and three licence 
points for rejoining the track 
in an unsafe manner
STROLL Drivethrough 
penalty and two licence 

points for rejoining the track 
in an unsafe manner
ALBON 5s penalty and one 
licence point for leaving the 
track and gaining an advantage
RAIKKONEN 10s stop/go 
penalty for starting on a set 
of tyres that were not used 
to set the fastest lap in Q2
MCLAREN fined €5000 for 
unsafe release of SAINZ 

KEY:   H - Hard   M - Medium   S - So¦    I - Intermediate   W - Wet   n - New set   u - Used set

C1

HARD

C2

MEDIUM

C3

SOFT

C4 C5 INTERMEDIATE WET
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L E WIS HAMILTON SEBA STI A N VETTEL

DA NIEL RICCIARDO RO MA I N GR O SJEA N LA ND O  NO R R I S

VALTTERI  BOTTAS C HA R LES LEC LER C M AX VE RSTAPPE N

NICO HULKENBERG KEVI N MAGNUSSEN CARLOS SAIN Z JR

MERCEDES FERRARI RED BULL

RENAULT HAAS MCLAREN

A LEX A LBO N

Qualified just 
0.008s off 
Hamilton and 
sat behind him 

in the first stint before 
running long to gain 
a tyre offset over 
Leclerc. After his late 
stop, carved into the 
advantage of the 
leaders and, after 
Hamilton’s off, picked 
up the chase but 
couldn’t get close 
enough to attack.

On Renault’s 
strongest 
weekend of the 
year, was very 

much second behind 
Ricciardo in the battle 
for ‘Class B’ honours. 
Ran as high as fourth 
after passing Ricciardo 
at Rettifilo and Vettel 
at the Roggia chicane, 
but quickly slipped 
back and ended the 
race almost 13s 
behind his team-mate.

Was perhaps 
fortunate to take 
pole having not 
made the most 

of the tow from the 
Renaults on his first 
run, but was quick 
all weekend. Under 
relentless pressure 
in the race, he largely 
kept it together, but 
error at the first 
chicane let Hamilton 
get close and forced 
robust defending.

Had a shot at 
Q3 but didn’t 
quite get his 
positioning for 

the tow right and had 
a scruffy run through 
the first chicane. Was 
in the mix for a point 
(assuming Verstappen 
would’ve passed him) 
when he had a huge 
lock-up while ninth 
ahead of Norris on his 
second set of tyres, 
forcing a second stop.

Taking spec-3 
Honda engine 
meant he carried 
a back-of-the-

grid penalty into the 
weekend. Qualifying 
was a write-off even 
before he suffered a 
cut in power caused 
by the Honda engine 
reacting to wheelspin. 
Clipping Perez forced 
an early stop, then 
made good progress 
to recover to eighth. 

Qualified in 
seventh place, 
assisted by the 
Q3 shambles 

he contributed to. 
Survived his mistake 
while battling Albon, 
and was in the hunt for 
sixth when he retired 
after a wheel wasn’t 
properly attached at 
the pitstop – replays 
showed he left his 
pitbox with the red 
light clearly still on. 

Capitalised on 
Vettel not having 
a tow and the Q3 
shenanigans to 

get onto the front row, 
and didn’t let Leclerc 
have a moment’s 
peace until he missed 
the chicane and fell to 
third. Twice he came 
close to a pass, only to 
be met with Leclerc’s 
ruthless defence. Late 
stop for softs yielded 
a point for fastest lap.

Made the 
most of the 
slippery 
Renault to 

put it fifth on the grid, 
two tenths faster than 
Hulkenberg. Was 
relegated to sixth by 
his team-mate after 
having to stay wide 
into Rettifilo, but 
quickly repassed him 
and was an average of 
0.3s quicker over the 
rest of the stint.

Sole Q3 attempt 
came at the front 
of the queue and 
the subsequent 

shambles meant he 
wasn’t able to shoot 
for pole position with 
a slipstream. Briefly 
dropped to fifth behind 
Hulkenberg before 
retaking the place, but 
a spin and dangerous 
recovery combined 
to drop him out of 
points contention.  

Fell in Q1 after 
being distracted 
by the Ferraris 
on his final lap 

and, after starting 
13th, was tapped 
at the first corner, 
triggering the anti-
stall. Complained of 
oversteer throughout, 
spinning at Ascari early 
on, and was never able 
to get himself into 
contention for 
a points finish.

Q3 chaos left 
him eighth on 
the grid and 
he slipped to 

10th in the opening 
seconds of the race 
before passing 
Giovinazzi into the 
second chicane. Two 
incidents – getting 
booted into the Lesmo 
1 gravel by Sainz and 
cutting the second 
chicane while passing 
Magnussen – cost him. 

Was on the back 
foot thanks to an 
oil leak that cost 
him much of FP2 

and the back-of-the-
grid penalty for an 
engine change. But he 
plugged away in the 
race and came away 
with 10th place under 
pressure from Gasly, 
despite not getting any 
help from the timing 
of the VSC. A very 
hard-fought point.
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ONLY RICCIARDO RATES 
FULL MARKS AT MONZA 

The Renault driver is our Italian Grand Prix star turn for his fourth-place 
finish, while Vettel and Raikkonen share the wooden spoon 

EDD ST RAW



TOP 10 AVERAGE RATIN GS

Ricciardo put team-mate 
Hulkenberg in the shade 
throughout the weekend
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S E RGIO PEREZ

GE ORGE RUSSELL

KI MI  RA I KKO NENLANCE STROLL

ROBERT KUBICA

DAN IIL  KVYATA NTO NI O  GI OVI NA ZZ I

RACING POINT

WILLIAMS

TORO ROSSOALFA ROMEO

PI ER R E GA SLY

Made a return 
to Q3 for the 
first time in 12 
months, but was 

unable to start a lap 
on his sole fresh set 
of softs thanks to the 
farce he played a small 
part in causing. Picked 
off Albon and Sainz 
for seventh before 
Vettel clipped him 
into a spin. His own 
recovery earned a 
drivethrough penalty. 

Looked good 
through free 
practice, but 
oversteer made 

qualifying difficult and 
left him just over half a 
second behind Russell. 
Briefly got up to 13th at 
the start, but struggled 
with a front-left tyre 
vibration in the first 
stint, then made 
second stop after a 
lock-up when the 
brake pedal went soft.

Might have 
beaten his 
team-mate into 
Q3 but lost time 

running wide at 
Parabolica after 
passing the touring 
Kvyat. Drove a decent 
race to ninth, holding 
seventh after his stop 
but then slipping 
behind Perez and 
Verstappen in the final 
stint as he struggled 
with degradation. 

Was a genuine 
Q3 threat, but 
complained 
about the 

Ferraris being in his 
way on his final Q2 
lap – although they 
seemed more of a 
distraction than a true 
hindrance. Drove a 
strong first stint and 
was able to pit under 
the VSC, but he retired 
from sixth with a loss 
of oil pressure. 

A crash in FP1 
then an engine 
problem in Q3 
put him on the 

back foot for the race. 
Drove a good first stint 
and capitalised on the 
VSC timing for a cheap 
pitstop. Rejoined 10th, 
but picked up a place 
to Kvyat’s retirement 
and passed Giovinazzi 
and Magnussen before 
holding off Verstappen 
for seventh. 

Comfortably 
outpaced 
Kubica in Q1, 
but aborted his 

second run with what 
was later tracked to 
unexplained floor 
damage. Penalties 
promoted him to 14th 
on the grid and, after 
briefly falling behind 
Kubica, drove his 
usual strong race 
and only lost out to 
Vettel on the final lap.

Crashed on 
Friday at 
Parabolica, then 
crashed again 

at the same place on 
his used-tyre run in 
Q3. Started from the 
pits having finally 
taken the spec-3 
Ferrari power unit, but 
earned a penalty for 
the team bolting on 
a new set of starting 
tyres rather than the 
mandated Q2 set.

A change to the 
spec-4 Honda 
engine meant 
qualifying was 

a write-off, so started 
19th after focusing 
on race prep having 
reached Q2 hoping to 
give Kvyat a tow. Race 
pace was not quite as 
good as Kvyat’s, but 
was unfortunate to 
lose time to Stroll’s 
recovery after a 
good start. 
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DUNBAR

GIVE 
YOUR DRIVER 

RATINGS

A U T O S P O R T. C O M / F 1 /
D R I V E R - R AT I N G SAUTO SPO RT’ S RATI NG 

AFTER  R O UND  1 4
R EA D ERS’  RATI NG 
A F TER  R O UND  1 4
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Brollies unfurled, the 
fans seek out their 
vantage points as the 
72-car grid forms up 

Aquaplaning and poor 
visibility take a mental 
toll – and the drivers’ 
moods are contagious

Racing at night brings 
whole new level of 
challenge for Tempesta 
Racing’s ‘Am’ drivers

Froggatt (le� ) and Cheever confer

Pre-race parade in Spa town centre

Flurry of activity ahead of the start Spa is first experience of a 24-hour race for many team members
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X X X X A R ’ S  F O R M U L A  E  S T R U G G L E S
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“It’s very di�  cult if you have 
Pro cars behind you fl ashing 
their lights all the time”

W H AT  C A N  P O S S I B LY 
G O  W R O N G ?

Stifling heat, torrential rain, incidents, confusing rules – and a whole load of elation. 
That’s the lot of one team on its Spa 24 Hours debut in the Pro-Am class

E L L I O T  W O O D

The emphasis on track time for lower-rated drivers meant 
Tempesta ideally wanted Hui and Froggatt to be in the car 
during any lengthy safety car periods, but also wanted them 
to be as sharp as possible for green-fl ag action. After all, the 
margin between the best and worst Am drivers is far greater 
than the Pros, meaning that a strong Am will make a far bigger 
di� erence to overall prospects than his Pro counterpart.

Thursday’s night-time practice session should help, but, 
as Froggatt reveals, that is a challenge in itself. “What I found 

di   cult was at the start I was in a lot of very fast tra   c with 
cars and drivers that have done this for many years, and they 
were instantly very comfortable in the dark,” he says. “I preferred 
fi ve or six laps by myself to really get used to it, because you 
have to fi nd your own references and braking points. And it’s 
very di   cult to do that if you have these Pro cars behind you 
fl ashing their lights all the time, wanting you to move out the 
way when you don’t even have a reference as to where to go.” 

For Froggatt and some of the Tempesta trackside team, Spa 

 “ Y
ou’ve got so much more that can go wrong.” 
Those are the words of Chris Froggatt at the 
Spa 24 Hours. Driving a Tempesta Racing by Sky 
Ferrari that included three-time Formula 1 race 
winner Giancarlo Fisichella and Edward Cheever 

– son of Indy 500 winner Eddie – among its line-up, he wasn’t 
likely to be one of the contenders for overall victory. But this 
Pro-Am class line-up was one of the 72 crews, with a total of 
248 drivers, that are as much a part of the tapestry of this race 
as the all-factory star-studded teams.

Indeed, this year’s running of the twice-round-the-clock Belgian 
enduro proved that such a form of racing requires a mindset where 
mechanical sympathy is often more rewarding than lap time. And, 
with the GT3 category on which the Spa 24 Hours is based being 
one where only customer teams – rather than works entries – 
are allowed, the focus is on setting the car up to the needs of 
its driver line-up rather than developing the machinery.

The Ferrari 488 GT3 fi elded by Tempesta Racing was one 
of 12 Pro-Am line-ups at Spa, with Ferrari Challenge Europe 
champion Froggatt joining Fisichella, his International GT Open 
team-mate Cheever III, and Jonathan Hui. While Hui was the only 
true amateur driver in the line-up, Froggatt was also designated 
an ‘Am’ as a one-o� . This added an extra layer of complexity to 
the team’s strategy due to race organiser SRO’s unyielding stint 
rules. In a Pro-Am car, any Bronze-rated driver must drive for 
a minimum of eight hours, and should be behind the wheel for 
at least an hour in each quarter of the race. In this case, it also 
meant that Froggatt could be in the car no longer than Hui.

I N S I D E  T H E  S PA  2 4  H O U R S
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Fourth in class is not the 
hoped for result, but the 
car survived a dramatic 
race in 40th overall

Race streamed live on Motorsport.tv

“The drivers’ descriptions of the 
conditions at the end of each  
stint are fairly terrifying”

is their first experience of a 24-hour race. There’s no ‘one-size-fits-
all’ approach to the subject of sleep, and physios are at hand for 
anyone working in fireproofs. For the mechanics, ‘bed’ consists of 
festival-favourite folding chairs lined up along a wall of the garage. 
But they rest so lightly that when one team member points out that 
it’s nearly the end of a night-time stint, the entire crew switches 
from shut-eye to preparing for a pitstop in less than a minute.

There are no folding chairs in Tempesta’s hospitality unit,  
but the festival vibe continues as Froggatt and Hui entertain  
VIP guests between stints, while a rotating cast of DJs provides  
an ongoing soundtrack and light show to rival the racing outside.  
It seems an unconventional but entertaining method of keeping 
awake between stints, until you discover that when the drivers 

aren’t chatting they’re actually successfully sleeping through  
all the noise, on the second floor of the unit.

Before the race, the drivers and main strategist map out  
in detail which order they will run if the race is dry, and an 
alternative strategy for when the expected rain turns up. In  
each, they are careful to observe the stint-length rules: the time 
between stops must be no longer than 65 minutes, or 70 minutes  
if there’s a virtual or real safety car period at the end of the stint.

Not long before the race start, Eastern Belgium swaps record heat 
for torrential rain, and as a result the first few laps are completed 
behind the safety car. Once the race goes green, Fisichella takes  
the Tempesta Ferrari from third in class into the lead. A clash  
with a rival undoes that progress, and Fisichella completes two 
stints before handing over to Cheever during a safety car.

While the intensity of the rain eventually decreases, there’s  
no improvement in visibility as the race heads into the evening, 
ensuring Cheever’s, Hui’s and Froggatt’s first stints are full of 
drama. Despite having gone from class victory contenders to at 
best a long shot for the podium in the first quarter of the race, the 
drivers are surprisingly calm. A team member jokes that the drivers’ 
moods are contagious, but it seems to ring true. When darkness 
fully falls and the rain returns in force, the mechanics arguably even 
look bored, and it’s the physios who are showing signs of stress. 

And then… Remember that rule on stint length? Live timing – 
available on nearly every computer, phone and television during 
the race – helpfully shows how long each car has been on track 
since its last pitstop, so even if the strategist is dozing o� there 
will always be somebody in the team who can notice when a 
driver’s about to have been on circuit for too long. 

The calmness in which Tempesta is enveloped is broken five 
hours in by the news that the Ferrari has to serve a 30-second 
stop-go penalty. The initial response is confusion, and several of 
the team get smartphones out to scrutinise the regulations. It’s 
soon clear what’s gone wrong: the wording of the rule on stint 
length has led Tempesta to believe that a previous trip to the 
pitlane for a penalty, served when Cheever was in the car, would 
count as the end of a stint. It doesn’t, and the team pays the price.

Having dropped to fifth in class, Tempesta’s e�orts to claw  
back time are hamstrung by frequent safety car periods and  
full course yellows, more penalties, and worsening conditions, 
until the race organisers stop proceedings entirely at 0542.  
It’s six hours before conditions improve su�ciently for the  
race to restart, leaving five hours to go until the finish.

The drivers’ descriptions of the conditions at the end of each 
stint are fairly terrifying – Froggatt, indeed, has aquaplaned down 
the straights on multiple occasions – and the endless wet weather 

starts to take a mental toll on all. Getting cold isn’t an issue,  
as the continental heatwave continues through the night, but 
conditions are as treacherous under foot as on wet-weather tyres.

The quarter-hourly track updates during the red flag soon 
become half-hourly, then hourly, until mid-morning, when the 
huddles of snoozing and soaked mechanics on garage floors are 
literally kicked back into life, the rain covers are removed from the 
cars and everyone is given the signal to prepare for a restart at 1130. 

A return to racing puts a smile on everyone’s faces, even though 
it’s still raining, and Tempesta is confident it can make its way 
back to the podium, given it has one of the better line-ups on  
pace. Those hopes are quickly shot, with a technical problem 
striking behind the safety car.

But on this occasion the lengthy safety car spell is a blessing. 
The team loses fewer laps than it would have done under green-
flag conditions, and this enables it to fight back up to fourth in 
class in the final hour. After a weekend of some of the toughest 
conditions racing has to o�er, any disappointment of missing  
out on the podium is quickly drowned out for the four drivers  
by the prospect that they can do it all over again next year –  
and this time fight for the win. 
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The glamour of 
motorsport: folding 
chairs in the pit garage 
serve as ‘living’ quarters 

Driver line-up includes a grand prix winner

“THE 38KM SCENI C  DETOUR 
W AS BEAU TIFU L U N TIL I 
L ITERAL LY CRASH ED OVER 
THE BELGIAN  BO RDER”

Budget airlines and hire cars are the bread-and-butter of 
covering motorsport overseas. But when neither is a�ordable  
or possible, journalists have to innovate to get the job done.  
This writer invoked his inner 1970s freelancer – moustache 
included – to cover the Assen DTM round and Spa 24 Hours  
for little more than £400. 

Inspired by racing drivers’ holiday snaps, my cheap road 
bicycle was my primary transport. Applying rallying tricks,  
I ran lower tyre pressures to avoid punctures on gravel and  
the associated repair costs, albeit reducing speed on asphalt.

I le� Autosport’s o�ice before dawn, equipped with a small 
rucksack of too few 
clothes, a computer, 
notepad, locks, pasta 
sachets and a battery 
pack. My water bottle 
was elastic-banded  
to the bicycle, with 
maps, money and 
phone all stu�ed  
in jersey pockets.

A sprint across 
London was followed 
by a train to the East 
Coast, where £48 was 
splashed on a ferry to 
the Netherlands. The 
eight-hour rest at sea 
proved crucial, as catching the train links to Assen required a 
100km cycle ride to a tight timeframe. Renting a room from 
Thursday to Monday (breakfast included) nearby was £180,  
and free media lunches prevented starvation. 

Monday started with a pricey train ticket to Tilburg, where  
I was given directions to Belgium by a drag queen. The 38km 
scenic detour was beautiful until I literally crashed over the 
Belgian border. 

It was then just £9 for a train to Pepinster, but the financial 
comfort was cancelled out by a gruelling climb equivalent to 
scaling The Shard, with 12-degree inclines and in record 38C 
heat. A similarly steep route led to my £22-per-night bed in  
a 16-man dormitory room, where many were on Spa 24  
Hours pilgrimages. Smuggled bread from breakfast was  
my sustenance until race day, where I tasted proper meals 
thanks to Tempesta Racing. 

A�er 43 hours awake, there was six hours of sleep before  
I trailed the Eau Rouge river down to Pepinster, got the train  
to Brussels and the expensive Eurostar to London. Vowing  
to finish in budget, I ended my journey riding the A5  
northbound back home to Hertfordshire. 

S PA  O N  A  B U D G E T  – 
A N D  A  P U S H - B I K E



POS DRIVER (TEAM) PTS

1 Clement Novalak (Carlin) 463

2 Johnathan Hoggard (Fortec) 411

3 Ayrton Simmons (Dittmann) 402

4 Kiern Jewiss (Douglas) 360

5 Ulysse de Pauw (Douglas) 301

6 Neil Verhagen (Double R) 295

7 Manuel Maldonado (Fortec) 288

8 Kaylen Frederick (Carlin) 267

9 Sasakorn Chaimongkol (Hillspeed) 257

10 Hampus Ericsson (Double R) 254

BRDC F3 STANDINGS



Novalak leads the 
pack at Silverstone
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Q & A  I N S I G H T

JASON NOBLE How did you get into racing?
CLEMENT NOVALAK My dad [Michael Novalak] used to race  
in the Clio Cup in France. He had his own racing crew, so that  
got me into it. It started just running karts for fun, and I just  
got more and more into it. I decided to do some regional stu�  
in France and over time went up the ladder into international 
racing. I won a few races and a couple of championships and 
moved up to Formula Renault and British F3.

JN Why did you start in the French championships?
CN I was born in southern France and we moved to Switzerland 
soon after. It was just the fact that it was easier to go to France. 
The closest track was Lyon and it was a nice track to learn on.

JN What was it about racing that got you hooked?
CN I love fast cars. I was always in the back of my dad’s car  
and telling him to go faster and faster. The feeling of placing  
the car and getting it perfect is great. At the beginning it was 
mostly about speed. What drives me now is the feeling you  
chase when you finish qualifying or a race and you do a  
perfect lap. When you know it’s practically perfect, it’s  
a feeling you aspire to have every time in the car.

JN How is your racing financed?
CN I have a few family sponsors. My uncle owns a betting 
company in Paris, and a couple of companies my mum is  
involved in. I am in a very lucky position to have my parents  
fund my racing, but moving up the ladder I will definitely  
have to look for more sponsors.

JN What has changed since 2018? Has 2019 been  
your breakthrough year?
CN Yeah definitely. Last year I was a little inexperienced. After 
qualifying on pole at Oulton Park [in the first round], having  
that terrible start showed a lack of experience and a lack of 
gumption. The first season of cars really helped me develop.  

The success I have had in reversed-grid races this year and doing 
a full season in cars with really experienced people around helps 
you develop your racecraft. You develop every time you get into 
the car. You always strive to be better.

JN Do you think the points amassed from places gained in  
race twos [the reversed-grid events] this year have been the  
key to your championship challenge?
CN It’s been part of it. There are two big parts. The first  
is reversed grids, where you take what you can and give  
[cede position] when you have to. The other bit has been the 
consistency. We have done about 21 races and we still haven’t  
had a DNF – that’s important. If you go into a race and can only 
score 10 points instead of 30, you are still scoring those 10 points.

JN Have you been thinking about winning the championship?
CN I haven’t thought about the championship, only since the  
last round. Going into every race I take it little by little but it’s 
something a lot of drivers think about. It’s true what they say:  
in order to finish first, you first have to finish. It’s not the way  
I race, I am not a conservative driver, but I make decisions 
understanding where I am on the track. You can easily make  
rash decisions and attempt a move that isn’t on, but I would 
rather wait a couple of corners and take the perfect opportunity 
and still have the pace advantage. I guess I try to be as smooth  
as I can whenever I race and I think it’s paid o� this year.

JN What is your mindset heading to the finale?
CN We take it race by race. Having a 52-point margin takes  
a lot of stress o�, but you still want to deliver as a driver.  
I still want to do the best job I can. Of course it’s stressful  
but I am looking forward to Donington. We showed pace  
when we were there earlier in the season.

JN Does having such a competitive grid this year make  
beating the competition more satisfying?
CN 100%. The tracks are particularly small and quite narrow,  
and a lot of the time you find on British tracks is in the amount  
of testing, and not just pure pace. You have to be inch perfect. 
The more laps you do the more lap time you find, and coming  
to Snetterton or Brands Hatch and being able to score podiums  
is very satisfying, being close to the front at tracks I haven’t  
raced on before. It’s extremely satisfying to see 13 winners in  
a year and leading the championship – the level is extremely 
high. You have guys from Formula Renault and guys like Neil 
Verhagen, an ex-Red Bull driver – there’s a lot of talent on the 
grid with 13 guys winning a race. It’s extremely good for the 
championship, and from the inside it’s rewarding to beat them.

JN What are your plans for next year?
CN I think probably a European series. I haven’t made any  
plans with my management team yet but I will probably start 
testing after Donington. I don’t really focus too much beyond  
the season and doing a good last round. 

CLEMENT NOVALAK
Q&A

Incredible consistency has brought the racer from France to the verge of the  
BRDC Formula 3 title heading into this weekend’s Donington Park finale.  

Time to catch up with the 19-year-old Carlin driver
J A S O N  N O B L E

                                                     PHOTOGRAPHY JEP   



Abril leads Engelhart
a�er Sunday start. The

Merc won both races
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BLANCPAIN GT WORLD  
CHALLENGE EUROPE
HUNGARORING (HUN)
7-8 SEPTEMBER
ROUND 5/5

At the end of a pulsating season of the 
newly renamed Blancpain GT World 
Challenge Europe, FFF Racing Lamborghini 
crew Andrea Caldarelli and Marco Mapelli 
and Black Falcon Mercedes pair Maro Engel 
and Luca Stolz ended up level on points. 

Caldarelli and Mapelli took an eight-point 
lead over Engel and Stolz to the Hungaroring, 
but this was reduced to just two after they 
only managed fifth in Saturday’s opening 
encounter. This was followed by a charging 
drive, coupled with a typically rapid pitstop 
by the FFF crew, that secured fourth place 
and the title in the final race of the year. 
With both driving partnerships on 92.5 
points, the championship was decided by 
Caldarelli and Mapelli’s two wins to the 
single victory of Engel and Stolz.

“It was the longest 30 minutes ever!”  
said relieved FFF driver and team principal 
Caldarelli after Mapelli brought the car 
home. “We knew it would be really di�cult 
starting P13, but I did everything I could 
during my stint. This win goes to all the 
guys – they have been amazing all year and 
they really deserve it. I still can’t believe it.” 

As the Hungarian weather turned 
inclement on Saturday, both qualifying and 
the opening race were rain-a�ected a�airs. 
Akka ASP Mercedes duo Ra�aele Marciello 
and Vincent Abril mastered both to take a 
dominant double victory. 

Stolz qualified the Black Falcon Mercedes 
alongside polesitter Marciello and ran 
second early on before falling behind the 
Grasser Lambo of Mirko Bortolotti, who 
forced his way around the outside at Turn 2. 

Meanwhile, the FFF Lambo in the hands 
of Mapelli struggled to make inroads and 
languished in sixth despite moving past 
Ricky Collard’s R-Motorsport Aston, which 
got shu�ed down thanks to the robust 

Lamborghini team wins title tiebreak

Relive this race at Motorsport.tv

e�orts of Kelvin van der Linde’s Audi R8. 
While the ASP Mercedes – now with 

Abril at the wheel – continued to lead 
Bortolotti’s team-mate Christian Engelhart 
out front, Engel began making a decisive 
move towards the points lead entering  
the closing stages. A sustained e�ort  
to overhaul Engelhart, who had slipped  
back from Abril, eventually paid o� for 
Engel. He pulled o� a superb move  
around the outside of Turn 9 to snatch 
second on the final lap and reduce  
FFF’s points lead to just two. 

Engel and Stolz now only needed to  
finish two places ahead of Caldarelli and 
Mapelli to secure the title in Sunday’s dry 
finale. That scenario looked all the more 
likely as Engel qualified the Black Falcon 
Mercedes fourth, nine places higher than 
the FFF Lambo, and settled into third place 
o� the rolling start. But Caldarelli was also 
on the climb and worked his way up to 
eighth before the mandatory pitstops. 

Mapelli took over and jumped four places 
to run behind the Black Falcon Mercedes 
– now with Stolz at the wheel – and in 
championship-winning position once  
the pit window closed. Stolz, knowing  
he couldn’t simply hold station, began to 
pile pressure on the car ahead (Bortolotti’s 
Grasser Huracan), desperately trying to grab 
the second place that would earn the title. 

Marciello and Abril claimed their fourth 
win of the year to leapfrog Bortolotti and 
Engelhart for third in the standings at the 
post. But the bigger prize went the way  
of FFF in fourth place, as Stolz failed to 
overhaul Bortolotti for second. 
STEPHEN BRUNSDON

W ORLD OF SPORT

FFF Racing  
Lambo pair Andrea 

Caldarelli and Marco 
Mapelli won crown
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O
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Piastri (1) bounced
back to win race two

W O R L D  O F  S P O R T  R A C E  C E N T R E
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It wasn’t long before the pack was 
bunched up once more as Xavier Lloveras 
and Patrick Schott came together at Turn 2 
while disputing 10th place. 

Upon resumption, the top three remained 
the same until the flag as Piastri opened up 
a 2.883s margin in what became a 
10-minute sprint to the finish. Smolyar kept 
his team-mate honest while never really 
being challenged by Martins, who ended the 
round in positive spirits after scoring just 

FORMULA RENAULT EUROCUP
HUNGARORING (HUN)
7-8 SEPTEMBER
ROUND 7/10

After dominating both Formula Renault 
Eurocup races last time out at the 
Nurburgring, a rather forlorn Oscar  
Piastri sat disconsolately in the Turn 9 
gravel trap before racing even got under  
way at the Hungaroring last weekend. 

That’s if you could call it racing, since 
torrential rain made Saturday’s opening 
encounter a pedestrian nine-minute crawl 
behind the safety car, which was then 
red-flagged. MP Motorsport’s Victor 
Martins was declared the winner but only 
awarded half points, which he was left to rue 
even more after Piastri scored a full haul of 
points in the weekend’s second encounter. 

Since race one had e�ectively been 
rendered a non-event, Piastri led the first 
proper contest from R-ace GP team-mate 
Alexander Smolyar – either side of a 
first-lap safety car following a multi-car 
shunt at Turn 1, which took out Frank  
Bird and Amaury Cordeel. 

Johnson crash
is final nail in 
failed bid

Piastri goes from spin to win at the Hungaroring

NASCAR CUP
INDIANAPOLIS (USA)
8 SEPTEMBER
ROUND 26/36

Kevin Harvick’s third victory of the  
2019 season was a dominant display in 
the final race before this year’s NASCAR 
Cup playo�s begin, as he led 118 of the  
160 laps at Indianapolis,

But Harvick’s win, Joey Logano’s drive 
to second, and even Darrell Wallace Jr’s 
shock third place (his first top-10 finish 
of the season) were overshadowed by  
the confirmation that seven-time Cup 
champion Jimmie Johnson will not 
compete in the playo�s, the first time  
he has failed to qualify in his career.

Johnson entered the weekend 18 points 
adrift of the cut-line – fourth place in a 
four-way shootout for the final two 
available spots. After he qualified fifth 
and finished within the top 10 in both 
stages one and two, Johnson’s battle 
ended on the inside of a three-wide 
pinch with team-mate William Byron 
and Kurt Busch at Turn 2. He was 

pitched into a spin and struck the wall.
Clint Bowyer, who started the race a 

comparatively comfortable eight points 
within the playo� boundary, finished 
fifth to book his playo� spot. Ryan 
Newman and Daniel Suarez entered the 
weekend level on points either side of 
qualification, and Newman edged his way 
into the top 16 with eighth place.

Suarez’s day was complicated early on 
when he slapped the wall at Turn 2 after 
just 10 laps. He rallied back to a high of 
fourth only to be cycled back down the 
order when an early final pitstop was 
followed immediately by a caution, 
demoting him to the rear of the field  
and a lap down. A late recovery could 
only propel him to 11th.
KYRAN GIBBONS

BLANCPAIN GT WORLD  
CHALLENGE EUROPE
HUNGARORING (HUN)
Race 1  Vincent Abril/Ra�aele Marciello 

Akka ASP Team  
(Mercedes-AMG GT3)

Race 2  Vincent Abril/Ra�aele Marciello 
Akka ASP Team  
(Mercedes-AMG GT3)

NASCAR CUP
INDIANAPOLIS (USA)
Kevin Harvick
Stewart-Haas Racing  
(Ford Mustang)

NASCAR XFINITY SERIES
INDIANAPOLIS (USA)
Kyle Busch
Joe Gibbs Racing  
(Toyota Supra)

FORMULA RENAULT EUROCUP
HUNGARORING (HUN)
Race 1   Victor Martins 

MP Motorsport
Race 2   Oscar Piastri 

R-ace GP

TITANS RALLYCROSS
FUGLAU (AUT)
Timmy Hansen

WEEKEND WINNERS

For full results visit motorsportstats.com

10 points at the previous round. 
For Piastri, it was an important 

momentum shift as the championship 
enters its final three rounds. “I really  
wanted to bounce back after yesterday,”  
said the Australian. “We saw that the 
smallest error can cut into my lead, so  
we have to keep winning races and be 
consistently at the front in the final  
three rounds of the year.” 
STEPHEN BRUNSDON
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Tsunoda (right) battled
wheel to wheel with
long-time leader Hughes

R A C E  C E N T R E  W O R L D  O F  S P O R T
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Fewtrell started fifth having qualified 
seventh before receiving a three-place  
grid penalty. How the grid or the penalties 
were chosen will forever be a mystery. 

Prema Racing – fresh from sealing  
the teams’ championship at Spa with two 
rounds remaining – came through the field 
in the race. Its trio of Marcus Armstrong, 
Robert Shwartzman and Jehan Daruvala had 
qualified second, third and fourth. All three 
were awarded two five-place grid penalties 
totalling 10 places, yet somehow started 
seventh, eighth and 10th respectively… 

Lundgaard ruined his weekend in this  
race by clipping early leader Lirim Zendeli 
from behind at the Parabolica, which left 
him heading to the pits for a new front  

wing and Zendeli out of the race. 
Armstrong moved into the lead, and 

brought fellow Ferrari junior and team- 
mate Shwartzman with him, much to the 
delight of the tifosi. Shwartzman claimed 
the lead with seven laps to go, Armstrong 
later admitting he was happy to remain 
behind and conserve his tyres. But a late 
safety car neutralised the race and meant 
Armstrong had no chance to fight his rival 
again. Some reckoned that was a good thing, 
since the pair had clashed the last time they 
fought for a win, at the Red Bull Ring. 

The safety car was triggered by a terrifying 
crash for Alex Peroni. The Campos Racing-
run Tasmanian ran wide and clipped the 
sausage kerb on the exit of the Parabolica, 

FIA FORMULA 3
MONZA (ITA)
7-8 SEPTEMBER
ROUND 7/8

Following the Formula 2 trauma of Spa the 
previous weekend, the last thing the FIA 
Formula 3 Championship feeder category 
needed at Monza was a turbulent airborne 
crash at over 130mph, or qualifying games 
that endangered the safety of over 20 
drivers. Despite two brilliant virtuoso 
performances from race winners Robert 
Shwartzman and Yuki Tsunoda, the 
weekend will be remembered for the 
negatives rather than the positives.

Qualifying was a total farce. Slipstreaming 
is worth as much as 0.5 seconds around  
the Autodromo, so no one wanted to lead 
the train. With five minutes remaining,  
the pack bunched together. As Christian 
Lundgaard led a group of cars on fast laps 
out of the Ascari chicane, he was greeted 
with more than 10 cars further down the 
straight. He was travelling at around 
170mph, with those on the racing line at 
under 50mph. Frightening closing speeds. 

The red flag was flown for “safety 
reasons”, and the stewards dished out 17 
penalties and basically rewrote the grid for 
Saturday’s race. Most were given five-place 
grid drops, apart from the ART Grand Prix 
cars, which were issued three-place 
penalties. Among them, Lundgaard kept 
pole despite his punishment, while Max 

Shwartzman fights through
on a traumatic weekend ALL PICS: PORTLOCK



RESULTS ROUND 7/8, MONZA (ITA), 7-8 SEPTEMBER  RACE 1 (22 LAPS – 78.999 MILES)
Shwartzman: a Ferrari

winner on Saturday

Tsunoda (right) and Lawson:
Red Bull 1-2 on Sunday
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launching him skywards. His car twisted 
and flipped in mid-air and he landed on the 
tyre wall, missing the marshals by inches. 
Thank goodness for the halo. As Autosport 
went to press he remained in hospital under 
observation with a fractured vertebra. 

The kerb was removed before F1 FP3, so  
why on earth was it there in the first place?

Armstrong was penalised for a safety car 
infringement, so the DRS-lacking Daruvala 
took second, as ever-impressive Red Bull 
and Honda junior Tsunoda continued his 
impressive first season in Europe with third. 

Tsunoda was even more impressive in  
the reversed-grid race, quickly making up 
four positions to run second behind Jake 
Hughes. Harshly penalised 10 spots in 
qualifying, Hughes did well to race forward 
in race one. The following day, he was soon 
almost 3s ahead on a soaked track.

As the sun dried the circuit, Hughes’s 
pace seemed to melt. Jenzer Motorsport 
driver Tsunoda – having cleared the threat 
of a three-car pack behind – reeled in 
Hughes and on lap 15 of 22 he made his 
move on the HWA man. Fellow Red Bull 
junior Liam Lawson – who’d made a poor 
start from second – followed Tsunoda 
through and, although the gap fluctuated, 
the Japanese secured his first win, much to 
the delight of Honda F1 managing director 
Masashi Yamamoto and Red Bull talent 
guru Helmut Marko, who greeted their 
flavour of the month in the holding area. 
JACK BENYON

POS DRIVER TEAM TIME

1 Robert Shwartzman (RUS) Prema Racing 42m46.627s

2 Jehan Daruvala (IND) Prema Racing +1.391s

3 Yuki Tsunoda (JPN) Jenzer Motorsport +1.923s

4 Richard Verschoor (NLD) MP Motorsport +2.372s

5 Pedro Piquet (BRA) Trident +3.517s

6 Jake Hughes (GBR) HWA Racelab +4.557s

7 Liam Lawson (NZL) MP Motorsport +5.170s

8 Fabio Scherer (CHE) Sauber Junior Team by Charouz +5.837s

9 Logan Sargeant (USA) Carlin +6.830s

10 Leonardo Pulcini (ITA) Hitech GP +7.473s

11 Teppei Natori (JPN) Carlin +8.620s

12 Devlin DeFrancesco (CAN) Trident +8.935s

13 Christian Lundgaard (DNK) ART Grand Prix +9.924s

14 Max Fewtrell (GBR) ART Grand Prix +10.951s

15 Raoul Hyman (GBR) Sauber Junior Team by Charouz +11.728s

16 Felipe Drugovich (BRA) Carlin +12.206s

17 Bent Viscaal (NLD) HWA Racelab +13.198s

18 Sebastian Fernandez (VEN) Campos Racing +15.523s

19 Keyvan Andres (DEU) HWA Racelab +17.850s

20 Simo Laaksonen (FIN) MP Motorsport +19.367s

21 Marcus Armstrong (NZL) Prema Racing +20.599s

22 Andreas Estner (DEU) Jenzer Motorsport +21.148s

23 Alessio Deledda (ITA) Campos Racing +22.067s

R Alex Peroni (AUS) Campos Racing 17 laps-accident

R David Beckmann (DEU) ART Grand Prix 15 laps-accident

R Juri Vips (EST) Hitech GP 7 laps-accident

R Lirim Zendeli (DEU) Sauber Junior Team by Charouz 3 laps-accident

R Niko Kari (FIN) Trident 3 laps-accident

R Giorgio Carrara (ARG) Jenzer Motorsport 1 lap-accident

R Yifei Ye (CHN) Hitech GP 1 lap-accident

Winner’s average speed 110.805mph. Fastest lap Shwartzman 1m40.020s, 129.559mph.

QUALIFYING
1 Lundgaard 1m38.834s; 2 Zendeli 1m39.177s; 3 Verschoor 1m39.312s; 4 Carrara 1m39.344s; 5 Fewtrell 1m39.307s; 
6 Tsunoda 1m39.437s; 7 Armstrong 1m38.969s; 8 Shwartzman 1m39.037s; 9 Piquet 1m39.511s; 10 Daruvala 
1m39.055s; 11 Kari 1m39.343s; 12 Natori 1m39.303s; 13 Peroni 1m39.830s; 14 Lawson 1m39.505s; 15 Laaksonen 
1m40.068s; 16 Andres 1m40.084s; 17 Vips 1m39.645s; 18 Hughes 1m39.444s; 19 Fernandez 1m40.190s; 20 Scherer 
1m40.258s; 21 Beckmann 1m39.788s; 22 Sargeant 1m39.717s; 23 Hyman 1m41.052s; 24 DeFrancesco 1m40.114s;  
25 Deledda 1m41.161s; 26 Estner 1m42.031s; 27 Pulcini 1m40.108s; 28 Viscaal 1m40.097s; 29 Drugovich 1m40.370s; 
30 Ye 1m40.639s.

RACE 2 (22 LAPS – 78.999 MILES)
1 Tsunoda 41m11.470s; 2 Lawson +1.312s; 3 Hughes +2.018s; 4 Verschoor +2.803s; 5 Piquet +6.861s; 6 Pulcini 
+7.930s; 7 Scherer +14.329s; 8 Shwartzman +14.952s; 9 Lundgaard +15.019s; 10 Sargeant +16.320s; 11 Vips 
+16.417s; 12 Drugovich +19.285s; 13 Daruvala +22.373s; 14 Armstrong +23.517s; 15 Kari +25.101s; 16 DeFrancesco 
+25.759s; 17 Hyman +25.970s; 18 Zendeli +30.267s; 19 Ye +35.425s; 20 Laaksonen +36.412s; 21 Fewtrell +37.328s;  
22 Andres +38.842s; 23 Carrara +44.302s; 24 Estner +47.238s; 25 Deledda +1m16.932s; 26 Fernandez +1m37.975s;  
27 Viscaal -1 lap-accident; 28 Beckmann -1 lap-accident; 29 Natori -1 lap-accident; W Peroni.
Winner’s average speed 115.072mph. Fastest lap Vips 1m48.890s, 119.006mph.

GRID FOR RACE 2 Decided by result of Race 1, with top eight finishers reversed.

CHAMPIONSHIP
1 Shwartzman 180; 2 Daruvala 147; 3 Vips 122; 4 Armstrong 119; 5 Lundgaard 97; 6 Piquet 90; 7 Hughes 74;  
8 Tsunoda 67; 9 Pulcini 66; 10 Fewtrell 57.  

Shwartzman fights through
on a traumatic weekend
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Aitken hung on to first
a�er mistakes for King 
and Ilott in race two
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R A C E  C E N T R E  W O R L D  O F  S P O R T

FIA FORMULA 2
MONZA (ITA)
7-8 SEPTEMBER
ROUND 10/12

A dark cloud hung over the Formula 2 
paddock after the death of Anthoine Hubert 
in a crash at Spa the weekend before, but  
his Arden squad picked itself up at Monza, 
fielding its other car for Tatiana Calderon 
and showing that during the darkest  
times there’s always a way forward. 

A picture of Anthoine and a front wing 
bearing his number 19 lay in the garage to 
show that nobody had forgotten him.

Hubert’s former team-mate Callum Ilott 
was possessed from the o�, taking his first 
F2 pole position, which he dedicated to 
Hubert, and his own current Sauber Junior 
Team stablemate Juan Manuel Correa, who 

remains in hospital after the crash.
Ilott was supreme in mixed conditions to 

nail his qualifying, as was Renault Formula 1 
junior Guan Yu Zhou, who scored a fifth 
feature-race front-row start of the season.
Championship leader Nyck de Vries took 
fourth, but was disqualified as he ran out of 
fuel and couldn’t make it back to the pits 
for his fuel sample to be taken.

In the race, Carlin’s Honda junior 
Nobuharu Matsushita passed Ilott for the 
lead on the fifth lap. After the mandatory 
tyre change Ilott closed in, but he pushed 
too hard too early and dropped back. 

Matsushita’s biggest threat for the win 
was Virtuosi Racing’s Luca Ghiotto, the 
home favourite running the alternate 
strategy of medium tyres at the start from 
13th on the grid. He led most of the race,  
but a pitstop error guaranteed Matsushita 

Matsushita profits from Ghiotto’s costly pitstop
the win. It would have been close. Ghiotto 
scythed through the field to take second, 
ahead of de Vries – who was arguably even 
more impressive, taking third from 17th on 
the same strategy as the leaders. 

His closest title rival Nicholas Latifi – 
surely a shoo-in for a WIlliams seat next 
year – clashed with Zhou, who was given a 
three-place grid drop as a result, and Latifi 
took 13th. A lacklustre sprint race, due to 
flat-spotting all four tyres after a spin on the 
formation lap, meant Latifi was pointless in 
Monza and now trails de Vries by 59 with 
96 in total on o�er in Sochi and Abu Dhabi. 

De Vries was lucky to lead the series by 
that much as he locked up at the Rettifilo in 
Sunday’s sprint race and had to take to the 
grass to avoid smashing into the back of 
third-placed Jordan King. But a penalty for 
Matsushita (for exceeding the speed limit 
under a virtual safety car) brought de Vries 
back up to third, ahead of Zhou – who rose 
from 17th on the grid – and Matsushita. 

Up ahead, King jumped Jack Aitken for  
an early lead and it looked like the MP 
Motorsport driver had the legs. But after  
the VSC, Aitken (Campos Racing) got a run 
on King at the restart and claimed the spot. 
One lap later, King dived down the inside at 
Variante della Roggia as Aitken had to use 
the escape road. But King ran wide, skipped  
over the kerbs, and went from first to  
third in a matter of metres. Ilott held  
second until he made the same mistake as 
de Vries at the Rettifilo and got a puncture. 

“That was for Tonio [Hubert], and 
everyone who is missing him,” said Aitken. 
A perfect end to the weekend.
JACK BENYON

PORTLOCK

PORTLOCK



Tyre call proved critical
as Lexus shot up the order

Larry ten Voorde
scored his first-ever

Supercup triumph
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W O R L D  O F  S P O R T  R A C E  C E N T R E

Kovalainen Lexus back on top

Up front, Dutch driver Larry ten Voorde 
took his first Porsche Supercup victory, but 
he crossed the line in second position on 
the road. Up ahead, Ayhancan Guven had 
been struck with a five-second time penalty 
and was classified in fifth.

Guven, who started second, was adjudged 
to have been at fault in a first-corner 
contact in which he struck the kerb and  
ran into the side of polesitter Jaxon Evans. 
The New Zealander was pushed wide on the 
exit of the Rettifilo and subsequently lost 
positions, ultimately finishing sixth.

Guven was penalised by the stewards and 

ten Voorde didn’t risk contact with the 
leader, knowing victory would be his when 
the penalty was applied.

After running fourth for most of the race, 
Ammermuller managed to overtake Joey 
Mawson into the first chicane at the start  
of lap 11 for third. He then inherited second 
when Guven’s five-second penalty was 
applied. Guven was finally classified fifth 
behind Mikkel Pedersen and Mawson,  
who took the final podium spot.

The final two races of the series take place 
at the Mexican GP at the end of October.
JAMES ROBERTS

PORSCHE SUPERCUP
MONZA (ITA)
8 SEPTEMBER
ROUND 8/9

The destiny of this year’s Porsche Supercup 
took a decisive turn on Sunday at Monza 
when championship leader Julien Andlauer 
crashed out on lap two of the 15-lap race.

After a troubled qualifying, Andlauer 
could only manage 13th on the grid while his 
Lechner Racing team-mate – and nearest 
title rival – Michael Ammermuller was 
fourth. Andlauer knew he had to make 
significant progress through the field and, 
after a trouble-free start, had made five 
places on his starting position. But after 
taking too much speed through the Ascari 
chicane on the second lap, Andlauer ran 
wide and clattered the barriers, which  
forced him into retirement.

Ammermuller retained fourth place from 
the start. Once aware of his team-mate’s 
retirement, he knew he could play it safe 
and still take a significant step towards his 
third consecutive championship.  

Andlauer shunt
 batters Porsche
title aspirations

SUPER GT
AUTOPOLIS (JPN)
8 SEPTEMBER
ROUND 6/8

Heikki Kovalainen and Yuichi Nakayama 
scored an unlikely victory for Team SARD 
in their Lexus LC 500 thanks to a wet- 
tyre gamble amid changing conditions.

Jenson Button and Naoki Yamamoto’s 
defence of their title hit a major setback 
on the first lap. Yamamoto started their 
Honda NSX from 12th but was pushed 
out by the similar car of Hideki Mutoh 
and shunted head first into the tyre wall.

That brought out the safety car for five 

laps, but polesitter Kodai Tsukakoshi 
remained in the lead in the Real Racing 
NSX ahead of Jann Mardenborough in  
the Kondo Racing Nissan GT-R. 

Heavy rain forced the safety car to 
return on lap 34. By this time many of 
the leading runners had pitted, but 
Mardenborough – who hadn’t stopped 
– was stuck on track with the pits closed. 
Bertrand Baguette had taken over from 
Tsukakoshi and led, but he was on slicks, 
so Nakayama moved in front.

Aided by two GT300 cars beaching 
themselves in the gravel to set up yet 
another safety car period, Baguette was 
able to fit rain tyres and close rapidly  
during the final 15 laps of the race, but  
it wasn’t enough to swing the result. 

Nakayama held on to score Team 
SARD’s first Super GT win for 14 
months. Ryo Hirakawa, in the TOM’S 
Lexus started by Nick Cassidy, stormed 
to third on slicks as the track dried. 
JIRO TAKAHASHI

FIA FORMULA 2
MONZA (ITA)
Race 1   Nobuharu Matsushita 

Carlin
Race 2   Jack Aitken 

Campos Racing

PORSCHE SUPERCUP
MONZA (ITA)
Larry ten Voorde
MRS GT-Racing

SUPER GT
AUTOPOLIS (JPN)
Heikki Kovalainen/Yuichi Nakayama (below)
Team SARD (Lexus LC 500)

WEEKEND WINNERS
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 Honda junior Oyu makes 
stunning European debut 
EUROFORMULA OPEN
SILVERSTONE (GBR)
7-8 SEPTEMBER
ROUND 7/9

The absence of runaway leader Marino 
Sato and three Red Bull juniors – all 
racing elsewhere – should have given  
the rest of the series regulars the chance 
to shine. But it was the  replacement 
drivers who stole the limelight.

Driving the Red Bull-liveried Motopark 
car usually occupied by Yuki Tsunoda, 
Honda junior Toshiki Oyu – currently 
fighting Enaam Ahmed for third in the 
Japanese F3 points – dominated both 
races from pole on his first experience of 
the circuit, championship and Europe.

Ahmed himself was standing in for 

Sato at Motopark, and was set for 
race-one pole until Oyu’s late flyer.  
He finished a comfortable second. Carlin 
pair Nicolai Kjaergaard and Billy Monger 
turned third and fourth in qualifying  
into an identical result, with Monger 
demonstrating his “leggy” champagne 
celebration on the rookie podium.

While Oyu soared away in race two, 
there was action behind. Monger claimed 
second place from Cameron Das on the 
penultimate lap, until Ahmed then 
snatched it around the outside of 
Brooklands. On the final tour, Kjaergaard 
also got past Monger for third.

Ninth for Teo Martin Motorsport’s 
Lukas Dunner ensured that Sato’s title 
celebrations are delayed for one round. 
ELLIOT WOOD

Costa makes it a double espresso
INTERNATIONAL GT OPEN
SILVERSTONE (GBR)
7-8 SEPTEMBER
ROUND 5/7

Albert Costa and Giacomo Altoe took  
both wins to stretch their series lead.

They led home an Emil Frey Racing 
Lamborghini Huracan 1-2 in the opener, 
heading a tight multi-car battle amid two 
lengthy safety car periods. The sister car  
did a long first stint in the hands of Norbert 
Siedler, and co-driver Mikael Grenier 
emerged from his pitstop just behind  
Costa. They stayed in that order,  
despite Costa feeling unwell.

Costa and Altoe made it a double the next 
day, although they finished second on the 
road. Their additional pitstop handicap 

dropped Altoe to second just behind Andres 
Saravia, who was paired with Fran Rueda in 
their Teo Martin Motorsport McLaren 720S. 
Saravia got home first but had a one-second 
penalty for the car’s pitstop being marginally 
shorter than its handicap time, elevating 
Costa and Altoe to another victory.

Costa was clear that he and Altoe had 
pushed for wins despite the success-
handicap implications. “This is what we 
have to do to win the championship –  
win as much races as we can,” he said.  
“I pushed every lap like a quali lap.”

Saravia was disappointed but 
philosophical. “Really encouraging, a lot  
of fun too – bittersweet,” he said. “Our  
pit analysis onboard said we were three 
tenths clear,” he added of the penalty, “but 
apparently there was something wrong with 

Emil Frey Racing 
Lamborghini duo 

were tough to beat  
at Silverstone

INTERNATIONAL GT OPEN
Races 1 & 2  Albert Costa/Giacomo Altoe  

Emil Frey Racing 
(Lamborghini Huracan  
GT3 Evo)

EUROFORMULA OPEN
Races 1 & 2  Toshiki Oyu  

Motopark (Dallara-Spiess)

GT CUP OPEN EUROPE
Races 1 & 2  Edoardo Liberati/ 

Hans-Peter Koller  
(Lamborghini Huracan 
Super Trofeo)

ALPINE ELF EUROPA CUP
Races 1 & 2 Gael Castelli

SILVERSTONE 
WEEKEND WINNERS

For full results visit motorsportstats.com

POWERED BY

the GPS. I really don’t know what happened.”
Costa and Altoe had entered the weekend 

tied at the top of the table with Martin 
Kodric and Henrique Chaves, who had a 
frustrating weekend in their TMM McLaren. 
They finished fourth in race one, after 
Kodric had dropped behind third-placed 
Fabrizio Crestani’s SPS Mercedes to  
avoid a race-two success handicap.

Chaves was running third late in race two 
when he sought a similar move to boost 
prospects next time out at Barcelona. But 
Siedler, directly behind, also preferred 
fourth place… As they slowed they were 
caught by Miguel Ramos, in the Merc he 
shared with Crestani, who hit Kodric into  
a spin at The Loop on the last lap. That  
left Kodric a frustrated sixth. 
GRAHAM KEILLOH
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Connected to you»

or more information and details on the Brian James Trailers range, please contact our head of ce

www.brianjames.co.uk

Style and Substance

T +44 (0)1327 308 833

Introducing the new Race Transporter 6 by Brian James Trailers. An even more
stylish and capable enclosed trailer speci cally suited to car transportation.

New features include a standard automatic tilt-operation, invaluable for all
professional motorsport or transport operations. An extra side access hatch
door provides the ability to easily reach in for securing the standard
equipment ‘over wheel’ strap system.

In addition, many new optional features are now available, all
designed to offer the latest technology and improved
convenience to all operators.

Race Transporter trailers are available from £ 7,699 + vat

Race Transporters are available ex-stock at many UK dealers.
Please visit our website or call us for further details.
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Woodford covered trailers
Superior in design, quality and finish

Woodford Trailers Limited   |    14 Great Central Way, Daventry, Woodford Halse, Northants, NN11 3PZ   |    Telephone 01327 263384
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WANTED

Specific interests in Ford Escorts MK1 
or MK2 but all makes and models 

considered in any condition

01291 621234 or 07976 239076
rob@weirrallying.co.uk

RALLY CARS FOR CASH
WANTED

Specific interests in Ford Escorts MK1 
or MK2 but all makes and models 

considered in any condition

01291 621234 or 07976 239076
rob@weirrallying.co.uk

RALLY CARS FOR CASH
WANTED

Specific interests in Ford Escorts MK1 
or MK2 but all makes and models 

considered in any condition

01291 621234 or 07976 239076
rob@weirrallying.co.uk

RALLY CARS FOR CASH
WANTED

Specific interests in Ford Escorts MK1 
or MK2 but all makes and models 

considered in any condition

01291 621234 or 07976 239076
rob@weirrallying.co.uk

RALLY CARS FOR CASH
WANTED

Specific interests in Ford Escorts MK1 
or MK2 but all makes and models 

considered in any condition

01291 621234 or 07976 239076
rob@weirrallying.co.uk

RALLY CARS FOR CASH
WANTED

BUSINESS FOR SALE

Owners commenced business in 2014 and enjoyed 
healthy and consistent profits over 5 years. Tourist 
location with steady local trade over 52 weeks. 
Located in high ‘quality of life’ coastal environment 
in South England.

New manager/owner has opportunity to diversify 
and to build on the much remaining potential.

Enquire at PO Box 213 PO33 9FH

Go-Karting Business For Sale

Turn-key business in excellent financial and 
material condition

Outdoor 540m floodlit track 

Workshops

Fleet of 38 Sodi karts (4-stroke) for age range 
8 to adult

4 electric Toro karts for under 8s

Kart storage

Excellent quality licensed clubhouse with ample 
parking

78 year leasehold on peppercorn rent available 
in price as an option

RACE PRODUCTS
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RACE PREPARATION

www.glencoeltd.co.uk
tel: 01784 493 555

email: sales@glencoeltd.co.uk

MOTORSPORT FUEL PUMPS

See the full range available on our website

MOTORSPORT FUEL PUMPS

SYT610E SYT342EM

SYT420G

SYT620EM

SYT340G

STORAGE
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Register at motorsportjobs.com today

Find your dream job
Here at Autosport we’ve been helping people fi nd great jobs in motorsport for over 
60 years. Today we’re launching a new global motorsport jobs site, where you can:

  Find the latest jobs in motorsport
  Apply for a job with just one click
  Upload your CV and let recruiters fi nd you
  Set up job alerts - don’t miss out on your dream move

RECRUITMENT 
DRIVEN BY 
PASSION

Motorsport Jobs 
- A Motorsport 

Network Company
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Home of

Are you looking for a new challenge as

Production Engineer Composite?
Would you like to
be the daily interface between production and design office?
support design and production in developing and optimizing
components?
provide technical support to the involved departments for the
manufacture of (composite) tools or parts?
test materials and report accordingly?
take decisions regarding quality issues of non class A parts (e.g. inserts,
foams, bodywork parts, etc.)?
maintain an overview of quality once the component is productionised in
the manufacturing departments?
support projects & problem solving sessions?

Do you have
a graduate degree in Engineering or equivalent?
a minimum of years of experience within high and autoclave cured
composites?
evident experience and accomplishments in all fields of composite
manufacturing?
knowledge of different composite manufacturing methods?
preferably knowledge of A ( A A ) and ability to use standard
software packages (e.g. Windows, Excel, Outlook)?
creative approach to problem solving?

Are you
a self motivated individual with excellent technical, organisation and
communication skills?
open minded and have a flexible approach to work?
used to work independently?
fluent in English or German written and spoken?
honest and responsible for your work?

f so, we look forward to hearing from you

hr sauber group.com, Sauber Motorsport AG, Regula Plüss,
HR Manager, 8340 Hinwil, Switzerland

R0001068 F1 DESIGN ENGINEER
We’re looking for a talented and enthusiastic Design Engineer to join our F1 Design Team.

This position is in the heart of our F1 Design Office in Milton Keynes and in this interesting role you’ll use your
Design experience and expertise to assist with our supply of F1 Designs to our customer.

As well as providing our customer with the relevant design data to help them integrate our designs into their cars
as they take shape, you’ll also consult with colleagues at Red Bull Technology to provide advice and support to the
customer when needed, including helping them resolve any issues they encounter when they race our products.

Your role will also involve you in the design of some component parts and assemblies.

We’ll welcome applications from engineers who enjoy the prospect of involvement with a wide range of different
F1 components.

The role
• Building strong working relationships
• Understanding the customer’s needs, communicating our design philosophy, using design data to support you
• Taking an organised approach
• Using the CAD system to transfer and manage design data
• Designing high quality F1 components

Requirements of the role
• Good communication skills
• Current or recent F1, LMP or WRC design experience.
• Knowledge of F1 manufacturing techniques
• Proficiency in one of the industry’s 3D CAD systems. (Training in Siemens NX can be given)
• Strong attention to detail
• An organised approach to work
• An engineering degree or equivalent qualification

As well as being part of our multi Championship winning team, we reward our employees with a significant
benefits package including championship bonus, life insurance, private medical cover, a contributory pension
scheme, on-site gym, child care vouchers, cycle to work scheme, free staff restaurant and much more.

If you’re someone who enjoys using communication skills and engineering knowledge, then we’d like to
hear from you. We think this is an interesting and varied role – if you agree please go to our careers page
(redbullracing.redbull.com/careerslisting) and send your CV and a covering letter to the vacancy listing.

Closing date for applications is 22nd September 2019.

PLEASE NOTE: No Agencies please.

Want to advertise a motorsport job?

If you are recruiting in motorsport and wish to advertise
with Autosport in print and online please contact

James.robinson@motorsport.com
or call

+44 (0) 020 3405 8105

For all current vacancies advertised
please visit our website
Motorsportjobs.com
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PORSCHE SPRINT CHALLENGE GB

Porsche GB’s new one-make series for the Cayman 
will appear alongside both the British Touring Car 
Championship and British GT next season.

The new Porsche Sprint Challenge GB category  
will feature the 718 Cayman GT4 Clubsport – which 
has a 3.8-litre engine that can produce 425bhp – and 
has a six-event calendar for its inaugural campaign. 

Three of those will be held at British GT  
meetings (Silverstone GP and both Donington  
Park fixtures), two with the BTCC (Silverstone 
National and Croft), and the other round will  
take place alongside Porsche Club GB’s two club 
championships. Each will include two races and  
there will be classes for Pro and Am drivers. 

“We have the Porsche motorsport pyramid and we 
identified that with Carrera Cup GB we only occupy 
one level of the pyramid,” said Porsche GB motorsport 
manager James MacNaughton. “With the launch of  
the new 718 Cayman GT4 Clubsport we saw that  
was a great opportunity to fill that out and capture 
more of Porsche’s products in what we do in the UK. 

“By supporting both TOCA and British GT we  
feel we are showcasing the car to the right audiences. 
With the TOCA package they can see what that’s like 
as they look to graduate to Carrera Cup GB. And with 
British GT they can see what that championship is 
like and they can do that with a 718 Cayman GT4  
or step up to the GT3 class in a GT3-R. 

“We will also have one round with the Porsche 
Club, which will showcase our championship to those 
people currently taking part in Porsche club racing. 
We’ve had other things introduced including new 
experiences at the Porsche Experience Centre, so we’ve 
really fleshed out Porsche’s activity in Great Britain.”

The series is designed to sit between the Porsche 
Club Championship and the Carrera Cup GB, and  
is significantly cheaper than the Carrera Cup. 

The Cayman, complete with the additional MR 
homologation kit, has contested the GT4 class  
of British GT this season, as well as the GT Cup. 
MacNaughton says the car boasts low running  
costs, as the engine and gearbox don’t have a 
prescribed life and can run for long periods  
with the correct servicing.

NEW PORSCHE SERIES TO RUN AT 
BTCC AND BRITISH GT EVENTS

ROUND DATE VENUE MEETING

1 & 2 25-26 April Silverstone National TOCA

3 & 4 6-7 June Silverstone GP British GT

5 & 6 20-21 June Donington Park British GT

7 & 8 TBA TBA Porsche Club

9 & 10 15-16 August Croft TOCA

11 & 12 19-20 September Donington Park British GT

2020 PORSCHE SPRINT CHALLENGE GB CALENDAR
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He added that he has been very encouraged by 
the amount of interest in the series already, despite 
it only being o�  cially launched earlier this week.

“We started mentioning it to teams and people 
who bought a GT4 Clubsport this year to gauge 
the level of enthusiasm and, as we’ve done with 
the Carrera Cup, we wanted development to be 
very collaborative,” MacNaughton said. 

“As often happens in motorsport, the news 
spread reasonably quickly and the amount of 
interest we’ve had prior to the o�  cial launch is 
fantastic. A number of Carrera Cup teams are 
interested and we’ve also had a lot of interest 
from potential championship sponsors.” 
STEPHEN LICKORISH

The Porsche 718 
Cayman GT4 

Clubsport forms basis 
of new one-make 

category 
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Boullier took a best
result of sixth on his
Brands Hatch debut

ENDUROKA

Former McLaren and Lotus 
Formula 1 team boss Eric 
Boullier made his fi rst 
competitive appearance as 
a racer at Brands Hatch last 
weekend in the EnduroKa series. 

Boullier took part in two 
of the four EnduroKa sprint 
contests last weekend, recording a 
13th-place fi nish in his fi rst outing 
(race two of the weekend) before 
being involved in a hard-fought 
midfi eld battle in the fi nale en 
route to fi nishing sixth.

Aiming to raise awareness 
for two charities (JDRF UK and 
The Halow Project), the event 

enabled the Frenchman and his 
team to familiarise themselves 
with the characteristics of the 
69bhp car ahead of a further 
planned appearance at the 500-
minute endurance event set for 
Brands on 16-17 November.

“I’m just loving driving the 
car,” Boullier said. “Collectively, 
my team and I have had less 
than two hours behind the 
wheel, but it’s been a blast.” 

Boullier resigned from the 
racing director role at McLaren 
in July last year and since then 
he has become a ‘strategic 
advisor’ and global ambassador 
for the French Grand Prix.
MARK LIBBETER

BRITISH GT

Aston Martin factory driver 
Ross Gunn will return to 
British GT with Beechdean 
AMR for the fi nal round at 
Donington Park this weekend. 

The 2015 GT4 champion, 
who made a cameo appearance 
alongside Andrew Howard at 
Donington earlier this year in 
place of the concussed Marco 
Sorensen, has been racing 
full-time with Howard in the 
Le Mans Cup. He replaces 
Valentin Hasse-Clot, who 
joined Howard at Brands Hatch.

Elsewhere, Spa 24 Hours 
Silver Cup winner Jordan 
Witt will replace Glynn 
Geddie in Team Parker Racing’s 
Bentley Continental GT3.

In GT4, former McLaren 
Development Programme 
member Jordan Albert will 
drive the second HHC McLaren 
570S alongside Ruben Del 
Sarte, and Multimatic has 
signed sometime Formula 
Palmer Audi driver Ash Davies 
and Canadian karting graduate 
Marco Signoretti to race its 
second Ford Mustang. 
JAMES NEWBOLD

Ex-McLaren boss Boullier
 makes race debut in Ka

Gunn and Witt to return
 at Donington Park
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NATION AL FF16 0 0

Three-time Walter Hayes 
Trophy winner Joey Foster  
will warm up for this year’s 
event by contesting this 
weekend’s National Formula 
Ford 1600 round at Silverstone.

Foster and his Don Hardman 
Racing team switched from their 
usual Ray GR08 chassis to a 
Firman RFR16 at the end of last 
year for the Festival and WHT.

Their plan was to spend this 
year testing, but Foster had to 
“knuckle down to get some 
funding together” and has only 
tested once at Silverstone.

“It’s probably all going to be  

a bit rushed,” he said. “I think 
we’ve got to make a new seat, 
once again. The first test is at 
1000, so we have a busy Friday.

“Despite not being out 
testing, we’ve been coming  
up with ideas on how to  
make improvements to  
the car and better our 
performances from last year.

“I’d like to think we can  
get out there and be on the  
pace pretty quick, but once 
again the FFord field looks  
a pretty quality grid.” 

If budget allows, Foster  
may also contest the National 
FF1600 finale at Brands Hatch.
ELLIOT WOOD

Foster to make first FF1600 outing of the season

BRITIS H  FO RMULA  4

British Formula 4 has launched a 
Scholarship programme for next season, 
with the winner receiving a prize package 
worth more than £35,000.

A number of the category’s partners, 
including engine tuner Neil Brown 
Engineering, tyre maker Hankook, fuel 
supplier Carless and racewear company 

HRX, as well as promoter RacingLine  
have o�ered various discounts and free 
items to contribute to the prize fund.

The Scholarship is open to drivers who 
haven’t raced in the series before and hold  
a minimum of the International Karting C 
licence. Drivers can apply via the British  
F4 website and successful applicants will  
be paired with a team for an assessment 
day at Silverstone on 5 November. 

As well as their on-track performance,  
other factors will also be assessed  
including media skills. The runner-up  
will receive free registration to the  
2020 championship, worth £2500. 

“Developing the next generation of 
motorsport stars sits at the very centre  
of everything the championship is about,  
so to give prospective entries for 2020 an 
early opportunity to sample the car, work 
with our teams and compete for a very 
generous prize fund is excellent,” said 
championship promoter Sam Roach.

“Our thanks must go to each of our 
championship partners, as well as Ford 
Performance, for their assistance in  
putting the programme together.

“With such a cost-e�ective, race-proven 
and reliable package, it’s little wonder some 
people are already pointing to British F4  
as the ‘place to be’ for anybody serious 
about making their mark next season.”

l Scottish teenager Abbie Munro will 
graduate from Arden’s Young Racing  
Driver Academy to the British F4 team  
for the remainder of the 2019 season.  
The karting frontrunner has sampled 
single-seaters in Northern Formula Ford 
1600 and Champion of Brands this season, 
and becomes Arden’s fourth driver as the 
series heads to Knockhill this weekend.

New F4 Scholarship scheme
boasts £35,000 prize package

Successful entrants will undergo
an assessment day at Silverstone

Foster’s last outing was in
2018 Walter Hayes Trophy 

JEP
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MORE BRDC RISING STARS
Three more drivers have secured  
a place on the British Racing  
Drivers’ Club’s Rising Stars scheme. 
British Formula 4 points leader  
Zane Maloney, who is from  
Barbados, has become the first  
driver from the Caribbean to be 
selected as part of the programme. 
Renault UK Clio Cup title contender 
Jack Young and British GT race 
winner Ollie Wilkinson have also 
been chosen as Rising Stars.

SPENCER’S OIL-CAP SLIP-UP
Rob Spencer was le� red-faced  
a�er being forced to retire from  
the second MGBCV8 race at 
Donington Park last weekend when 
he forgot to secure the oil-filler cap 
on his B GTV8. “My feet were slipping 
on the pedals and I could smell oil,  
which I don’t normally smell,” he 
said. “When I pulled up a�er the 
formation lap I knew what I had 
done.” It denied the chance for 
another thrilling contest between 
Spencer and Neil Fowler, a�er  
Fowler had prevailed in the opener.

REPORT CLARIFICATION 
Autosport would like to clarify a 
statement in our Bikesports report 
from the 750 Motor Club’s race 
meeting at Silverstone last month  
(15 August). We said that a spin for 
Joe Stables caused Ash Hicklin to 
rotate, but in fact Hicklin hit the  
rear corner of Stables’s Radical SR3 
and caused them both to spin.  
We apologise for the error.

BUSHELL TAKES A VICTORY 
Former British Touring Car driver 
Mike Bushell (below) was among  
the race winners at Brands Hatch  
last weekend a�er making a guest 
appearance in the Trackday Trophy. 
Bushell, currently race engineer for 
Rory Butcher in the BTCC, shared a 
Honda Civic with Sam Gay. The call  
to share the car did not come until 
late on Wednesday, but despite no 
prior running Bushell was able to 
help Gay claim victory.

IN THE HEADLINES
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MINI CHALLENGE JCW

The son of 1990 British Touring  
Car champion Robb Gravett is eyeing  
a Mini Challenge JCW campaign next 
season after testing the car for the  
first time at the end of last month.

Bradley Gravett, 25, has not raced before 
but did compete in Super One karting as  
a teenager. Since then he’s worked with  
his father’s firm, Ultimate Car Control.

Gravett Jr sampled the Mini at 
Snetterton and now plans more tests  
ahead of his racing debut next season.

Gravett’s son tests Mini ahead 
of planned 2020 JCW campaign

Bradley Gravett has raced 
in karts, but not cars

“He absolutely loved it,” said Gravett Sr. 
“He did about 70 laps and it’s all about 
driving to get used to the environment. 
It’s a di�erent environment – he drives  
a lot of di�erent cars and he’s very good  
at teaching car control, but it’s a big 
di�erence getting into a race car.

“The test wasn’t about being against  
the clock, it was about getting miles in  
the car. The plan is to do the JCW series 
next year when it’s part of the TOCA 
package and we’re going to do some  
more testing at the back end of this year.”
STEPHEN LICKORISH

FORM ULA  VEE

Tim Probert took his maiden 
Formula Vee victory last 
weekend at Donington Park,  
17 years after first entering  
the championship. 

The Storm driver was third 
heading into the final chicane 
on the last lap of race one  
when leaders Daniel Hands  
and reigning champion Craig 
Pollard came together, allowing 
Probert to sneak through.

“I had a new engine put in 
this weekend and it’s obviously 

paid o�,” said a delighted 
Probert, who also took third in 
the second race. “I completely 
run myself; someone builds  
my engines, but everything  
else on the car I do myself. 
We’re a small team, we never 
test and getting to the top step 
has always been a challenge.

“I’ve been deeply touched  
by the sentiments – when  
I came into parc ferme 
everyone was clapping.” 

FVee frontrunner Ben 
Miloudi also marked the 
occasion of his final race  

in the category as he takes a 
sabbatical from racing in 2020.

Miloudi has competed in  
the series for several years, 
culminating in him winning 
the title in 2017, but has now 
sold his Storm GKBM.

His final race meeting  
last weekend at Donington  
was mixed: having finished  
second in the first race, he 
ended the second outing in  
the Redgate gravel trap after 
contact with Graham Gant 
while battling for the lead.
STEFAN MACKLEY

Probert ends 17-year wait for a win
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Historic ace Hadfield to partner
with factory Aston racer Turner

Hadfield and Turner will
share Aston Martin DB4 GT

GOODWOOD REVIVAL

Factory Aston Martin World Endurance 
driver Darren Turner will join forces 
with historic ace Simon Hadfield in  
the Goodwood Revival’s Kinrara  
Trophy this weekend.

Turner will drive the Aston Martin 
DB4 GT that Hadfield usually shares 
with owner Wolfgang Friedrichs in  
the Friday evening race for pre-1963 
GTs. Friedrichs and Hadfield have  
taken successes in the car, including  
two RAC Tourist Trophy wins at the 
Silverstone Classic in 2015-16, but  

this will be the first time Hadfield  
has shared with a pro.

“I’ve raced a DB4 before, but  
not that one,” said Turner, who is  
a Revival regular. “The first time  
I’ll drive it will be in qualifying,  
but I know Aston Engineering run 
competitive cars and I’m sure we’ve  
got a good chance of a result.

“I’ve never driven with Simon, so I  
am looking forward to sharing with him 
and I know he’s very fast in these cars.”

Hadfield added: “Goodwood and 
Aston Martin were keen for it to  
happen and it’ll be a completely 

M AST E RS H ISTOR IC F1

Matteo Ferrer-Aza’s post-
1978 FIA Masters Historic 
Formula 1 Championship 
hopes hang in the balance 
following a qualifying shunt 
at Zandvoort last Friday  
in which his 1980-spec 
Ligier-Cosworth JS11/15  
was damaged.

The 24-year-old Italian,  
a quadruple winner this 
season, had lapped quickest 
when the Cosworth DFV 
engine in Andrew Haddon’s 
Hesketh blew entering the 
Gerlachbocht. Ferrer-Aza  
hit the oil and water and 
spun into the barrier, 

rear-right corner first. 
The car is an updated 

version of the machine in 
which Jacky Ickx finished 
fifth in the 1979 Dutch GP.

“Rob [Hall] and I watched 
it happen,” said Andy Willis 
of preparer Hall & Hall.  
“The impact tore the engine 
mounts, but the tub is  
OK. The magnesium beam 
which sandwiches the  
rear suspension rockers  
is smashed.

“More serious is that a 
boss has been pulled out  
of the DFV’s sump, which 
[engine builder] Geo� 
Richardson is looking at. 
Options include repairing the 

car or borrowing one for  
the final round at Spa  
[on 27-29 September].”

Ferrer-Aza remains eight 
points clear of Martin 
Stretton, for whom 
Zandvoort and Spa were not 
on his Tyrrell 012 owner’s 

programmes. Stretton thus 
returned to Historic F2 at 
Zandvoort, winning the 
1600cc class in both races  
in his March 712. He too 
could potentially be back  
on the F1 grid at Spa.
MARCUS PYE

Ferrer-Aza’s title hopes 
in the balance after crash

The race is on to get
Ferrer-Aza’s Ligier fixed

di�erent experience for me. 
“We’re under-tyred compared to 

some cars, so it will be about tyre 
management, but if you’re sharing  
with someone like Darren you’re  
not going to question his ability to  
be quick and look after tyres! If we’re  
in the top three that’ll be brilliant.”

Turner will also drive Nick Maton’s 
MG Magnette ZB in the St Mary’s 
Trophy, Lotus-Oldsmobile 19 in the 
Whitsun Trophy, and share an AC  
Cobra with Oliver Bryant in the RAC  
TT Celebration. The Bryant family 
Cobra is often rapid at Goodwood,  
but has been dogged by misfortune.

“I’m very excited about being in 
something that could win the TT,”  
said Turner. “They’ve done a lot of  
work to find the issue that cost them 
last year so hopefully there’ll be no  
more bad luck with that car.”

Other key entries in the Kinrara 
Trophy include Tom Kristensen/ 
Joe Macari, Dario Franchitti/John 
Hugenholtz and Gary Pearson/Carlos 
Monteverde in Ferraris, the Cobra  
of Patrick Blakeney-Edwards/Martin 
Hunt, and nine Jaguar E-types.  

Ex-Formula 1 racer Karl Wendlinger  
is also entered to drive a Bizzarrini 
5300GT in the RAC TT with Blakeney-
Edwards and a Studebaker Silver Hawk 
in the St Mary’s Trophy, sharing with 
ex-British Touring Car Championship 
competitor Patrick Watts. 
KEVIN TURNER
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istoric precedent dictates that Jonny Adam 
will be crowned British GT champion at this 
weekend’s Donington Park decider. After all, 
only once in the previous four years – in 2017 – 
has that not happened and, even then, Adam 

took race victory on the day with Derek Johnston.
And it’s not just the history books that favour the three-time 

champion and TF Sport Aston Martin team-mate Graham 
Davidson, as they attempt to overturn a six-point deficit to the 
Barwell Motorsport Lamborghini of Phil Keen/Adam Balon. 
Coinciding with their new turbocharged Vantage GT3 coming 
on-song, the Scottish pair have hit form at just the right time by 
winning two of the past three races, including at the first of this 
year’s two visits to Donington following Davidson’s first series 
pole the day before. The pair have clawed their way back into 
contention following a retirement at Silverstone that left them 
a seemingly unbridgeable 54 points adrift, and Adam is 
cautiously optimistic about their prospects.

“We just have to go there and race for the win if we can,” 
he says. “There’s no real pressure because we’re not leading. 
It will be tough, but we’ve done it before. We always like a 
Donington decider, so it’s nice that it goes to that.”

But as Adam well knows, there are plenty of reasons why 
this weekend will be anything but straightforward, although 

the maths dictates the Aston crew will be crowned champions 
with a victory, regardless of where Keen and Balon finish. For one, 
there’s the 20-second success pitstop penalty Adam and Davidson 
will have to overcome, having won at Brands Hatch last time out. 
A further complication is that three-time runner-up Keen and 
impressive GT4 graduate Balon – who is hoping to follow Flick 
Haigh in winning the GT3 title at the first attempt – are not the 
only Barwell Lambo in the fight, with the sister car of Jonny Cocker 
and Sam de Haan fired up and in no mood for taking prisoners.

“We’re not interested in finishing second, so we’ve got 
nothing to lose,” says 2004 champion Cocker, who sits 11.5 
points behind. “We’ll be driving accordingly.”

Had it not been for two first-lap incidents in which de Haan 
was entirely blameless – hit by a mortified Balon at Silverstone, 

resulting in a puncture, and turned around by Rick Parfitt Jr’s 
Bentley at Spa – then it’s reasonable to expect that he and Cocker 
would be sitting pretty atop the standings heading into the finale. 
Despite scoring just 15 points from a possible 75 in those races 
with damage-limitation runs to ninth and seventh, they had a 
0.5-point advantage following Balon’s Spa crash and were set 
to consolidate it at Brands Hatch, running one spot ahead of 
Keen in fourth heading into the final lap.

But Cocker had figured without Keen passing him around 
the outside at the fast Hawthorn Bend, causing him to lose 
momentum. In any normal circumstance, this would have been of 
little consequence. But with Dennis Lind, Tom Onslow-Cole and 
Nicki Thiim all tucked in behind, he was demoted to eighth in one 
fell swoop. Suddenly, a three-point gain had become a loss of 12.

On such moments championships can turn, and the maths 
now leave little room for interpretation. Cocker and de Haan 
need to win at Donington, with Keen and Balon finishing third 
or lower, to be assured of the title. Keen admitted after Brands 
Hatch that the atmosphere in the Barwell garage at Donington 
may be somewhat strained, but Cocker maintains that he 
won’t be giving it any thought.

“In terms of awkwardness within the team, that’s not where 
my focus will be,” he says. “I couldn’t care less to be honest. We 
should be going in four to five points ahead, I feel like that’s what 
we deserve, but nothing is going to change that now. The key is 
for us to qualify well and for Sam to get up the road. Whatever 
happens behind us at that point is outside of our control.

“We could win the race and still not win the championship, 
but that’s where we need to be finishing. We’re going to put 
everything into winning that race – we’ve got no other option.”

With the 20s penalty looming, Davidson too knows the 
equation couldn’t be much clearer. To repeat the success of 
the June Donington race, he can’t afford to put a foot wrong.

“The most critical lap of my life comes in qualifying,” he says. 
“I need to do what I did last time, be on the front and pull away, 
then if we come out of the pits ahead we should be OK.”

Yet even if Davidson can get into the lead, the ever-present 
risk of safety cars scuppering his bid to escape will likely mean 
an anxious wait during the 
Pro stint to see if Adam’s 
Donington Midas touch 
can work twice in a year.   

“It’s annoying that we’re 
not going in with a bit of a 
points buffer,” Davidson 
adds. “But it’s better to 
chase than be chased…” 

Jonny Adam will be looking to secure a fourth championship title 
at Donington Park’s season finale, but he faces a tough challenge 
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All to play for in British GT

“We’re not interested in finishing 
second, so we’ve got nothing to 
lose. We’ll drive accordingly”
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Tilley won Historic F1 opener but
su�ered a collision in wet race two

C L U B  A U T O S P O R T  N AT I O N A L  R E P O R T S

ZANDVOORT HISTORIC GP
6-8 SEPTEMBER

Nobody has won more Dutch Grands Prix 
than Team Lotus’s Jim Clark, three in the 
1.5-litre era, plus on the Ford Cosworth  
DFV engine’s debut in the Type 49 in  
1967. Thus Andy Middlehurst streaking  
to victory in both Historic Grand Prix Cars 
Association pre-1966 races at Zandvoort’s 
eighth Historic GP event in Clark’s 
Lotus-Climax 25 was fitting. That the Scot’s 
chief mechanic Bob Dance prepared John 
Bowers’ car with the Chapman family’s 
Classic Team Lotus was icing on the cake. 

Middlehurst landed Saturday victories in 
2015 and 2017, but ‘the watch race’ (Sunday’s 
carries a magnificent Chopard Zandvoort 
HGP chronograph prize) had previously 

Middlehurst invincible in Clark’s Lotus
eluded him. This year’s success, over  
2012 winner Will Nuthall – also focused  
on finally snaring a coveted timepiece in 
Giorgio Marchi’s 2.5-litre Cooper T53 
– completed Middlehurst’s odyssey in his 
hero’s car, which was blowing out water. 

Barry Cannell (ex-Charles Vogele 
Brabham BT11A) and Andrew Beaumont 
(ex-Cli� Allison/Dan Gurney UDT/Laystall 
Lotus 18) shared thirds and fourths. Fired 
o� at Scheivlak on Saturday with his 
throttle stuck open, Peter Horsman powered 
his ex-Tony Shelly Lotus 18/21 from the 
back to fifth in Sunday’s race, red-flagged 
when Brian Jolli�e’s Cooper T45 crashed 
heavily at the Arie Luyendijkbocht. The 
octogenarian escaped with four broken ribs.

The centenaries of ‘Dries’ van der Lof  
and Jan Flinterman, Holland’s reps in the 

inaugural World Championship Dutch GP  
of 1952, were commemorated in a front-
engined Revival double-header. Ian Nuthall 
(ex-Peter Whitehead Alta) pipped Paul 
Grant (ex-Rodney Nuckey Cooper-Bristol 
T23) on Saturday, but Shirley van der Lof 
– in the HWM her grandfather raced – 
harassed him on Sunday, having passed 
father Alexander’s Ferrari 340 early on.  

US-domiciled Briton Kyle Tilley  
(Ensign N177) and Henry Fletcher (March 
761) scored maiden outright FIA Masters 
Historic F1 wins as a depleted field of DFV 
cars howled through the dunes. Post-1978 
championship leader Matteo Ferrer-Aza’s 
Ligier JS11/15 was sidelined in qualifying 
when the Italian skated o� on oil dropped 
moments earlier by Andrew Haddon’s 
Hesketh 308C, when its engine threw  
a rod at the Gerlachbocht.

Fletcher had a fright on Saturday when 
his car’s right-front suspension collapsed 
under braking for Tarzan, but OC Racing’s 
crew repaired it. Top qualifier Tilley, 
challenged by American Jason Wright, flying 
in his Shadow DN8, was steaming through 
Sunday’s wet reversed-grid pack when a 
collision with Bob Blain’s 761 punctured  
a rear tyre. The Mirage boys changed it  
and he still finished second, ahead of 
poleman Georg Hallau (Theodore 183).

Pace cars interrupted two outstanding 
Historic Sports Car Club F2 races. Top 
qualifier Darwin Smith (March 722) drove 
superbly to beat Matthew Watts (772) on 
Saturday, but a jump-start penalty reversed 
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Nuthall won HGPCA race
reviving 1952 Dutch GP

Bradshaw bounced back
from electrical problems

Smith (r) repelled O’Connell 
in second Historic F2 contest

N AT I O N A L  R E P O R T S  C L U B  A U T O S P O R T

their order. Martin O’Connell’s explosive 
Chevron B40 getaway attracted similar 
sanction, but the early leader was denied 
third by Wolfgang Kaufmann (782). 
Following a safety car, Smith repelled 
O’Connell in Sunday’s one-lap dash  
to the chequer, with Watts third from  
Matt Wrigley (ex-Agostini B42).

Martin Stretton returned to the  
Pre-1972 1600cc division and, once his 
March 712 was shod with new Avons, he 
beat Manfredo Rossi and six-time champ  
Robert Simac in sister cars on both days. 
Mark Goodyear (ex-Craig Hill Lotus 59)  
beat Neil Shinner to FAtlantic gold by 0.6 
seconds after Saturday victor Marty Bullock 
retired his ex-Albert Poon Chevron B34.   

After two attempts at Saturday’s start, 
poleman Christian Olsen repeated last 
year’s FIA European Cup Classic F3 victory 
in his Slim Borgudd-run Martini MK39, 
chased by fellow Dane Mikael Ringstrom  
in a similar car. Following a rainstorm, 
Ringstrom inexplicably chose wets on 
Sunday then used robust tactics to repel 
European Le Mans Series racer Olsen  
until the latter’s slicks came in decisively.  

Banished to the back for running his 
earlier MK34 sans regulation flat floor  
in qualifying, French champion Fred  
Rouvier charged to sixth on Saturday.  
He and Thomas Weidel (Ralt RT3)  
demoted Ringstrom to fourth on Sunday, 
when David Thorburn (ex-Martin Brundle 
RT3) emerged best of the Britons in sixth.

FIA Lurani Trophy Formula Junior 

HGPCA PRE-1966 GRAND PRIX CARS
Races 1 & 2 Andy Middlehurst (Lotus 25)

HGPCA 1952 DUTCH GP REVIVAL
Races 1 & 2 Ian Nuthall (Alta F2)

FIA MASTERS HISTORIC F1
Race 1 Kyle Tilley (Ensign N177)
Race 2 Henry Fletcher (March 761)

HSCC HISTORIC F2
Race 1 Matthew Watts (March-BMW 772)
Race 2 Darwin Smith (March-BDG 722)

FIA HISTORIC F3 EUROPEAN CUP
Races 1 & 2 Christian Olsen  
(Martini-Alfa Romeo MK39)

FIA LURANI TROPHY FORMULA JUNIOR
Race 1 Bruno Weibel (Lotus 22)
Race 2 Mark Shaw (Brabham BT6)

FIA MASTERS HISTORIC SPORTS CARS
Tom Bradshaw (Chevron-FVC B19)

PRE-1966 TOURING CARS
Olivier Hart (Alfa Romeo Giulia Sprint GTA)

GENTLEMEN DRIVERS
Julian Thomas/Calum Lockie  
(AC Cobra Daytona Coupe)

TOURING CAR LEGENDS
Sjaco Gri�ioen (BMW M3 E30 DTM)

NK GTTC 1966-81
Race 1 Manfred Pledl (Ford Escort RS1600)
Race 2 Marcel Frijlink (Ford Escort RS1600)

NK HTGT 1947-65 
Race 1 Paddy Shovlin (Jaguar E-type)
Race 2 Andy Newall (Jaguar E-type)

For full results visit: getraceresults.com

ZANDVOORT
WEEKEND WINNERS

table-topper Bruno Weibel took maximum 
points on aggregate but shared race honours 
with Mark Shaw in slippery conditions. 
Manfredo Rossi (Lotus 22) spun on both 
days but kept second on Saturday. Front-
engined standout Alex Morton tormented 
younger cars in his Condor SII inside the 
top 10, while Jeremy Deeley (Cooper T56) 
twice saw o� Crispian Besley’s similar  
car. Daniele Salodini (Taraschi) took the 
Class A points despite being pipped by  
Scot Malcolm Wishart (Faranda) on Sunday.   

Electrical problems in FIA Historic Sports 
Car free practice left Tom Bradshaw without 
a flying lap in his Chevron B19, thus pole on 
Saturday was meritorious. Neither a broken 
exhaust primary nor a detached plug lead 
could deny Bradshaw an emphatic race 
victory over title contender Henry Fletcher, 
from the back as his B19 was underweight 
post-qualifying.

Fletcher’s title rivals Jason Wright/ 
Andy Wolfe were suppressed to second 
by Leo Voyazides/Simon Hadfield among 
the Lola T70s. In the Hulme class Billy 
Bellinger/Keith Ahlers (Cooper-Ford  
T61M) just won a frantic duel with  
Mark Shaw/Chris Drake (McLaren M1B),  
as Chris Jolly/Steve Farthing (Cooper-
Chevrolet T61M) closed on the crown.

In ‘Mini weather’ Chris Middlehurst 
(Andy’s son) gleefully bagged Masters 
pre-1966 Touring Car pole, but Olivier  
Hart’s Alfa GTA snarled past on race day. 
The Dutch prodigy expunged a false  
start penalty to beat Steve Soper in  

Mark Martin’s Lotus Cortina. Middlehurst 
joined them on the podium. 

Although a dramatic conflagration  
ended their Donington Gentlemen Drivers 
run, Julian Thomas/Calum Lockie have 
subsequently looked unbeatable in their  
AC Daytona Cobra Coupe clone. Thomas 
handed Lockie a 30s advantage at half-
distance, beyond even Nicky Pastorelli 
(Ferrari 250 GTO/64). After Olivier Hart’s 
Cobra coupe’s throttle stuck open passing 
the pits and he arrived at Tarzan wreathed 
in tyre smoke, third belonged to Soper 
(Lotus Elan). Andrew Haddon had passed 
Soper when a brush with David Hart  
in the Cobra flicked his Elan into a spin.

The enduro ended behind a safety car 
when a rearward impact with the barrier at 
Scheivlak ruptured the fuel tank in Caroline 
Abbou Rossi di Montelera’s Healey 3000, 
which caught fire as she alighted unhurt. 
Marshals extinguished the flames quickly, 
but – with the order settled and emergency 
vehicles on track – competitors asked why 
the race was not stopped. 
MARCUS PYE
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Bove leads the 750 Formula
field on way to two wins
across the weekend

green-flag lap and dropped to the back  
of the field, earning him a 10s penalty. 
Pollard was disqualified for the collision, 
ending his title hopes, and thus his season. 

Two 750 Formula victories for Peter  
Bove prolonged his title battle with Mark 
Glover, who was twice second, into October. 
Glover’s Falcon led for the first seven of the 
11 laps but was delayed by a backmarker at 
the chicane, allowing Bove’s Darvi 88P to 
take the lead around the outside at Redgate. 

In the second race, Bove’s initial lead  
was overturned by Glover at McLeans  
on lap three, only for Bove to recover it  
at the chicane three laps later. Racekits 
constructor Martin Kemp scored a rare 
podium, attributing his improved pace  
to his creation’s modified aero package. 

Shaun Traynor chalked up a ninth  
victory on his way to securing a fourth  
MR2 championship with two races to  
go. He eased away from the field in the 
opener in his Mk2 – he is contemplating  
a Mk3 for 2020 – with Stuart Nicholls’ 

Roadster grabbing second from Darren 
Aldworth at Redgate on lap eight of 11. 
Aaron Cooke passed both Aldworth and 
Ali Topley at Coppice further around the  
lap to grab third from row four of the grid. 

Traynor had more of a race on his hands 
later, with Paul Cook – back after a licence 
suspension – taking the lap record and 
almost the victory, but for outbraking 
himself into Redgate on the final lap. 

In wrapping up the RGB Sports 1000  
title with two uneventful victories, Chris 
‘Chippy’ Wesemael maintained the 100% 
winning record for Mittell over Spire this 
season. Richard Morris got second for  
the rival outfit on Saturday, plugging away 
after a poor start, but was classified fourth 
on Sunday following a spin in pursuit of 
delighted runner-up James Walker and  
an accumulated 15s track-limits penalty. 

Ryan Polley’s Sunday morning Clio 182 
victory made up for a fuel pump fuse  
failure ruling him out of a winning  
position on Saturday, and kept him  

DONINGTON PARK
750MC
7-8 SEPTEMBER

Danny Hands ensured that the Formula Vee 
title will be decided at Oulton Park next 
month by winning the second race at the 
750 Motor Club’s 80th anniversary meeting.  

A controversial collision had marred 
Saturday’s opening contest, in which  
Tim Probert took his maiden victory  
after 17 years of trying. 

Graham Gant was on course to wrap 
things up a meeting early with victory in 
race two, but he lost places after a clip on  
the left-rear of his WEV from Ben Miloudi’s 
Storm at Redgate on lap six of 11. 

The 2017 champion retired in the gravel 
while Gant continued, only to retire three 
laps later when his engine dropped a 
cylinder. The GAC of Hands and recent 
returnee John Hughes’ Scarab traded places 
and were joined in a four-car battle by 
Probert – up from 14th – and Maurice 
Gloster, with Hands making the decisive 
move at Old Hairpin on the penultimate lap. 

Saturday’s restarted five-lap bout had an 
astonishing conclusion, with Hands and 
reigning champion Craig Pollard disputing 
the lead into the chicane. Contact between 
the two spun Hands around and allowed 
Probert to pounce for a long-awaited win  
in his Storm from Pollard’s GAC. 

The clash need never have happened, 
though, as Hands incorrectly retook his  
pole-position spot having stalled on the 

Probert finally 
takes victory 
amid Vee drama

Hands (2) and Pollard
collide, letting Probert
(5) through to win
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EX-MILES CAR HITS THE TRACK A 1932 Austin 7 Special previously owned by ex-Formula 1 driver 
and former 750MC vice-president John Miles was in Historic 750 Formula action last weekend. 
Timothy Roebuck, who worked with Miles at Aston Martin and Multimatic, bought the car following 
Miles’s death in 2018 and has raced it throughout the season, having only ever used it on hillclimbs 
previously. “He [Miles] tinkered with this for a long time after buying it in 2015,” said Roebuck. “It 
was built as a road car so he stripped it down completely and stiffened the chassis. He really did  
a lot of work on getting the structure right.” Roebuck took a ninth and 10th at Donington Park.

INGHAM MILESTONE It wasn’t just 750 Formula that was celebrating an anniversary (its 70th)  
at Donington Park, as one of the cars competing in the series hit a milestone. Greg Swan was at  
the wheel of his Ingham V3, which was built in 1969 as a gullwing coupe. Fifty years later the car 
now runs a Fiat engine instead of Reliant and, despite minor modifications, is mostly unchanged. 
Swan, who is half Finnish and competed against Formula 1 star Kimi Raikkonen’s older brother 
Rami in Minis during the 1990s, managed to get out for the final few laps of the first race after 
replacing a blown clutch from qualifying. He finished ninth in the second race. 

STILL GOING STRONG Despite being one of the oldest cars in the Roadsports Series, Chris  
Fellows’ Ginetta G27 came home in 26th overall and 14th in class from a 42-car entry. Fitted  
with an 1800cc Zetec engine producing 141bhp, the car was one of 26 works machines that  
were produced for the Bridgestone Ginetta Championship in 1996. “I got the car at Castle  
Combe an hour before practice,” recalled Fellows, who has competed in more than 100 races  
with it. “I’m a Ginetta buff through and through. My school friend bought a G4 in 1965 and  
I’ve been in love with these things ever since.”

on top of the points ahead of the finale.  
Polley took the lead after a safety car  
restart, but 2015 champion James Bark got 
into the side of him at the Old Hairpin, 
delaying both. Saturday winner Jack 
Kingsbury briefly looked set to double up, 
but Polley retook the lead at the final corner. 

David Drinkwater extended his run of 
Hot Hatch maximum scores to seven with 
another couple of Class C wins in his BMW 
Compact, whereas Honda Civic driver 
Martin Ward – his title rival from Class B 
– dropped just a fastest lap bonus. There 
was a more serious setback for top class 
runner Ben Rushworth, who won race one 
despite a temporary fix being applied to  
the holed radiator on his Integra. 

Battling for the lead with Gary Prebble 
later, he had a big spin through the Craners 
– delaying his rival – and he returned to  
the pits with fluid spilling from his car. 
Prebble, meanwhile, bounced back in his 
Civic by overcoming Ben Leach’s more 

FORMULA VEE
Race 1 Tim Probert (Storm)
Race 2 Danny Hands (GAC)

750 FORMULA
Races 1 & 2 Peter Bove (Darvi 88P)

TOYOTA MR2 
Races 1 & 2 Shaun Traynor  

RGB SPORTS 1000 
Races 1 & 2 Chris ‘Chippy’ Wesemael  
(Mittell MC-53) 

CLIO 182 
Race 1 Jack Kingsbury 
Race 2 Ryan Polley  

HOT HATCH 
Race 1 Ben Rushworth (Honda Integra DC2)  
Race 2 Gary Prebble (Honda Civic)

CLASSIC STOCK HATCH
Race 1 Stewart Place (Peugeot 205 GTI)
Race 2 Matt Stubington (Peugeot 205 GTI)  

BCV8 
Races 1 & 2 Neil Fowler (MGB GT V8)  

F1000 
Races 1 & 3 Lee Morgan 
Race 2 Matt Booth  

ARMED FORCES CHALLENGE 
Races 1 & 2 Mark Inman (Vauxhall VX220) 

ROADSPORTS 
Warren Allen (Porsche Cayman)

HISTORIC 750 FORMULA
Race 1 Martin Depper (Centaur Mk14)
Race 2 Simon Boulter (Time 3B)

MX-5 CUP
Race 1 Mike Comber
Race 2 Ben Short

For full results visit: theresultslive.co.uk

DONINGTON PARK
WEEKEND WINNERS



‘80 for 80’ parade of Austin 
road and race cars marked 
club’s anniversary
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modern version, which went o�-song. 
Peugeot 205 GTIs took both Classic  

Stock Hatch victories, with Stewart Place 
securing his maiden triumph in race one  
as championship contender Matt Rozier’s 
similar car developed a misfire. Matt 
Stubington took the second contest,  
taking the lead from Andrew Thorpe’s 
Citroen AX at Coppice two laps from  
the end and surviving the attentions  
of Ford Fiesta XR2i man Lee Scott,  
who increased his championship lead.

Neil Fowler won both BCV8 races, the 
first after an epic battle with Rob Spencer. 

CELEBRAT ING THE 750 MOTOR CLU B’S PAST AN D PRESEN T

There was no rematch in race two, with 
Spencer retiring early having failed to secure 
his oil filler cap beforehand. Spencer’s 
title-chasing son Jordan had fared little 
better in the first race, exiting the Class  
C lead battle and spluttering home as he  
ran out of fuel. That was won by fellow 
contender James Wheeler, but Spencer  
Jr bounced back to win later, and both 
capitalised on the catastrophic engine 
failure that a�icted erstwhile points  
leader Russell McAngus in qualifying.

Lee Morgan continued his strong form  
in F1000, taking two wins from three and 

reducing his own lap record after seven 
years of trying. Matthew Booth took the 
other, to maintain his ascendency into  
the final meeting.

A brilliant battle for victory in the  
second Armed Forces contest was resolved 
on the final lap when Matty Taylor got  
a wheel of his modified BMW Compact  
on the grass exiting the Old Hairpin as  
he lapped tra�c, sending him into a spin 
and handing a double win to Vauxhall 
VX220-mounted Mark Inman. 

An early safety car, to clear up Croft 
winner Matthew Weymouth’s spilt oil, 
meant that almost everyone pitted in a  
heap when the Roadsports window opened. 
Warren Allen’s Porsche Cayman won.

Martin Depper won the opening Historic 
750 Formula race, but had to settle for  
an enjoyable dice for second with fellow 
Centaur owner Trefor Slatter in race two, 
with Simon Boulter taking the spoils after 
clearing his Time 3B’s race-one misfire.

Mike Comber and Ben Short shared MX-5 
Cup spoils as Will Blackwell-Chambers, 
making a return to the series in his second 
car, finished runner-up on both occasions.
IAN SOWMANJO
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Taylor (46) and Inman battled
for outright Armed Forces

victory in both races

on social media and e�ective cost-control 
methods have been put in place to make  
sure championships are financially viable  
and competitive. 

Groombridge added: “We try our best to  
keep our entry fees as competitive as possible,  
try to implement cost-control methods in our 
championships and try our best to maintain  
that club atmosphere.” 

Maintaining that atmosphere is one of the key 
cornerstones of any racing club and one which  
the 750MC has got right, according to competitors. 

Ian Jordan, a five-time class champion in 
Formula Vee and a member of the 750MC  
for 28 years, said: “It used to be tagged ‘The  
Friendly Formula’ because everyone helps  
one another. There’s really good comradery.”

Four-time 750 Formula champion Bob Simpson, 
who has competed for more than 50 years with 
the 750MC, also believes that a family atmosphere 
and camaraderie are key ingredients to helping a 
championship and racing club be successful.

He said: “The club has changed completely 
since we started out. People travelled in household 
cars with a trailer on the back, but now we have 
motorhomes and the paddock is chockablock.

“I lent a spare part to another competitor,  
so there’s still that sort of thing going on. If  
people here have got a spare part, they will  
almost always let you use it.”

With the club in good health and the majority  
of competitors happy, the 750MC can look  
forward to its next milestone anniversary. 
STEFAN MACKLEY

The 750 Motor Club’s 80th anniversary meeting  
at Donington Park last weekend was a fitting 
celebration of its past and present. A total of  
360 competitors took part in a bumper 26-race 
meeting across 13 formulas, with the majority  
of grids close to or at maximum capacity.

Many of the races were action-packed,  
with incidents and crashes at a minimum  
as just a handful of red flags and safety cars  
were deployed during the weekend.

To mark the anniversary, an ‘80 for 80’ parade 
took place with a plethora of Austin road and race 
cars – a staple from the early days of the club – 
taking to the circuit during the lunchbreak.

Giles Groombridge, competitions manager  
at the 750MC, believes the club is in a strong 
position but that things can’t be taken for granted. 

“We are in a very good place but the most 
important thing is to maintain that position  
and that level of customer satisfaction,” he said. 

“We aren’t looking just to pursue growth 
recklessly. It’s very easy in motorsport and  
running race meetings to get in a position of  
losing money or over-committing to track time. 

“What we need to do is to be able to be  
a commercial success so that we can invest  
back in the club.” 

The 750 MC has come along way from its first 
meeting in 1939 – believed to be a sporting trial  
at Wolsingham – and has gone from strength  
to strength, doubling its turnover from 2012  
and increasing its membership from 1200 to 
around the 2000 mark during the same period. 

Many of the races are now streamed live  
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Goodman (l) led 
the field in race 

one, lost it, then 
fought back to 
secure victory

CADWELL PARK
MSVR
7 SEPTEMBER

Robbie Dalgleish and Toby Goodman 
continued their title fight in the Mini 
Challenge Cooper Pro category by  
claiming a win apiece at Cadwell Park.

Goodman closed the gap to points  
leader Dalgleish with victory in the first 
race, which featured a five-way battle at  
the front. Goodman led away from pole,  
but his lead was shortlived, Dalgleish 
passing both Hannah Chapman and 
Goodman on the second lap to take  
first place. But Goodman then wrested  
back the lead into Gooseneck corner  
as the race neared the halfway mark.

Dalgleish responded by setting the  
fastest lap, but wasn’t able to find a way  
by, finishing 0.2 seconds behind Goodman. 
Chapman remained on the tail of the lead 
pair – with James Hillery and Dominic 
Wheatley in tow – but was denied a  
repeat of her podium finish from the 
previous round when Hillery snatched  
third on the penultimate lap.

Chapman edged reversed-grid polesitter 
Wheatley o� the line to take the lead in  
race two, with Dalgleish moving up to 
second from fourth on the grid while  

Honours even in Mini contests 
chief rival Goodman remained in fifth. 
Dalgleish overtook Chapman to take the 
lead approaching mid-distance, going on to 
claim his fifth win of the season. Chapman 
made amends for missing out on the 
podium in race one by taking second, 0.9s 
behind Dalgleish, while Goodman passed 
Wheatley on the last lap to grab third.

Normal order was restored in the  
Cooper S category with Daniel Butcher-
Lord winning both races. Despite largely 
dominating the season so far, he had to 
settle for a pair of second places behind  
last year’s runner-up Rob Austin last  
time out and, when Austin took pole,  
it looked like Butcher-Lord would have  
his hands full once again. Despite a close 
fight between the pair in race one, it was 
Butcher-Lord who came out on top,  
beating Austin to victory by 0.2s.

Butcher-Lord went on to dominate  
race two, finishing 9s clear of Austin  
to take his eighth win of the year.

Heritage Formula Ford 1600’s first  
visit to Cadwell Park proved popular  
among the drivers, who relished the unique 
challenges of the Lincolnshire circuit.

With championship leader Oliver White 
– who has dominated the season thus far 
– choosing to skip the latest round, there 
was a chance for others to shine, Jaap 

Blijleven taking advantage by scoring a  
big points haul to reduce White’s lead. 

The Dutchman’s Reynard 88F didn’t  
have things all its own way though, with 
two-time Classic Formula Ford 1600 
champion Mike Gardner providing sti� 
competition in his Crossle 32F. Gardner led 
for most of race one from pole but, when he 
ran wide at Gooseneck, Blijleven pounced  
to take the lead with two laps remaining  
and claim victory. 

A small set-up change paid dividends  
for Gardner in race two as he recorded  
a dominant triumph, taking the lead at  
the start with a sweeping move around  
the outside of Blijleven into Cascades. 
Gardner built a 7.5s advantage in the first 
few laps, with Blijleven stuck behind  
Scott Guthrie. Blijleven finally made his  
way by into Cascades but he wasn’t able  
to close in on Gardner, who pulled away 
further in the remaining laps to win by 15s.
STEVE WHITFIELD

Gardner (l) made set-up tweaks
for second Heritage FF1600 race
and claimed a dominant victory

CADWELL PARK
WEEKEND WINNERS

MINI CHALLENGE COOPER PRO
Race 1 Toby Goodman
Race 2 Robbie Dalgleish

MINI CHALLENGE COOPER S
Races 1 & 2 Daniel Butcher-Lord

HERITAGE FORMULA FORD 1600
Race 1 Jaap Blijleven (Reynard 88F)
Race 2 Mike Gardner (Crossle 32F)

CLASSIC TOURING CARS PRE-1966
Races 1 & 2 Roger Stanford (Lotus Cortina, below)

CLASSIC TOURING CARS PRE-1983
Races 1 & 2 Stephen Primett (Ford Escort Mk1)

CLASSIC TOURING CARS THUNDER/
BOSS/PRE-1993/PRE-2005 
Races 1 & 2 Andy Robinson (Ford Falcon) 

For full results visit: tsl-timing.com
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SPACES ARE LIMITED. TO BOOK OR FOR FURTHER INFO 
Contact Krissy at Series Elite on 07899 663321 
or email kristin.hodgkinson@serieselite.com

SERIES ELITE 
E X P E R I E N C E

A ONE DAY INTRODUCTION TO 
MOTORSPORT AT SILVERSTONE

BE A PART OF THE

Join Graeme Glew and the Series Elite team for an introduction and intensive, 
pro-coached, driving session in the Series Elite Jaguar Project 8 race cars. 

A Motorsport UK - ‘Get Started in Motor 
Racing Pack’, Racecraft seminar, Technical 
and set up seminar as well as lunch and 
refreshments throughout the day.

THE 
EXPERIENCE 
INCLUDES

A Motorsport UK - ‘Get Started in Motor 
Racing Pack’, Racecraft seminar, Technical 
and set up seminar as well as lunch and 
refreshments throughout the day.

THE 
EXPERIENCE 
INCLUDES

TUESDAY 
1ST OCTOBER 

£1200
EX VAT

Series Elite Advert (297x210mm) Series Elite Experience (Single Pager £1200 version).indd   1 12/08/2019   16:59
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BRANDS HATCH
MSVR
7-8 SEPTEMBER

Three di�erent drivers topped the  
podium in a trio of thrilling Radical 
Challenge races at Brands Hatch as  
Dominik Jackson and Jerome de Sadeleer 
continued their season-long title battle.

Reigning champion Jackson and  
Swiss star de Sadeleer set the early pace  
in race one until they tripped over each 
other at Stirlings. Former Ginetta GT4 
Supercup racer Jac Constable inherited the 
lead, with Marcus Clutton moving into  
second ahead of Marcello Marateotto.

Marateotto got ahead of Clutton  
following the mandatory pitstop phase,  
but an excursion into the Clark Curve  
gravel reversed the situation. Clutton’s 
hopes of catching Constable were given a 
late boost when Jon MacRae’s o� at Paddock  
led to a second safety-car interruption. 

A one-lap sprint to the finish followed 
and Clutton seized his chance by snatching 
the lead with a fine move at Westfield,  
while Marateotto clung onto third. 

stormed to a crushing win in Saturday’s 
opener after Andy Wilmot ground to  
a smoky halt on the opening lap. 

Russell Cager, championship leader 
heading to Brands, took a distant second  
in the opener, but hopes of another good 
result in race two disappeared following an 
opening-lap spin at Paddock. Former British 
Touring Car driver Wilmot edged a charging 
Rowe to take the second-event spoils. 

Chaos ensued in Sunday’s opener. A 
multi-car collision at Paddock accounted  
for Cager and David May, while leader  
Rowe spun at Graham Hill and was  
collected by Branko Kiprovski following  
a robust move from Wilmot. Despite a 
post-race sanction, Wilmot claimed  
the win, before taking his third victory  
of the weekend in the finale. 

Luke Cooper came out on top in  
a frantic three-way battle with Rory  
Smith and Michael Eastwell to take the  
first Champion of Brands contest of the 
weekend at the wheel of his Swift Cooper 
SC16. A spectacular collision at Paddock  
at the start of race two eliminated both 
Cooper and Smith, helping Eastwell to  
take an untroubled success in his Spectrum 
ahead of Davide Meloni’s Van Diemen JL15.

Two wins in the Ford Allcomers  
double header helped Rod Birley reach  
the landmark of 250 Brands Hatch wins  
in his trusty Ford Escort WRC. Both races 
showcased an array of Blue Oval machinery 
as Neil Jessop provided Birley with his 
strongest opposition in his Escort Mk2.
MARK LIBBETER 

Jackson, who had salvaged fourth in the 
opener, took the race-two sprint honours by 
eight seconds after battling his way ahead  
of leader Mark Richards at Clark Curve  
at half-distance. Constable claimed third 
after another tight tussle with Clutton. 

As for de Sadeleer, a grassy moment at 
Druids in the second encounter had meant 
he could finish no better than fifth, but he 
made amends in race three. A decision to 
make an early stop helped him pass Jackson 
during the pitstop phase and take a crucial 
win. Jackson claimed second ahead of SR3 
debutant Shane Stoney, while Constable  
was handed a late stop/go penalty for failing 
to comply with pitstop timing regulations.

Callum McDougall was the star of the 
show in the quartet of 15-minute EnduroKa 
sprint races, which headlined Sunday’s  
Ford Power Live event, taking all four wins. 
Martyn Smith claimed a pair of seconds, 
while Jake Fraser-Burns charged his way  
up to the runner-up spot in the finale. 

Four Focus Cup races also took place over 
the weekend, with two events held on the 
GP circuit on Saturday and a further pair  
on the Indy layout on Sunday. David Rowe 

Radical rivals come to blows

Jackson maintained 
a healthy points lead
with victory in race two

Wilmot took a hat-trick of
 Focus Cup wins, despite

penalty for contact

WEEKEND WINNERS

RADICAL CHALLENGE 
Race 1 Marcus Clutton (SR3 RSX)
Race 2 Dominik Jackson (SR3 RSX)
Race 3 Jerome de Sadeleer (SR3 RSX)

ENDUROKA 
Races 1, 2, 3 & 4 Callum McDougall

FOCUS CUP 
Race 1 David Rowe 
Races 2, 3 & 4 Andy Wilmot

CHAMPION OF BRANDS FF1600
Race 1 Luke Cooper (Swi� Cooper SC16)
Race 2 Michael Eastwell (Spectrum 011C)

FORD ALLCOMERS
Races 1 & 2 Rod Birley (Ford Escort WRC)

ELISE TROPHY 
Races 1 & 2 Jason McInulty (Elise S3)

BERNIE’S V8s
Steve Ough (Crossle 9S)

TRACKDAY TROPHY
Sam Gay/Mike Bushell (Honda Civic) 

For full results visit: tsl-timing.com
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All areas of recent F1 
car design are explored 
through Piola’s drawings

TECHNICAL GOLD STANDARD 
BOOK REVIEW
FORMU LA 1  TECHN ICAL 
A NALYSIS 2016-2018
RRP £49.00

Giorgia Piola’s latest book, 
Formula 1 technical analysis 
2016-2018, is the single 
most exhaustive study of 
grand prix racing technology 

and aerodynamics that’s currently available to buy.
The renowned technical illustrator is indeed an 

Autosport contributor, but it’s not hyperbole or 
bias to say that when it comes to lifting the veil 
on the closed-o�  and massively complicated arms 
race in F1, this book sets the gold standard.

At the 2018 Monaco Grand Prix, Piola marked 
50 years on the grand prix beat, having attended 
more than 800 races. That’s a staggering feat, well 
surpassing the 500 GP total for which Bernie Ecclestone 
would gift journalists an honorary media pass.

But this release, as made clear by the title, 
is no self-indulgent celebration of an enduring 
career. Instead it breaks down the three most 
recent full F1 seasons into themes: new 
developments, regulations, cockpits, brakes, 
powertrains, wheelbases and more on a 
team-by-team basis, all accompanied by 
numerous technical drawings.

It’s printed in two languages, so there are quirks 
with the editing where the transition from Italian to 
English isn’t quite seamless. But that gripe is largely 
o� set by the technical illustrations. For every 
minute spent reading the text, you spend twice 
or three times as long poring over the details. 

As F1 has become more and more sensitive over 
the decades about protecting its innovations and 
hiding them from sight, it is hugely impressive 

that even the most minute of details are represented. 
For those who take great pleasure in attention to 
detail, it’s worth setting aside plenty of time to 
study powertrains and uber-complex bargeboards, 
whether or not you think they’re a good thing for F1.

Make no mistake, this is a book that best serves 
diehard fans. The casual F1 viewer is not going to 
fi nd the complexity of F1 design entirely accessible. 
But for its intended audience, it’s di�  cult to think 
of anything that comes close to Formula 1 technical 
analysis 2016-2018 (except for Piola’s regular 
contributions to Autosport, naturally).

And while this book isn’t about Piola picking the 
best drawings from his career, there are some retro 
sketches that deliver a healthy dose of nostalgia. They 
include Chris Amon’s 1968 Ferrari and a Lotus 49, and 
it’s incredible – indeed almost demoralising – to read 
that Piola was drawing these stunning artworks while 
still at school. In addition, there’s a selection of the cars 
that made history. A double-page spread dedicated to 
the Lotus 72, another for the Ferrari 312 B3 and one 
shared by the McLaren M23 and Tyrrell P34 six-wheeler 
ensure the book ends on a particularly high note.



INTERNATIONAL 
MOTORSPORT
Rally Turkey
World Rally Championship
Round 11/14
Marmaris, Turkey
12-15 September
TV Live BT Sport 1, 
Sat 0800, Sun 0730, 1100
Red Bull TV, Sat 1250
TV Highlights BT Sport 2, 
Sat 0045, BT Sport 3, Sun 
0000, BT Sport 2, Sun 1930, 
Red Bull TV, Fri 2000, 
Sat 2000, Sun 2000
5Spike, Mon 1900
Live coverage on wrc.com
All live service via WRC+

World Touring Car Cup
Round 7/10
Ningbo, China
14-15 September
TV Live Eurosport 1, 
Sat 0825, Sun 0630, 0730

DTM
Round 8/9
Nurburgring, Germany
14-15 September
TV Delayed Freesports, 
Sat 1730, Sun 1700 

IMSA SportsCar
Round 11/12
Laguna Seca, California, USA
15 September

Australian Supercars
Round 11/15
Pukekohe, New Zealand
14-15 September
TV Live BT Sport 2, 
Sat 0445, Sun 0445

World Rallycross
Round 9/10
Riga, Latvia
14-15 September
TV Live Freesports, 
BT Sport ESPN, Sun 1200

NASCAR Cup
Round 27/36
Las Vegas, Nevada, USA
15 September
TV Live Premier Sports 1, 
Sun 2330

NASCAR Xfinity Series
Round 26/33
Las Vegas, Nevada, USA
14 September

NASCAR Truck Series
Round 19/23
Las Vegas, Nevada, USA
13 September

ADAC GT Masters
Round 6/7
Hockenheim, Germany
14-15 September

Brazilian Stock Cars
Round 8/12

Curitiba, Brazil
15 September

Super TC2000
Round 8/12
Santa Fe, Argentina
15 September

MotoGP
Round 13/19
Misano, Italy
15 September

UK 
MOTORSPORT
Goodwood BARC
13-15 September
Revival meeting: classic 
and historic races 

Knockhill BARC
14-15 September
BTCC, British Formula 4, 
Ginetta Junior, Ginetta GT4, 
Renault Clios 
TV Live ITV4, Sun 1100
 
Donington Park BRSCC
14-15 September
British GT, British F3, 
Ginetta G40, Ginetta GT5, 
Mini Challenge, VW Cup, 
Sports/Saloons

Oulton Park 750MC
14 September
Club Enduro, BMWs, Locost, 

Ma7da, Bikesports, 
Sport Specials 

Castle Combe CCRC
14 September
FF1600, Mini Miglia, 
Mini Se7en, Morgans, 
Saloons, Hot Hatches, 
GT, Sports/Saloons 

Silverstone BRSCC
14-15 September
Caterham Academy, 
FF1600, Fun Cup, Mazda 
MX-5s, Open Sports, Civic 
Cup, BMW Compacts

Mallory Park BRSCC
14 September
Monoposto, Alfa Romeos, 
Fiesta ST-XR, Track Attack, 
Welsh Sports/Saloons 

Mondello Park 
14-15 September
Formula Vee, Formula 
Sheane, Formula Libre, 
Stryker Sportscar, 
Touring Cars, SEAT, 
Historic Racing Cars, 
Ginetta Junior, Future 
Classics, Fiesta Zetecs, 
Fiesta STs, Legends Cars, 
Supercars
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F I N I S H I N G  S T R A I G H T

Goodwood Revival

Autosport assesses whether Charles Leclerc really did 
go too far in the defensive moves that kept him in front, 
and the impact his Monza triumph has on his standing 
in Formula 1 and at Ferrari – especially on a day when 
team-mate Sebastian Vettel massively faltered.

autosport.com/podcast

A� er a disastrous weekend for Sebastian Vettel, he 
is now one step closer to a race ban. We look at what 
is next for Ferrari’s supposed number one, and what 
could happen if he does incur the stewards’ wrath 
once again. Go to bit.ly/VettelBan

youtube.com/AUTOSPORTdotcom

W H AT ’ S  O N

ITALIAN GRAND PRIX REVIEW



F R O M  THE ARCHIVE
It’s the Monaco Grand Prix, and 
Brabham’s Nelson Piquet takes his turn 
for the controversial ground-clearance 
test introduced during the 1981 season. 

Controversial, because Brabham had 
pioneered circumventing the 6cm rule 
via hydraulic suspension. As this idea 
spread, drivers pushed a button to  
raise the rideheight for the test.  

Piquet crashed his BT49C while leading,  
so it was Gilles Villeneuve who won a 
dramatic race in the agricultural Ferrari 
from the Williams of Alan Jones, with 
Jacques La�ite third for Ligier.

For classic Formula 1 DVDs
head to dukevideo.com/F1



For more great photographs, visit motorsportimages.comFor more great photographs, visit motorsportimages.com



4) Name the helmet

2) Who is this? 3) On this day...
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Website www.autosport.com Twitter @autosport

IS POWERED BY

F I N I S H I N G  S T R A I G H T

More than the obvious answer to a 
classic question, this national hero 
remains a gold standard in his sphere.

Initially a reluctant observer in his 
father’s wake, he showed promise on two 
wheels before demonstrating his skills in a 
car that o� en three-wheeled through turns.

An avuncular legend gave him a 
break in the second division, and 
despite being green he did a hell 
of a job against the top class.

He was over a barrel to make the 
grade and reared up into the limelight. 
A switch into a champion’s team took him 
to the brink, as he did again the following 
season having switched horses once more.

It was a case of being in the wrong place 
at the wrong time as the results ebbed 
away, but a test of endurance would 
prove to be his making, enshrining 
him in folklore to this day. 

I N  N E X T  W E E K ’ S  I S S U E

A Who made his only, albeit very brief, 
Formula 1 start on this day in the 1993 
Italian Grand Prix?

B Which marque started from its first F1 
pole on this day in the 1976 Italian GP?

C Whose maiden F1 win was recorded 
on this day in 1965?

D It’s Jean-Louis Schlesser’s birthday. 
Everyone remembers his only world 
championship grand prix, but where and 
when did he fail to qualify for a grand prix?

E It’s Guy Smith’s birthday. With whom 
did he share the 2003 Le Mans-winning 
Bentley Speed 8?

1) Who, what, where, when?

How Mercedes plans to 
conquer Formula E

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS  Who, what, where, when? Bruno Giacomelli, Life F190, Montreal, 8 June 1990. 
Who is this? Vittorio Brambilla. On this day A) Jean-Pierre Jarier. B) Eighth in the 1995 Italian GP. C) Ferrari, BRM, 
Ensign, Shadow, Williams. D) Elliott Sadler. E) 60. Name the helmet Riccardo Patrese. 
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What to look for at this weekend’s
                            Revival celebration

H I S T O R I C S

P E N S K E ’ S  
F I R S T  U N F A I R 

A D V A N T A G E

M A R T I N  S T R E T T O N ’ S 
T H R E E  D E C A D E S  

O F  S U C C E S S

7 5 0 B H P  I M S A 
M O N S T E R S ’ 

B I R T H D A Y  C O N T E S T

G O O D W O O D 
G R E A T S  B A C K 
O N  T R A C K
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CLASSIC MOTOR SHOW

3,000 CLASSIC CARS  |  300 VEHICLE CLUBS  |  3 DAYS

BOOK IN ADVANCE TO SAVE
QUOTE CMS19AS

necclassicmotorshow.com 

Join us for a great day out exploring 3,000 cars, 300 vehicle clubs,  
a host of celebrities, the UK’s largest indoor autojumble, hundreds  

of specialist exhibitors, demonstrations, auction, competitions and more!

The definitive destination for classic car appreciation

Official PartnersHeadline Sponsor Charity Partner

8-10 November   |   NEC Birmingham
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H istorics editor

The Goodwood Revival has become the 
synonym for historic racing, the most 
famous event of its kind. But it’s also now 
evolved into something much bigger: it’s  
a place to be seen, an event to dress up for.

Whether you think that’s a good or a bad 
thing, there’s a fair chance that many of the 
spectators lining the banks this weekend, 
beer in hand, won’t be diehard racing fans. 
Its appeal has become that large. But, 
crucially, the on-track action will be 
spectacular, the machinery will be diverse 
and many of the drivers are first-rate.

To break it all down, Marcus Pye has 
selected the 10 highlights to look out for  
on page 6, with Dario Franchitti having 
saved his return to motorsport for the 
event, plus daily Aston Martin and  
Cooper Car Company celebrations.

One of the names who will surely  
be fighting towards the sharp end  
will be Martin Stretton, as he has been  
doing in historics for three decades. Kevin 
Turner went to visit the two-time historic  
Formula 1 champion’s workshop and  
found out how he got started and how  
he’s remained at the top for so long (p20).

Also at the event will be the Zerex 
Special, which helped craft the mighty, 
unlimited Can-Am sports-racing series.  
Its chassis was found in a jumble sale,  
and after a lengthy rebuild it’s ready  
to race again at the Revival (p14). 

In this third edition of the Autosport 
Historics supplement, we’ve also delved 
into the international classic racing scene. 
On p18 we’ve picked a handful of images 
from the headline meetings and tours, 
while James Newbold got a taste for 
thunderous IMSA GTO machinery earlier 
this year at Long Beach, and explains how 
the street track has been harbouring a 
historic motorsport secret (p26). 

 T he Revival has g rown to 
transcend p u re m otorsp ort

M A T T
K E W

   autosport.com        twitter.com/autosport     
Facebook “f ” Logo CMYK / .eps Facebook “f ” Logo CMYK / .eps

   facebook.com/autosport        instagram.com/autosportdotcom        youtube.com/AUTOSPORTdotcom

C O N T E N T S

Pick up the next issue of Autosport, out 
on 19 September, for our full coverage  
of the Goodwood Revival.

J BLOXHAM
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The supercharged 4.5-litre ‘Blower’ 
Bentley is set to become the first 
pre-war car to re-enter production 
following the announcement of 12 
continuation examples to be built in 
celebration of the marque’s centenary. 

The original car was conceived by  
Sir Henry ‘Tim’ Birkin, who sought  
to produce more power with the 
introduction of forced induction. 
Founder Walter Owen Bentley did  
not support the project, so it was 
developed in private. But Bentley did 
build 50 supercharged cars to comply 
with Le Mans entry requirements. 

Four cars were developed into 
prototype specification, featuring  
a remodelled body. Of those, chassis  
HB 3403 was bought by Bentley in 
2000. That car will be dissembled  
at the Mulliner workshop in Crewe, 

digitally scanned and then the 
continuation models will be built  
using the original moulds and tools. 

Bentley chairman and chief  
executive Adrian Hallmark, who 
announced the project at Blenheim 
Palace’s Salon Prive Concours 
d’Elegance, said: “As we continue  
to commemorate 100 years of  
Bentley, we are combining a look to  
our past with the very latest digital 
technologies and techniques to create 
something truly extraordinary. 

“The four Team Blowers are the  
most valuable Bentleys in the world, 
and we know there is demand for 
genuine recreations that can be  
used, enjoyed and loved without  
risk to the prized originals.

“The 12 new Blowers will not only  
be an homage to our heritage, they  

will be a celebration of the outstanding  
skills of our Mulliner craftspeople.” 

Bentley described changes in 
response to modern safety concerns  
as only “minimal” and “hidden”. 

A limited build run represents  
the 12 races that the original four  
cars competed in, and the project is 
expected to take two years. Prices  
have not been publicly revealed.  

The project is Bentley’s first  
full continuation series. In 2014,  
Jaguar revealed the first of six new 
Lightweight E-types to complete  
the intended 18-car run. It has since 
recreated the D-type and XKSS. 

Aston Martin’s line-up of 
continuation models includes  
the DB4 GT and DB4 GT Zagato  
race cars, and it has also announced 
Goldfinger-specification DB5s. 

BENTLEY  TO BUILD 
‘ NEW’  BLOWERS
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N E W S

The history of the Italian  
Grand Prix and 90 years of  
Ferrari were celebrated in  
Rome’s Piazza Duomo last week 
with an ensemble of famous  
cars, drivers and team members. 
Alongside stars such as Mario 
Andretti and Alain Prost, the cars 
included the 1967 312 raced by 
Chris Amon, Clay Regazzoni’s 312 
B3/74, Gilles Villeneuve’s 126 and 
the Indycar prototype from 1986.

I taly  and F errari 
in m otorsp ort 
celebrations

FE
RR

AR
I

The Ferrari 312T with which Niki Lauda won the 1975  
French Grand Prix has sold at auction for $6million  
(£4.9m). The hammer fell on bidding for the flat-12  
powered car at its lowest estimate in last month’s  
Gooding & Company sale at Pebble Beach. 

Chassis 022 is one of just five examples built, and  
one of only two main chassis used by Lauda. It competed  
in 10 race weekends across two seasons, with Clay  
Regazzoni also driving it three times. 

Lauda won on the car’s debut in the 1975 BRDC  
International Trophy at Silverstone, and then again in the  
GP at Paul Ricard on the way to a title double for Ferrari. 

A windtunnel model for an alternative Porsche 917 design has 
been unearthed at the marque’s development centre in Weissach. 

The iconic sportscar, which celebrates its 50th anniversary this 
year, morphed into the 917/20 for the 1971 season – a low-drag 
iteration that is best recognised for its ‘Pink Pig’ livery. 

Following the same design philosophy, the 1:4-scale model 
dates back to 1970 and notably ditches wheel cutouts in pursuit  
of a reduced drag coe£cient. The model also features a fitted 
interior, which laid the foundations for the design seen on  
the 928 grand tourer that went into production in 1977.

The model decorated a wall in the Porsche design studio  
during the 1980s but was lost during a building move. 

E X - L A U D A  F E R R A R I 
3 1 2 T  F E T C H E S  $ 6 M

P O R S C H E  R E D I S C O V E R S 
‘ L O S T ’  9 1 7  B O D Y
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Multiple British Rally champion Jimmy McRae, father of 1995 world champion Colin,  
will compete on the national section of Wales Rally GB in a historic-specification three-
litre Porsche 911 RS. Before starting the national leg on Friday morning, McRae will  
also join Sir Chris Hoy, driving a ‘555’ Subaru Impreza, on the first stage at Oulton Park. 
McRae Sr’s Rothmans-liveried Group B MG Metro 6R4 from 1986 will be on show  
among a collection of historic cars assembled to mark the 75th running of Rally GB. 

M c R AE BAGS 9 1 1  F OR GB
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‘ NEW’  BLOWERS
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Father and son Charles and John Cooper pioneered Great Britain’s 
pre-eminent production racing car industry from their Surbiton, 
Surrey works. The runaway success of their 500cc motorcycle-
engined (F3) machines from the late-1940s on circuits and 
hillclimb courses – with rising star Stirling Moss the marque’s 
early trump card – brought rapid expansion as the rear-engined 
revolution developed. Coventry-Climax engines and Rob Walker’s 
funding enabled Moss and Cooper to break in to F1 in 1956 and 
win the Argentinian GP two years later. In 1959, with 2.5-litre 
Climax FPF power, they were world champions with Jack Brabham, 
who repeated the feat in 1960. A huge range of Cooper cars, from 
Mk1 to T79, will race and showcase the scale of their feat daily.

This year’s Brooklands Trophy contest is the oldest one-make 
race in the book, celebrating the 100th birthday of WO Bentley’s 
eponymous marque. Bentley Motors had a chequered early 
history, from the highs of winning Le Mans five times to financial 
ruin by 1931, when it was acquired by Rolls-Royce. Sunday’s 
30-car pack includes 3-litre and 4½-litre Le Mans models, a brace 
of supercharged ‘Blower’ versions and ultra-rapid Speed Models. 
Oliver Llewellyn starts favourite in father Tim’s Silverstone-
winning 4½. Saturday’s Goodwood Trophy race, meanwhile,  
sees the streamlined Pacey Hassan Special and Barnato Hassan 
Special go head to head, with William Medcalf (for Andreas  
Pohl) and David Ayre up respectively. 

C O O P E R  C A R  C O  – 
W O R L D  C H A M P I O N S

B E N T L E Y S  R O A R  I N 
C E N T E N A R Y  Y E A R

Aston Martin, points leader 
Ferrari and Porsche came to 
Goodwood in September 1959 
chasing the World Sportscar 
Championship. Poleman Stirling 
Moss’s DBR1 was ravaged by fire  
at Roy Salvadori’s fuel stop, thus 
Goodwood’s most successful 
driver took over the Carroll 
Shelby/Jack Fairman car and 
brought it home victorious, 
landing the coveted crown. Sixty  
years on, that milestone will be 
immortalised in daily demos. 

A ston M artin’s
 G oodwood g lory  

Since the 2013 IndyCar shunt that ended the four-time champ’s pro racing career, crowd-
pleaser Dario Franchitti has adored demonstrating the cars of his heroes and driving the 
Ecurie Ecosse transporter at the Revival. The lure of racing at Goodwood has tempted  
the Italo-Scot out of retirement. He shares John Hugenholtz’s Ferrari 275 GT SWB/C in 
Friday’s charismatic Kinrara Trophy pre-1963 GT race to dusk, and Gregor Fisken’s AC 
Cobra in Sunday’s RAC TT Celebration – a race he won with Emanuele Pirro in 2005.  

F A V O U R I T E  F R A N C H I T T I 
R A C E S  A N E W
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Nine Le Mans 24 Hours winners, with 25 victories in the world’s greatest endurance  
race between them, graced the Royal Automobile Club Tourist Trophy Celebration field, 
centrepiece of Sunday’s expanded race programme, as we closed for press. Derek Bell  
(Porsche 904 GTS), Henri Pescarolo and Jochen Mass (Jaguar E-types) are its elder  
statesmen, but all relish another opportunity to show Goodwood mastery. Emanuele Pirro,  
like home favourite Bell a five-time victor at La Sarthe, is a past winner of the pre-1966 
closed-cockpit GT slugfest. He saddles another Jag in low-drag coupe configuration. From  
the past decade, Romain Dumas and Brendon Hartley drive AC Cobras, Marcel Fassler a 
Chevrolet Corvette Stingray, his triple Le Mans-winning co-driver Benoit Treluyer the  
unique Lister-Jaguar coupe, and Neel Jani another E-type. Aston Martin GT ace Darren Turner 
forms a strong team with Olly Bryant in the latter’s Cobra, for which victory is overdue. 

LE M ANS WINNERS 
SH APE TT CELEBRATION

The youngest 250cc World 
Motorcycle GP champion in 
history, Spaniard Dani Pedrosa 
completed a hat-trick of titles  
in 2004 and 2005, following his 
2003 125cc crown. The three-time 
MotoGP runner-up – who retired 
last season after an incredible  
18 years of competition with 
Honda – makes his eagerly 
awaited Goodwood debut  
sharing a 500cc Hannah-Paton 
with fellow Barcelona man 
Joaquin Folch-Rusinol Jr. 

D ani P edrosa’s 
G oodwood debu t

J BLOXHAM
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P edal po wer 
harnessed in 
S ettring ton C u p
Fuelling future generations  
of Goodwood brand fans, 
Saturday and Sunday’s 
Settrington Cup pedal car 
races have attracted an 
astonishing 70-plus entries. 
The Austin J40s – of which 
32,098 were built by disabled 
Welsh miners in Austin’s 
Bargoed factory from 1950-71, 
initially costing £33 – have 
been lovingly fettled to tight 
regulations. Serious drivers 
will have honed their muscles 
for months in preparation for 
the Pit Straight dashes. Many 
are sons, daughters, nephews, 
nieces or grandchildren of car 
and bike racers with their 
sights firmly set on future 
Revival entries.

As a living encyclopaedia of grand prix racing, the Revival is 
peerless. From the supercharged machines of the 1930s to the 
1500s of 1961-65 F1, via the world championship of the 1950s-60 
(lusty 4.5 litres, two-litre interlude, then 2.5s), it has it all. Alfa 
Romeo P3s to Maserati and ERA voiturettes star in the Goodwood 
Trophy set. Gary Pearson and Barry Cannell (Coopers) face Sam 
Wilson and James Davison (Lotus 18s) in the Richmond & Gordon 
Trophies race, as Joaquin Folch (Lotus 16) and Marino Franchitti 
(Maserati 250F) vie for front-engined honours. Classic Team Lotus 
25 duo Andy Middlehurst and Nick Fennell have made the Glover 
Trophy their own, but Richard Attwood (BRM P261), Joe Colasacco 
(Ferrari 1512) and James King (Brabham BT7) should chase hard. 

The tin-top double-header reverts to its 1950s timeline. On 
Saturday nine-time Le Mans winner Tom Kristensen drives an 
Austin A40 – as do Neel Jani and Marcel Fassler – while Benoit 
Treluyer is in an A105. Ford’s side stars Richard Attwood (Prefect) 
and Romain Dumas (Thunderbird), with Emanuele Pirro in an Alfa 
Romeo Giulietta Ti. Add John Cleland and John Haugland (Volvo 
PV544s), Karl Wendlinger (Studebaker Silver Hawk), Karun 
Chandhok (Ford Zodiac), Peter Dumbreck (Standard Vanguard 
Six), Ti� Needell (Vauxhall PA Cresta), Darren Turner (MG 
Magnette) and Christian Horner (Jowett Javelin), and it’s a tasty 
recipe. Just don’t be surprised if the Jaguar Mk1s of Anthony 
Reid/Justin Law and Ross Hyett/Grant Williams emerge on top.

G R A N D  P R I X  C A R S 
T H R O U G H  T H E  A G E S

S O U N D S  O F  T H E  F I F T I E S 
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G O O D W O O D  R E V I V A L  P R E V I E W

The quickest cars of the weekend are the V8 sports-
prototypes that form Sunday’s Whitsun Trophy grid, 
reflecting period Goodwood showcases in the 1960s. It 
harks back to the rivalry between Eric Broadley’s Lola 
(spearheaded by John Surtees) and Bruce McLaren’s 
fledgling marque in the first year of the Can-Am Challenge. 
Britons Tony Sinclair, Ian Simmonds and Mike Whitaker 
take on Swiss veteran Toni Seiler in the best of the Lola 

T70s, but former F1 driver Karun Chandhok’s fastest lap in 
John Bladon’s McLaren M1A between technical dramas last 
year could be ominous. Dark horses include Jack Tetley 
(Hamill SR3), Darren Turner (Lotus-Oldsmobile 19 
evocation) and Cameron Jackson (Crossle-Oldsmobile 
C5S). Joaquin Folch’s famous Escuderia Montjuich Ford 
GT40, a pair of Porsche 910s and the rebuilt Bizzarrini 
P538 of Will Nuthall should command attention too. 

G O O D WO O D  R E V I VA L  T I M E TA B L E

F R I DAY  1 3  S E P T E M B E R

0915 Mini track parade
0945 Practice
1305 Cooper Car Company track parade
1325 Practice
1545 1959 TT demonstration
1605 Practice
1835 Race 1 Kinrara Trophy for pre-1963 GTs

S AT U R DAY  1 4  S E P T E M B E R

0900 Mini track parade
1020 R2 Fordwater Trophy for 1960s sports and GT cars
1130 1959 TT demonstration
1155 R3 Barry Sheene Memorial Trophy for 1960-66 motorcycles – part 1
1250 Sir Stirling Moss Celebration track parade
1400 R4 St Mary’s Trophy for pre-1959 saloon cars – part 1
1450 D-Day Commemoration track parade 
1530 R5 Goodwood Trophy for 1930-51 grand prix and voiturette cars
1615 Cooper Car Company track parade
1650 R6 Glover Trophy for 1961-65 rear-engined grand prix cars
1740 R7 Sussex Trophy for 1955-60 sports-racing cars 

S U N DAY  1 5  S E P T E M B E R

0900 Mini track parade
0940 R8 Earl of March Trophy for 500cc 1950s Formula 3 cars
1015 R9 Richmond & Gordon Trophies for 1954-60 2500cc grand prix cars
1125 R10 Barry Sheene Memorial Trophy for 1960-66 motorcycles – part 2
1215 R11 Brooklands Trophy for pre-war sportscars
1310 D-Day Commemoration track parade
1400 1959 TT demonstration
1430 R12 Royal Automobile Club TT Celebration for 1960-64 GT cars
1555 R13 St Mary’s Trophy for pre-1959 saloon cars – part 2
1645 R14 Whitsun Trophy for pre-1966 unlimited sportscars
1730 Cooper Car Company track parade
1800 R15 Freddie March Memorial Trophy for 1950s sportscars 
1845 Prizegiving

D O N ’ T  M I S S 
G O O D W O O D  R E V I V A L  R E P O R T

1 9  S E P T E M B E R  I S S U E
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otorsport wasn’t thrust on me with my 
father taking me karting at the age of 
three, or because of a midlife crisis. It  
was my love of cars, from Dinky and  
Corgi through to Hot Car and Cars and Car 

Conversions. I just loved cars, the look, the function, the sound and 
smell. In the melting pot also was my unremarkable time at school 
– I had to be good at something and found I could get a car around 
a race circuit quicker than most. I understood and could 
feel the dynamics and knew how to change them to 
make my car quicker, but importantly I had found 
something that I was better than everyone else at and  
I had to prove it by winning – it was all about winning!

The need to win has now ebbed but the love of cars 
has not. After being a factory driver for Austin Rover, 
Mazda and Peugeot, and having won five national 
racing championships and one in rallying, I now 
prepare and race cars for fun. 

Historic racing gives and gives, with Goodwood 
leading the way. The Silverstone Classic, Donington, 
Monaco, Motor Racing Legends, Masters, HSCC, 
HRDC, Peter Auto – all contribute to the stage on which to live 
out our fantasies. We’re showing cars we love, have paid for, 
maybe prepared ourselves. We want to compete, and without any 
damage. So when someone puts winning in front of respect for  
our cars and dents your pride and joy, they ruin your weekend. 

I had a gripe after the fantastically enjoyable Mini race at the 
Silverstone Classic. There was too much damage caused by over- 
enthusiastic competing. I was bashed three times, and many cars 
were scarred. My friend Tim Llewellyn said, ‘If we had no seatbelts 
or rollcages the attitude would di�er.’ He races a Bentley, where 
the only safety precaution is the respect from fellow drivers and 
the hope that you get thrown clear if the worst happens.

Asked once if I really drove my 1950 Allard J2 to the same limit 
as a touring car, my answer was, ‘Yes, I do!’ The limit in the 
touring car was ‘hit the other guy but not to put your tracking out 
or get a penalty’, and the limit in the Allard is ‘miss by six inches!’ 
Outbraking someone to pass is taking a risk that involves the 
importance of you gaining a position weighed against your 
concern of damaging someone else’s car. 

Preparers are well aware of the potential to develop their cars 
beyond what was intended 50 odd years ago. In part, it’s wrong to 
add disc brakes or a steering rack to a car that didn’t have them in 
period. But how can we ignore all we’ve learned in the past half- 
century of development? We have better brake material, camshafts 
designed by computers, flow meters, and more competition. The 
fields are bigger and if the others are getting 30% more power, 
then I want the same. This can involve pushing the debatable 

Sh a d e s  of  af t e r  
m a r ke t  g r e y
E x - B ritish T ou ring  C ar driver P atrick 
Watts reckons there are now fou r key  
areas where historic m otorsp ort isn’t 
q u ite as black and white as it cou ld be

Watts- versu s-
K ristensen 
battle thrilled 
u ntil cheap  
p art failed on 
V olvo A m az on 

M

C O M M E N T

spirit of historic racing or it can be by enforced 
rules, black or white, so it is encouraging to see 
such policing by the leading historic actors. 

There should be a blend of practicality to the 
above sentiment, however, and this is where  
black and white turns a shade of beautiful grey. 
An example is when I was leading the St Mary’s 
Trophy at Goodwood a few years ago in Malcolm 

Harrison’s Volvo Amazon with Tom Kristensen hot on my heels 
and my engine stopped with two laps to go. While I was coasting 
to a halt on the Lavant Straight, with all those who were behind 
me streaming by, was it a mistake in the careful preparation? It 
turned out to be the points that had broken. A 50p part ruined the 
spectacle of Watts versus Kristensen and a cigar for the winner!

Some organisers allow a modern, reliable alternative, but  
some don’t. Maybe those who think we should still use these 
unreliable points misguidedly think we’re still running  
asbestos brake linings and SU fuel pumps! 

Another gripe, if I may: why not allow driver-adjustable brake 
balance? Adjustable front to rear balance has been around forever, 
but cannot necessarily be used while driving. That means a test 
day at a circuit at great expense to just avoid the rears locking up 
throughout qualifying and, at worst, burning out your unbalanced 
brakes. The alternative is to let the driver twiddle a knob on the 
dash to sort out this safety issue on the first couple of laps. 

Safety, reliability and performance enhancing are three separate 
issues and should be treated as such by the scrutineers. But then 
do we add a fourth subject called ‘cost e�ective’ – where out-of-
period, non-performance-enhancing parts can be used if originals 
are hard to find? Answers on a postcard to the FIA in Paris…

Historic racing and rallying should celebrate the car, not the 
driver. No one really cares who wins. My neighbours always ask 
from politeness how my racing went at the weekend. They always 
get the same reply: I won. They might then ask where was I racing 
and I might say the Monaco Grand Prix or Indianapolis 500! 

JE
P

J BLOXHAM



Cooper T53 chassis 
formed basis of car
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he Zerex Special, conceived and built by famed 
American team owner Roger Penske and then 
developed by the late Bruce McLaren, will be  
one of the most significant cars racing at this 
weekend’s Goodwood Revival.

The sports-racing car, built around a Formula 1 Cooper in  
the early 1960s, was so successful that it was banned by the 
Sports Car Club of America. It is also the first racing machine 
engineered by the Bruce McLaren Motor Racing team and  
was arguably the inspiration not only for the McLaren race  
cars of the late 1960s and 1970s, but the Can-Am sports-racing  
car category that rocked North America in the same era.

Years of painstaking work and research by owner Greg  
Heacock from Seattle have resulted in the car being put back 
together in its earliest sportscar iteration and, following a  
race at the Goodwood Members’ Meeting in April, it will  
now star at the Revival, 55 years after Penske, McLaren  
and Teddy Mayer all raced the car at the Sussex track.

The project, which put a marker down about Penske’s  
ability to innovate, started as an ex-Walt Hansgen 1961  

T

T he Z erex  S p ecial was one of the m ost im p ortant cars of the 1 9 6 0 s.  
L ost for m any  y ears,  it’s now back on track
B Y  P A U L  L A W R E N C E

The return of Penske’s first 
G A M E C H A N G E R
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Zerex Special raced 
at Members’ Meeting
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Z E R E X  S P E C I A L

Cooper T53. It was crashed in the 
United States Grand Prix at Watkins 
Glen and the chassis was damaged. 
Penske, in a rare GP outing as a driver, 
was also in that race in a rented T53 
and quickly did a deal to buy the 
damaged remains of Hansgen’s Coventry Climax-engined 
car for use in American Formula Libre races, where it was 
probably raced by both Penske and Timmy Mayer.

Then the inventive Penske spotted a loophole in the 
SCCA rules for sportscars. Sure, a second seat was mandated, 
but no size or specifi cation was detailed for that seat. Penske 
decided that a central-seat ‘sportscar’ was a good plan 
and fabricated a tiny and largely unusable second seat to 
meet the regulations. Suitable bodywork was fi tted to the 
Cooper and a sports-racing car was born. In deference 
to Penske’s sponsor at DuPont, the Zerex Special was 
named after a brand of antifreeze. 

It made its debut in the Los Angeles Times Grand Prix at 
Riverside in October 1962 when Penske headed Jim Hall in 

T he Z erex  S p ecial was one of the m ost im p ortant cars of the 1 9 6 0 s.  
L ost for m any  y ears,  it’s now back on track
B Y  P A U L  L A W R E N C E

O wner 
H eacock 
follows in the 
wheeltracks 
of P enske 
and M cL aren

the fi rst of the Chaparrals. Penske scored many wins in late 
1962 and 1963 before the car was banned by the SCCA ahead 
of the 1964 season. He had pushed the envelope of sportscar 
regulations as far as possible. 

The project had been sold to John Mecom in 1963 and run 
by the Mecom Racing team (which later won at Indianapolis 
in 1966 with Graham Hill and Lola). Penske raced the Zerex 
Special on Mecom’s behalf, including winning the Guards 
Trophy race at Brands Hatch in August 1963. He fi nished 
clear of the Cooper Monacos of Roy Salvadori and Timmy 
Mayer and the Lotus 19 of Tony Maggs.

Largely on the back of that appearance, the Zerex was 
sold to Bruce McLaren for 1964 and the New Zealander took 
early wins at Aintree and Silverstone. It was then substantially 
rebuilt with a new chassis centre section, conceived by McLaren, 
and fi tted with a mighty V8 Traco Oldsmobile engine. This 
was probably the fi rst major race-car engineering project 
undertaken by the fl edgling McLaren team and the reworked 
car was entered as a Cooper Oldsmobile.

With the V8 installed, this was now a beast of a car and 

The return of Penske’s fi rst 
G A M E C H A N G E R
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McLaren’s work had both widened 
and sti� ened the centre of the chassis. 
Part of McLaren’s plan in deciding to 
buy the Zerex Special was to develop 
his own sports-racing cars, and the 
experience gained was key to the 
creation of the new McLaren M1 later in 1964. The mating of 
a big US V8 powerplant to a lightweight sports-racing car was 
the base formula for Can-Am when it was introduced in 1966, 
and the McLaren team and its cars were at the forefront of the 
category until Porsche arrived with turbocharging in 1972.

While McLaren switched focus to sportscars and single-
seaters bearing his own name, the Zerex project was sold to 
Dave Morgan in the US in 1965 and later at least some of the 
car found its way to Venezuela in the hands of Leo Barboza. 

By a stroke of chance, many years later Heacock came across 
the chassis section from the original Cooper GP car that McLaren 
had replaced in 1964. Bizarrely, it was found at an autojumble at 
Beaulieu in 1999, which Heacock had visited to buy a Climax 
engine block. The seller also had a section of chassis and sundry 
other bits. Heacock bought it on spec, not knowing what it was. 

Ford GT40 specialist Frank Catt thought some of the bodywork 
looked familiar and suggested it could be the original frame for 
the Zerex Special. This was eventually corroborated by period 
photos and input from members of the Penske team who had 
worked on the original car. Some have questioned the car’s 
authenticity and prefer to call it a recreation, but would 
they prefer not to see the machine racing at all?

Once identifi ed as the core of the Zerex Special as fi rst 
built by Penske, Heacock resolved to restore the car to its 1962 
specifi cation. “The project took a long time,” he admits. “We 
acquired the original frame and suspension and much of the 
interior including the dash, actual steering wheel and shifter from 
Penske’s mechanics and used these components where possible. 

“I’m very humbled to own it,” adds Heacock, who took 
around 10 years to rebuild the 2.5-litre Coventry Climax-
engined car with the support of former Penske team 
members Roy Gane and Harry Tidmarsh.

“I’d been collecting bits for a decade. It’s just as it was in 
1962 and Frank Catt here in the UK was a big help in the project. 
He saw it race in 1964 and has been so helpful and encouraging. 
I love sitting in it and thinking about the sport’s history.”

The Zerex Special will soon return to the US, but this 
weekend it will be raced by Heacock with due circumspection 
in Goodwood’s Whitsun Trophy. It’s unlikely to repeat its 
1960s success against some of the machines it helped inspire, 
but its special place in motorsport history is beyond doubt. 

Y ou thfu l P enske 
scored m any  
early  su ccesses 
driving  the 
ru le- testing  
Z erex  S p ecial

A U T O S P O R T  H I S T O R I C S 

1 9 7 3  P O R S C H E  9 1 7 / 3 0
Porsche and Penske joined forces to take on Can-Am for 
1972, resulting in Penske’s most famous sports-racer. 
Developing turbocharging for road courses proved a 
challenge, but once achieved Penske steamrollered the 
opposition. George Follmer won the 1972 title in the 917/10, 
seeing o�  hitherto dominant McLaren, before Donohue 
rubbed it in with the even more powerful 917/30 in 1973. 

Although it’s more famous for its successes in Indycars, 
Penske has made some impressive appearances in 
sportcars, particularly in the team’s early days.
K E V I N  T U R N E R

1 9 6 9  L O L A  T 7 0  M k 3 B
The T70 Mk3B was a great customer car, but it could rarely 
challenge works Porsches and Ferraris for major victories. 
Except when Penske’s example appeared. Mark Donohue 
and Chuck Parsons won the 1969 Daytona 24 Hours and 
were part of the lead battle at the Sebring 12 Hours. A 
Le Mans assault was derailed when the car was stolen, 
though most parts were subsequently recovered.

1 9 7 1  F E R R A R I  5 1 2 M
The car that showed the 512M could challenge the 
Porsche 917 if in the right hands. Penske did a lot of 
development work on the five-litre racer, which outran 
the 917Ks whenever it appeared in 1971. Bad luck prevented 
Mark Donohue and David Hobbs scoring a success with 
‘the world’s fastest Ferrari’, which was later bought by 
Lawrence Stroll, but it caught Porsche’s attention…

T hree other g reat 
   P enske sp ortscars
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HUNGARORING CLASSIC This 1976 Porsche 934 Turbo shared by Maurizio Fratti and Andrea 
Cabianca is known for splitting flames. The three-litre Group 4 machine aptly demonstrated this  
once again in July in the one-hour Classic Endurance race at the Hungaroring. This ‘Jagermeister’ 
car enjoyed a long career, finishing ninth overall in the 1982 Daytona 24 Hours having previously 
competed in the Eifelrennen and Nurburgring 1000Km. Photograph by Tony Hankin

TOUR AUTO  
OPTIC 2000  
Run as an homage  
to the Tour de France 
Automobile that began 
in 1899, the Tour Auto 
Optic 2000 is an annual 
regularity rally that 
caters for 240 cars of  
a type that competed 
on the original event 
between 1951 and 
1973. Across the 
five-day competition 
held in May, Christian 
Chambord and Patrick 
Fourestie brought 
some noise to the quiet 
French streets in their 
diminutive 1972 Alpine 
A110 Group 4 car. 
Photograph by 
Mathieu Bonnevie

SPA-CLASSIC Rain, fading light and 339 cars descended on Spa in May. The Saturday 
evening slot at the Classic was reserved for the Heritage Touring Cup, created to mimic  
the European Touring Car Championship’s flagship Spa 24 Hours. The ex-Stefan Bellof  
BMW 635 CSi from 1985, shared by Robert Boss and Pascal Goury, looked the part but  
was forced to retire after only nine of the 17 laps. Photograph by Photo Classic Racing

G L O B A L 
S N A P S H O T S

Relive this race at Motorsport.tv
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MOTORSPORTS REUNION Taking place at Laguna Seca during the famed Monterey Car Week was  
the Motorsports Reunion. Ever-popular 1966-72 Trans-Am machinery circulate on their formation 
lap for one of the two races. A total of 34 cars qualified, comprising mainly Chevrolet Camaros  
and Ford Mustangs. But both races were dominated by the AMC Javelin of Bruce Canepa, with  
the similar car of Bill Ockerlund taking a second and a third. Photograph by Eric Sawyer

HISTORIC GRAND PRIX ZANDVOORT After the Historic Formula 3 European Cup for 1970s  
and 1980s cars made its debut at Zandvoort last year, it returned for the eighth running of the  
Historic Grand Prix last weekend. Here, Michel Arbeit in his Chevron B38 leads the Martini MK42  
of Michael Ringstrom, but it was European Le Mans Series racer Christian Olsen aboard a MK39  
who wrapped up pole position and the spoils in both encounters. Photograph by the FIA

GRAND PRIX DE L’AGE D’OR The headline sportscar duel of the early 1970s was reimagined at  
Dijon back in June. Here, the Ferrari 512M shared by Carlos Monteverde and Gary Pearson gives 
chase to the Gulf-liveried Porsche 917K driven by Claudio Roddaro in a 24-cylinder battle for 
honours in the Classic Racing Legends series. As usually occurred in period, it was the famous 
Porsche that came out on top. Photograph by Photo Classic Racing
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E X P L O R I N G
t h e  L I M I T S 

   f or  m or e  t h a n  30 y e a r s
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H e’s one of the top  historic racers in  
the world,  bu t M artin S tretton still  
has the desire to im p rove and take  
on the y ou ng  u p - and- com ing  stars
B Y  K E V I N  T U R N E R

                                                  artin Stretton has been one  
of historic racing’s top drivers for three decades and his 
eponymous preparation firm is similarly well-known within  
the industry. Twice a historic Formula 1 champion, Stretton 
doesn’t feel the need to shout about his success – he’s not an  
easy man to find online – but his enthusiasm for racing, even  
for simply driving, exotic machinery remains undimmed.

The 60-year old has raced or tested around 350 cars,  
winning in many of them, and has now racked up four  
decades of continuous competition. “And I’m not bored  
yet,” he says. “I bore easily, but there is a fascination in  
driving any car and trying to get the best out of it.”

Stretton’s enthusiasm for motorsport began when  
he was a child. For a time he tried to make his way  
in contemporary racing, but he had started in older  
machinery and it would become the key focus of his career.

“I was interested in motor racing before I ever went to  
an event,” he says. “My pedal tractor was a racing car and  
I still have the scar on my arm from a high-speed accident  
while attempting a corner onto the terrace! 

“Ever since I can remember I just wanted to be a racing  
driver. I knew enough about it that I was Jim Clark and my 
brother was Jack Brabham because he wasn’t quite as good!  
I’ve just always wanted to drive cars.”

Stretton first got the chance to achieve that thanks to two 
uncles and their mates. “Two or three good friends let me  
have a go in their pre-war cars in Vintage Sports-Car Club  
events and it was great fun,” recalls Stretton, who also got  
a Hillman Imp for road rallies, taking his first win in 1978.

A key moment arrived in 1980. With some inheritance he 
bought a “fairly tatty” Frazer Nash and rebuilt it. 
Stretton was immediately successful and then “blu�ed 
my way” into a Formula Ford drive. He nearly got to 
British F3 with Madgwick Motorsport had it not been  
for a lack of funds, but he has no regrets about his 
enforced early switch (back) to historics: “Having 
arrived where I am I’ve probably got more out of the 
sport than I could possibly have imagined in 1978.” 

For much of the 1980s Stretton campaigned his  
Frazer Nash, which he still owns, but always made  
sure people knew he was available. “I used to say,  

Racing  the 
T y rrell 0 1 2  
has been one  
of S tretton’s 
big g est j oy s in 
recent y ears

Mt h e  L I M I T S 
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at Donington than a  
GT3 or GT4 car.”

One of his main current 
campaigns is driving a 
Tyrrell 012 in Historic  
F1 and he fights at the 
front, despite running a 
flat-bottomed car against 
ground-e�ect racers.

“I’m loving driving the 
012,” he adds. “It’s not  
the fastest car out there, 
but aren’t I lucky to be 

driving an F1 car? And huge thanks  
to Martin and Steve Adams for  
asking me to drive it. The Tyrrell  
has a very narrow operating window 
in terms of set-up, but when we get  
it right it’s so satisfying.

“It’s a privilege to be driving an  
F1 car. I want a car that has more power than grip and I think  
that makes for greater entertainment. The Historic F1 Avon  
tyres give up grip progressively and are very durable so you  
can drive the wheels o� the car.

“I prefer single-seaters, though they don’t necessarily have  
the best races. The Spa 6 Hours is probably my favourite race of 
the year and these days a Ford GT40 is the weapon of choice. And 
one of my best races was on the Nordschleife in a Jaguar E-type.”

Stretton has seen the historic scene grow massively over the 
past 30 years, both in terms of its popularity and the level of 
competition. “I went to the 1974 Nurburgring Oldtimer, which 
was the only meeting for historic racing cars outside of the UK, 
and the fastest car was a Maserati 250F,” he recalls. “Historic 
motor racing is going through a huge evolution and the thing  
I like is that it’s becoming more mainstream.”

That means a lot of aspiring young drivers and professional 

‘If you break your leg, I’ll drive your car’,” he recalls. “Not  
perhaps the most professional approach!” But it worked. 

Two opportunities came his way that changed his life.  
First, he persuaded friend Mike Hayward to help him campaign  
a Formula 2 Cooper in Historic Grand Prix Cars Association  
events, then David Du�y asked Stretton to drive his Connaught 
B-Type at the 1991 Christie’s International Historic Festival 
(forerunner of the Silverstone Classic). He starred in both, 
particularly in the Connaught, topping the 1950s GP car field.

“Once I did that other people started o�ering me drives and I’ve 
never looked back,” he says. “I rarely race my own cars because 
I’m busy racing other people’s. That’s been the case for 30 years.

“I’m a huge fan of Historic Formula 2 and that’s the only racing 
I pay for myself when I’m not driving someone else’s cars.”

The successes continued throughout the 1990s. Having won 
the Historic F2 crown, he stepped up to the new Thoroughbred 
Grand Prix Championship, now known as the Historic F1 
Championship, in 1995. Stretton won the inaugural title in a  
Tyrrell 005, and added a second crown driving the Tyrrell P34 
six-wheeler in 2000. Along the way he got some help from 
legendary designer Derek Gardner.

“The Tyrrells are among my favourites because Derek  
became a great friend and mentor,” enthuses Stretton.  
“It was a great privilege to 
drive cars he designed. And  
so was testing with a man like 
Derek. When I first tested  
with him he wasn’t actually 
testing the car, he was 
checking the feedback from 
the driver, which it took  
me a while to realise –  
he was a brilliant guy.”

Another of the successful 
early steeds was Simon Bull’s 
pre-Second World War 
Maserati 4CM. “It was just 
magic,” says Stretton. “It  
was much better on modern 
circuits because it had no 
suspension! In its day it  
would half-kill the driver,  
and the later Maseratis had 
suspension, but on a modern 
circuit it was a go-kart if you drove it properly. It was a great car.”

The Maserati and Tyrrells – pre-war machine and slicks-and-
wings GP racers – demonstrate the variety of cars Stretton has 
excelled in over the years. He has a deep interest in the technique 
of driving, which is apparent in his coaching programme (see right). 

“The approach to di�erent cars is the same; the selection of 
techniques and skills is where the art is,” he says. “I will use 
di�erent techniques for di�erent cars.

“That also gives you much more opportunity when 
circumstances change. Rain is ever-changing, so you have  
to keep experimenting in every corner to adapt. The more  
you change cars the more you can try di�erent things.

“I’ve always pushed myself. I’m always examining  
what I can do better.”

At times that has extended to driving modern racing cars,  
but perhaps not the work required behind the scenes. Stretton  
has raced a number of GT cars and even made a one-o� 
appearance in the North American Touring Car Championship, 
but has not made contemporary competition his home.

“I’ve never been a money raiser,” he admits. “When 
opportunities arose I’ve grasped them and generally been 
competitive, but I’ve never had the wherewithal to pursue it.  
And it’s now got to the stage where I’d rather drive a Lola T70  

S tretton has 
won hu ndreds 
of trop hies,  bu t 
say s that it’s 
not his m ain 
m otivation

PORTLOCK

PORTLOCK
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racers have joined the competition. It’s 
a development Stretton also relishes.

“The modern drivers really 
appreciate it,” he says of how 
youngsters take to driving cars with 
no gizmos or driver aids. “We had [GT driver] Jonny Cocker out 
in a Chevron B8. He came in and look puzzled and said, ‘I’m doing 
everything’. And we couldn’t get him out for the rest of the day.”

And fighting against the next generation of racers has helped 
Stretton to keep pushing himself. “There was a race at Zandvoort 
in the Tyrrell 012 where I came out of Hugenholtz on the first  
lap with Michael Lyons up my chu�,” he says. “I nailed it all over 
those dunes and there’s a corner I take in fifth at the end, in a  
big slide, and I looked in my mirrors and thought, ‘You’re not 
going to win today Michael’. It’s a great, great feeling.

“I want to be quick so I want quick drivers around me. It’s  
not about winning races – what I’m interested in is I want  
to be one of those drivers on the grid that people say gets  
the best out of the kit he has. I still get a lot of self-doubt –  
I need to go fast to keep reassuring myself I can.”

He has to keep in shape  
too and does a lot of training, 
even though he’s not a fan  
of the gym: “I hate getting  
fit, but I would hate being  
unfit even more.

“Some of the cars are very 
physical. Especially when I  
get parachuted into lovely 
situations, such as driving the 
McLaren M6 at the Silverstone 
Classic. You’ve got to be ready.”

Alongside his driving, 
Stretton also runs preparation 
firm Martin Stretton Racing. 
He started it in 1988, but 

Just as with modern GT racing, historic endurance events are 
o
en decided by the weakest driver in the crew. And if a rich 
owner isn’t enjoying racing because they aren’t competitive, 
they can give up altogether.

Twenty-five years ago, a
er one particular customer got 
frustrated, Martin Stretton decided to set up his own driver 
coaching school. It runs at Pembrey during the winter and a 
standard day includes eight clients, working with four coaches.

“It started unoicially to help a customer,” confirms 
Stretton. “I realised there were things I was doing automatically 
that they didn’t know existed. So I had to break down my own 
driving, and you have to understand what they can do and 
what they can comprehend. The big thing is establishing a 
person’s level and working from there.”

As with Stretton’s main preparation business, word spread 
and the initiative grew. He now employs a number of driver 
coaches, with rising GT ace David Pittard one of the latest 
additions. Several hundred drivers have been through 
Stretton’s training programme.

Semi-modified Ford Capris were chosen to start with, 
thanks to their robustness and “most importantly” being 
rear-wheel-drive machines, but have since been added to.  
The fleet now includes Toyota MR2s and a Ford ASCAR,  
with a modified drivetrain.

“We’ve tweaked the handling to get dierent characteristics 
so none of the cars are the same, so you have to keep  
thinking,” explains Stretton. “And we wet the track – not to 
teach how to drive in the wet, but allow people to slide at 
slower speeds that they understand. We allow people to  
make mistakes and go o the track.”

Stretton points out that the aim is not to instruct – it is  
to coach the drivers on techniques they can apply to any 
situation, in any (rear-wheel-drive) car.

“For example, the idea is to teach a technique so that they 
can look at any piece of road and work out the right lines and 
braking points themselves,” he says. “The key thing is making 
people understand why they are doing things.

“Improving people’s driving is very rewarding. Anybody  
can be a good driver if they want to learn.” 

D river coaching :
  ‘ A ny body  can be
      a g ood driver’

S tretton’s 
p assion and 
enthu siasm   
for the sp ort 
rem ains 
u ndim m ed

His first Frazer Nash
remains in the collection
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things took a little while to get going.
“I’m a useless employee so I was persuaded starting a business 

was the way to go,” he says. “My uncle was hugely patient and 
taught me to be a competent mechanic and rebuild an engine  
by the time I was 18, but it’s not my forte. When I started the 
business, I did work on the cars, but within six months I realised 
running the business and doing other things was more productive.

“It sort of happened accidentally, with no great business plan.  
I had a grim five years of learning about the realities of business. 
It’s reputation and word of mouth and has been for a long time.  
In the early days I did some advertising and decided any profit  
I made was going to someone else. It was tough to begin with.”

Now Stretton has things how he wants them, with six members 
of workshop sta�, around 35 cars on his impressive premises near 
Kidderminster, plus a pool of experts he calls upon when required.

“We rely on good specialists for things such as engines, 
gearboxes and shells,” he says. “I don’t want to get beyond  
a certain size. We’ve got a lot of professional helpers [for race 
events], which are hard to find. We’ve got the capability of 
running more than 10 cars at Silverstone, and the most  
we’ve run is four di�erent events in three di�erent  
countries on one weekend.

“My forte is finding the right people and keeping them busy. 
For the past 23 years Russell Sheppard has been the key man and 
has become a great friend. You do need the right people because 
historic racing has become more demanding on the technical 
front. You’ve always needed it but it’s become more detailed.  
You can’t drive around problems and still win against top 
opposition, so you’ve got to make sure the problems aren’t there.”

That increased level of competition has created certain 
problems. One is that the commitment and cost required to  
run at the front has gone up, while the controversial area of  
car development has become a key bone of contention. Some 
categories are now a lot faster than they were in period.

Stretton believes cars should run as they did, but also points 
out that modern knowledge, techniques and competition makes  

C A R S  S T I L L 
O N  T H E 
B U C K E T L I S T
Martin Stretton has driven some of the world’s greatest cars, 
from 1924 Delage to grand prix-winning Tyrrells, via Maseratis, 
Ferraris and Jaguars. Unsurprisingly, he finds it diicult to 
select a favourite, but it doesn’t take him long to decide which 
cars he most wants to drive out of those he hasn’t yet sampled.

“There are two cars on my bucketlist,” he says. “A proper 
Porsche 917 coupe – I’ve driven the Ferrari [512] and Lola  
[T70] equivalents – and the original Lancia D50 GP car.”

Porsche’s first Le Mans winner o�en comes up in such 
conversations, but the 1954 Lancia (above) is the one that 
Stretton is most passionate about.

“I believe the D50 was a car ahead of its time and was far 
better than the Mercedes W196,” he says. “It was a fascinating 
car and had lots of clever things – stressed engine, fuel tanks in 
the wheelbase – that were very alien to the drivers of the time. 

“I’d like to drive it having had the privilege of hindsight 
because I’ve driven more modern cars.”
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it inevitable that gains will be made. “A lot of the 
development is within the rules and I think a vast 
majority of cars are perfectly straightforward,” he 
says. “There are reasons for it [the increasing pace].

“There’s also serious testing – we don’t just turn 
up and drive the cars. Testing is a great skill, which  
I enjoy. Understanding what the car is doing is what I 
learned from Derek Gardner. He was a very polite perfectionist.

“It’s getting more professional. That widens the gap – if you 
just turn up and wipe an oily rag over it, you’re not going to  
win. The devil is in the detail.”

But Stretton also feels that obsessing over certain details  
can create problems. Some races end up being dominated by one 
particular make or model, creating fields that look very di�erent 
to how they would have done in the 1950s, 1960s or 1970s.

 “Variety is great,” continues Stretton. “One of the problems 
you have with obscure cars at the moment is that obtaining  
HTP papers [Historic Technical Passport from the FIA,  

Workshop s 
hou se m any  
im p ressive 
m achines and 
sp ares,  tended 
by  sm all team

required to run at many events] can be so fickle that it is 
discouraging to bring out something di�erent. There can  
be countless hurdles, whereas if you have a car you know  
is approved, such as a Ford Lotus Cortina, you know what  
you’re doing and you can get your papers.

“Some of the people I most respect are the people who are  
more interested in driving interesting cars than winning cars. 
Perhaps if more people appreciated driving a car rather than 
chasing results it would help, but how you solve that I don’t know.

“The principle of having cars race to the period is fine;  
the minutiae of the detail they go to now is a handicap and 
discouraging. A better balance needs to be found before  
we lose too many competitors.” 

Aside from arguments over paperwork, Stretton is a supporter 
of strict scrutineering: “I’m all for checking because the more 
checking there is the less likely it [cheating] is to happen.  
If you have weight limits, weigh the cars.

“Everyone should want to win, but it’s not your career,  
it’s not your knife edge. That’s why I don’t cheat, I’d rather  
finish second in a legal car.”

Stretton’s enthusiasm, care and interest in motorsport remains 
high. During Autosport’s visit, conversation ranged from Ginetta 
Junior to the Goodwood Revival via current F1. He’s likely to  
be a feature at the front of many historic racing grids around  
the world for years to come. 

One of the cars in Stretton’s collection – a special Lotus Elan 
26R – demonstrates as much. “It’s for my retirement,” he says. 
“People think I mean to sell it, but I mean to race it. When the 
other drives dry up, I’ll race that. Why would I want to stop?” 

Stretton took second F1 title
with Tyrrell P34 six-wheeler

Stretton has an unusual
Elan retirement plan
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T he L ong  B each G rand P rix  is renowned as the 
big g est street race in the U S ,  bu t it also harbou rs 

a g rowing  historic m otorsp ort elem ent
B Y  J A M E S  N E W B O L D

Ross M y ers’ 
1 9 8 8  D ay tona 
2 4 H - winning  
G T O  Rou sh 
M erku r rou nds 
the F ou ntain

L O N G B E A C H
T he historic event in disg u ise
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I t’s the sound that first alerts you to the fact that 
something special is happening. It’s a little after 
5pm on Saturday in downtown Long Beach on 
Grand Prix weekend, and a DJ is attempting to 
build some atmosphere in the lull following Robby 
Gordon’s Stadium Super Trucks display. After a 

few minutes, he’s drowned out by a snarling retro soundtrack  
– the V6 turbo of a 1990 Nissan 300ZX being hustled around  
the famous street circuit to take up pole position for a race 
sanctioned by the Historic Motor Sports Association (HMSA)  
for IMSA GTO machinery, in honour of IMSA’s 50th anniversary. 

The symphony then ratchets up another chunk of decibels as 
the screeching rotary-powered 1991 Mazda RX-7 reverberates 
between the high-rise buildings on East Seaside Way, before the 
ear-piercing wail is replaced by a gaggle of rumbling Mustangs 
and Camaros. Among them is McLaren Racing CEO Zak Brown, 
who’s missing the 1000th grand prix celebrations in China to 
drive his ex-Scott Pruett 1986 title-winning Roush Mustang. 
This is historic motorsport, but not as you know it.

Street racing typically attracts a more casual demographic 
than conventional circuit races, so the average visitor to the  
Long Beach GP isn’t your typical historic motorsport aficionado. 
But that’s a part of the beauty of having historics on the 

undercard of a contemporary racing event. Even those with  
only a passing knowledge of motorsport can’t help but be 
impressed by the lairy GTO monsters squirming on the  
brakes and making a proper racket.

“These cars deserve to be seen,” says Joel Miller (below), the 
driver tasked with deafening the 
crowds in the four-rotor, 640bhp 
RX-7 GTO. “It’s amazing how  
many fans walk around saying,  
‘Oh my gosh, the thing sounds like 
a Formula 1 engine!’ It’s a rotary,  
so it screams. It’s super cool.”

Headlined by the United States’ 
two most high-profile motorsport 
categories outside NASCAR – 
IndyCar and the IMSA SportsCar 
Championship – the Long Beach 
GP is a US motorsport institution 
that this year celebrated its 45th running, having first staged a 
Formula 5000 event in 1975 before F1 arrived the following year. 

As a southern Californian, HMSA president Cris Vandagri¥ 
has seen the town grow up around the GP and fully appreciates 
its significance. “There aren’t many races in North America 
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“You’ve got to 
manhandle it, the gearbox 
doesn’t want to let you 
shift it, so you’ve got to 
force it to do its thing, but 
it’s great fun. It reminds 
you why you do this, the 
fun of driving. You push 
hard on it, you can lean in 
it, the car moves around 
because it doesn’t have 
any aero. The driver has 
to be in tune with the car 

– it’s totally up to you, nothing else.” 
Miller loses ground in qualifying 

when he pits for his team to look over 
a vibration, only to be told he isn’t 
allowed back out again, but he still 
lines up on the outside of the front 
row next to Craig Bennett in father-

in-law Jim Bertel’s 1990 Nissan 300ZX. 
Bennett, who runs a historic preparation business in 

Michigan, won the 2017 Can-Am invitational at Long Beach 
driving the same ex-Jackie Oliver 1974 title-winning Shadow 
DN4 he had crashed the year before at Road Atlanta, su�ering 
multiple injuries that left him unable to walk for almost four 
months. He reports that it is his first “get after it race” in  
the 300ZX, but shows no signs of unfamiliarity by taking  
pole for the 20-minute thrash. 

“We got it because we wanted a GT-spec car – and if  
you’re going to buy one, buy one with the right engine,”  
Bennett explains. “For the sheer brute horsepower, I  
don’t think anybody could beat the Nissan.” 

that have been running for 45 consecutive years, let alone  
a street circuit,” he says. “It’s a really big honour for us.” 

The HMSA has had a slot at the GP since 2017. That year it 
held a Can-Am celebration that causes Vandagri�’s eyes to light 
up when he recalls a race in which there were five passes for the 
lead. “That was really exciting!” he says. In 2018, the club ran a 
Trans-Am race for cars built during its 1966-72 golden period. 

“We decide on the group [of cars] for the next year around 
August,” adds Vandagri�, “then I start looking at which cars we 
want, because it’s got to be a great car that’s properly prepared 
and fits our regulations. The driver has also got to have the right 
attitude. Just because Roger Penske and Chip Ganassi are here,  
it doesn’t mean they’re going to get hired!”

While the majority of the 30-car field contested IMSA’s GTO 
class for GT machinery with 2.5-litre engine capacity or greater, 
with most from the mid-to-late 1980s at the peak of manufacturer 
interest (see panel, right), there are a few interlopers. These 
include machines from the rival SCCA Trans-Am series and a 
single IMSA GTU entrant: Phil Mendelovitz’s ex-Bob Leitzinger 
Nissan 240SX GTU, which he found in Puerto Rico five years ago. 

“It hadn’t been run for a long time – a lot of the cars from the 
US that ran in IMSA ended up in South America, but they were 
parked because they had nowhere to run,” says Mendelovitz. “It’s 
great fun – the suspension is modelled like a Formula Atlantic.” 

Leitzinger’s son Butch, who launched his sportscar career 
racing Mendelovitz’s car in 1992, is among the onlookers in  
the historic paddock, and for 
Vandagri� this is one of the 
most satisfying moments  
of the GP weekend. 

“When the crews, team 
owners, former drivers come 
and look at the cars that they 
worked on, touched, drove – 
that’s pretty special,” he says. 
“The past two years we had 
Roger Penske come late in the 
evening when everyone was 
gone, just looking at the cars.”

Among this year’s visitors 
from the IndyCar paddock is 
director of competition Bill 
Pappas, who began his career 
as a mechanic working on 
Roush GTO Mustangs, while 
veteran sportscar racer David 
Hobbs pronounces himself 
impressed with the Steve Link-owned Camaro that he used to 
win the 1983 Trans-Am title, following its $100,000 restoration.  

“The guys who have it now emailed me saying, ‘Would you 
like to see it? We’re going to run it’, and I must say they’ve done  
a first-class job,” says Hobbs, a popular figure among US fans as 
a long-time commentator on NBC. “The Camaro was good fun 
because you could really throw it around. It wasn’t a challenging 
car, it had no vices, it didn’t do anything that it shouldn’t do.

“I watched them yesterday while they were practising and  
they looked like a lot of fun.”

Sure enough, the smile on Miller’s face tells its own story.  
At 31, the Californian is one of the younger faces in the historic 
paddock. He jokes that most of his competitors are his father’s 
age, but relishes the challenge of driving the Mazda Heritage 
Collection-prepared chassis 001, which Pete Halsmer used to 
dominate the 1991 GTO championship. 

“I could stay out there all day, it’s such a blast,” says Miller. “It 
doesn’t have all the aids, you’ve got the old H-pattern gearbox, 
dog-leg to first, clutch, heel and toe, the works. You’ve got 600 
horsepower under your right foot – it’s just a brute to drive. 

E ar- sp litting  
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G T O ’ S 
H I S T O R Y 
GTO machinery competed in the IMSA GT championship 
between 1971 and 1994.  It was initially the top category  
in former SCCA executive director John Bishop’s new series 
and was dominated by privateer Porsche runners, despite 
competition from Jochen Neerpasch’s factory BMW team.  

That changed when the advent of a so-called  
‘All-American GT’ (AAGT) class in 1976 swung the balance  
in favour of home-grown machines and allowed Al Holbert  
in a heavily modified Chevrolet Monza to break Peter Gregg’s 
run of three consecutive titles. Leading Porsche entrant Gregg’s 
push to keep up, using increasingly radical bodywork derived 
from the Group 5 935, together with manufacturer lobbying  
to allow turbocharging technology, resulted in a new top  
class called GTX – which would later morph into the GTP  
class for prototype machinery – in 1978, and GTO once again 
became the domain of the by now elderly 911 Carrera RSR. 

That changed in 1981 with the arrival of the ex-Procar  
BMW M1s, and therea
er the spoils were split between  
Datsun, Porsche’s 934 and Mazda until tube-frame  
Mustangs from Roush Racing did away with any pretence  
of the cars being production derivatives – following  
Trans-Am’s example – and took GTO by storm in 1985,  
with young Canadian John Jones romping to the title  
before Scott Pruett and Bruce Jenner finished 1-2 in 1986.

GTO became every inch the equal of GTP for spectacle  
and was frequently split o from the GTPs on its own grid,  
as manufacturer interest grew. Toyota claimed the spoils  
in 1987 with Chris Cord’s All-American Racers-prepared  
Celica, Audi (a
er it had obliterated Trans-Am in 1988)  
won seven times in 1989 with its four-wheel-drive 90,  
while Mazda (1991 champion with Pete Halsmer) and  
Nissan also went up against Roush’s Mercurys, which  
swept three titles between 1988 and 1990 with Pruett,  
Halsmer and Dorsey Schroeder. 

A
er Bishop sold up in 1989, the series lurched from  
owner to owner and manufacturers gradually departed, 
leaving only Nissan in the renamed GTS class. But GTO’s  
legacy of big-banger GT cars is still remembered fondly today.  

Bennett gets the jump at the  
rolling start and holds Miller at  
bay through tra
c, although the 
Mazda looms close a few times. 

“I had to take advantage of every bit 
of tra
c,” Bennett says, grinning broadly. “I hit tra
c in the 
right spots and it gave me some advantages, but the minute  
I would hit it wrong he would be right on my butt again!”

Miller eventually falls away and comes under pressure  
from Peter Baljet’s ex-Chris Kneifel Chevrolet Beretta,  
which finished second in Trans-Am in 1990. But Baljet’s 
challenge is ended when he misjudges his closing speed to  
Walt Brown Jr’s ’87 Camaro at Turn 9 and turfs him into  
the wall, which results in disqualification and promotes  
Ken Davis’s 1985 Mustang to third. 

Meanwhile, Brown comes away with seventh, having elected  
not to race his all-wheel-drive Audi 90 Quattro – not that  
the result matters to Vandagri�. “It’s pretty cool having an  
F1 team principal here,” he chuckles. “It’s like, ‘How are you  
here and not in China?’ But he understands the significance  
of Long Beach – he ran here with Formula Atlantic in period.”

Vandagri� is already looking forward to the 2020 event  
with a double-header for the Historic Formula Atlantic 
Challenge planned, and hopes to stay on the Long Beach  
GP undercard for as long as possible. 

“One of the things that makes the Grand Prix of Long Beach  
so special is the way they continue to honour the past during  
a weekend that celebrates some of the most modern and 
high-performing race cars of the present,” Vandagri� says.  
We love to showcase a slice of motorsports history with  
our historic races during Grand Prix weekend and I think  
it helps create new and more passionate race fans when  
they see up close what led to the cars of today.” 

G T O  p addock 
drew p lenty   
of interested 
visitors du ring  
the G P  
weekend 
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hen you think of international racing 
teams, what’s the fi rst thing that comes 
to mind? Hundreds of people, all with 
jobs of equal importance, perhaps? 
Vast design teams where parts are 
created, tested and reshaped to save 

precious milliseconds; engineers boasting years of experience 
with expertise on the most specifi c of car details? 

Then as you move up the pecking order you fi nd race 
engineers, programmed into the car at all times, monitoring 
temperatures, pressures and sensors, while race strategists run 
countless simulations, number crunching constantly. Then 
fi nally, the omnipresent team principal, who brings all aspects 

Th e  i m por t a n c e  of
         T E A M W O R K

W
J oining  the com p lem ent of a tig htly  knit historic racing  sq u ad 
offers a p ractical insig ht into the working s of a well- ru n 
op eration –  and the im p ortance of a brew or three
B Y  D O M  D ’ A N G E L I L L O

of the team together like a conductor of a symphony orchestra.
In national racing, things are vastly di� erent. Among the 

hordes of father-and-son, husband-and-wife or one-man-and-
his-dog teams, there are still those drivers who rely on 
dedicated squads to get cars out on track so they can 
do what they love. And these are a far cry from those we’ve 
described; they’re teams of dedicated motorsport fans, with a 
‘roll-up-your-sleeves-and-make-yourself-a-cuppa’ mentality, 
but all striving for the same outcome: race wins. 

At this year’s Equipe 3 Hour Classic Relay race at Donington 
Park for pre-1966 sports, GT and touring cars, we were given the 
chance to join one of the leading teams competing in the historic 
endurance race, getting involved in everything from pitboarding 

T T P  and 
P lastic 
F antastic 
p rep  for the off.  
N ow,  where’s 
the kettle?
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and strategy calls to making drinks and assisting  
the engineers in the garages. 

Midlands-based historic motorsport specialist  
TTP Performance is the squad, running the Plastic 
Fantastic trio of TVR Grantura MkIIIs driven by Rob 
Cull, Rod Begbie and Mark Ashworth. TTP is a team of four  
guys with heart to match the most dominant of motorsport 
squads. In the pits and working on the cars are lead engineer  
Malc Fitzpatrick and Daniel Hunter, while on the pitwall  
are race manager Ian Stewart (more frequently referred  
to as Dougal) and Brandon Dowell. 

As Autosport meets up with the team early on Saturday 
morning, the expectation is to be helping out with anything  
from washing cars, scrubbing tyres or sorting tools. But as  
is the case with so much that goes on throughout national 
paddocks, the team’s priority is with hot drinks and making  
sure they’re properly fuelled for the day. 

“The first thing I want to know: how do you have your tea?” 
asks engineer Fitzpatrick as soon as Autosport walks into the 
garage to meet the crew. This immediately sets the tone –  
you’re instantly welcomed in as a member, yellow polo  
shirt and all, ready for qualifying.

It’s instantly clear how calm and collected both the team  
and drivers are, and how little rush there is for qualifying. The 
familiar pre-quali scenes of Formula 1 are in the back of the mind, 
but there are no frantic moments of last-minute repairs, or tweaks 
to the set-up. It’s just three TVRs, filled with fuel, fitted with 
tyres, waiting for the pitlane to open. 

“It’s a long race and with the handicap side of things,  
qualifying position isn’t always vital,” Fitzpatrick explains.  
“It’s about checking everything is OK with the three  

cars, getting familiarity with the tracks and  
bedding in the tyres.” 

This being historic racing, the idea is to keep  
the integrity of the older cars and style of  
competition, and one of those factors is the lack  

of communication between the pitwall and the driver on  
track. This means even more importance is placed on 
motorsport’s analogue saviour – the pitboard. 

Without even a moment’s notice, the board is thrust into 
Autosport’s hands, as both Stewart and Dowell point to the 
Timing Solutions info on their phones. An assortment of 
numbers and letters are also pointed out, and it’s up to your 
writer to inform the drivers on track of their current position  
and the di�erence to pole. Easy? Well, sort of.

The rate at which you’re on and o� the pitwall is a surprise. 
These are historic cars after all, not contemporary hybrids,  
but it feels like there’s barely a moment to breathe. It’s a  
relentless cycle of putting out the board, bringing it back  
in, checking the times, updating the board and making  
sure it’s back out in time for the next lap. 

What adds to the frantic and urgent nature of the process  
is knowing that this is the only form of communication the  
driver will be getting – more than once a quick shout of  
‘there he is, there he is!’ is the prompt to get the board out  
in time, before the cycle starts again.

“We usually stick it out about 20 seconds before we think  
the car will be around,” Stewart explains, as the board is put  
out with only moments to spare. 

These cars are only lapping around the mid 1m20s, but it  
feels much quicker when on pitboard duty. If you aren’t 100%  
on top of everything, drivers will be entirely on their own,  
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not knowing whether to push, gain some space or pit. 
With a fi nal ‘white lie’ out on the board urging Begbie to 

push, qualifying is complete. It has gone much quicker than 
anticipated, something that could only be put down to the 
concentration required for the repetitiveness of the task. 

With second place secured, drivers cooled down and 
high-fi ves and hugs completed, it’s time for the all-important 
strategy meeting. But far from the graphs, computers and 
piles of data, this is an informal sit around the pit garage, 
with cake, and importantly, more tea. 

Taking the helm and clipboard is race manager Stewart. 
“We already have an idea of what to do before the meeting 
as it’s not our fi rst race together,” he explains. “The strategy 
is more about all being on the same page and making sure 
we’ve got everything covered. No one in here is the boss, 
the drivers know their strengths, we have an idea, and it’s 
about making sure we’re ready to go.”

The drivers are just as calm and level-headed heading 
into the strategy meeting, emphasising the importance of 
harmony between them and the pitwall. “Whatever we agree, 
there’ll be no issue,” says Scotsman and elected race opener 
Begbie. “As drivers, we know what our strengths are, and 
we usually have a similar strategy whatever the race.” 

While families and friends of the drivers make sure 
the team members are fed and watered, the consensus is 
simple. The driver order is going to be the usual of Begbie’s 
blistering opening pace, Cull’s consistency and ending 
with a fl ourish from Ashworth. A strategy is in place, 
but the team still needs to cover the inevitable ‘what ifs?’ 
that are thrown up by non-radio historic racing – 
everything from unscheduled pitstops to missing 
drivers has to be discussed and agreed upon.

“If something goes wrong that we can’t see, just go mental 
and wave your arms when you come past the wall. Then we’ll 
know you’re coming in,” jokes Fitzpatrick, although little does 
he know how important that will be in the race.

But then comes the more important discussion. Being 
a relay race, only one car from a team can be on the track at 
the same time, throwing up the curveball of what to do if a 
car goes missing. Does the team wait for as long as it takes 
for the car to return to the pits? Or should it gamble and send 
out another car in the hope that the penalty served would be 
better than any further time lost?

The optimum time agreed is an additional 90s to the average 
lap time. If the car doesn’t get back in that window, the team 
will send out its next driver.

But what if the car is salvageable? Well, the team members 
also have a plan for this up their sleeve, and this means calling 
on the always-reliable family and friends of the drivers. It’s a 
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staple in all national paddocks, whether 
it be supporting in spirit or being on hand 
for refreshments – drivers often have an 
army of family and friends to rely on, and 
our three are no di� erent.

The team agrees to send out a team of spotters from the 
assorted friends and families to all parts of the circuit, armed 
with radios, ready to relay information back to us on the pitwall. 
This will enable the team to anticipate safety cars or fi nd out if 
a car has gone o�  or gone missing. The squad may not look like 
a global motorsport entity, but it’s cunning and one step ahead 
like the best of them, prepared for all eventualities. 

It’s the nature in which everything is discussed that is a 
surprise. Even when talking strategy, the team is laughing 
and joking – there’s no strict pecking order in place; it’s 
simply a casual conversation in which the tactics of a 
three-hour enduro happen to be decided upon. 

As the meeting disbands, Begbie says: “To be honest, 
this is the boring part, we just want to get back out on 
track now. We’ll just leave Malc and the guys to it. It’s 
not so bad, as I’m starting; but for the others, they’re 
not going to be doing anything for a good few hours, 
just waiting in the car for the thumbs-up.”

With cars fuelled and drivers prepared, it’s fi nally time for 
lights-out. Among the cacophony of historic cars starting their 
engines is heard a simple phrase from Fitzpatrick: “Let’s do it!”

And they do. A victory by the narrowest of margins. Three 
hours of pitboarding and drinks orders have been worth it.

Despite a lap penalty and further time infringements from 
an overzealous Ashworth, the strategy has paid o� . TTP and 
its Plastic Fantastic trio have gone one better than in 2018 – 
they are now Equipe Endurance winners, and you can’t help but 
think that a large part of it is due to how the team has been run. 

Perfect changeovers, even when unscheduled (a frantically 
waving Begbie pitted much earlier in his fi rst stint due to an 
oil leak), show how well prepared the team was in whatever 
circumstances, and the drivers echo the sentiment.

“It’s just fantastic,” Cull says after the race. “These guys 
are 100% all the time and you couldn’t ask for a better team. 
That’s what it’s all about, working to everyone’s strengths ”

Far from what you might expect from a conventional racing 
team – the squad might only be four blokes, assisted by drivers’ 
passionate friends and family members – they still manage to 
combine true racing pedigree with a welcoming and friendly 
attitude. Every role plays a vital part, and all must come together. 
But if there’s one vital bit of insight gleaned from this experience, 
it’s not cunning strategy or bending the rules, it’s that whatever 
the size of the team, or role you’re playing, nothing is more 
important than a cup of tea and a slice of home-made cake! 

F lu rries of 
p itboard 
activity fi red 
by  shou ts of 
‘ there he is,  
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Want to g et involved in historic m otorsp ort?
H ere’s who y ou  need to call

C L U B  G U I D E

W
AL

KE
R

R A C I N G

A ST O N  M A RT I N   
O W N ERS C L U B 
amocracing.com 
01865 893930

BEN T L E Y  D R I V ERS  
C L U B 
bdcl.org 
01295 738886

C L A SS I C  &  M O D ER N  
M O T O RSP O RT C L U B  
cmmotorsportclub.com 
01225 777606

C L A SS I C  SP O RTS  
C A R  C L U B  
classicsportscarclub.co.uk 
01225 810655

C L A SS I C  T O U R I N G  C A R 
R A C I N G  C L U B 
classictouringcars.com
07814 052142

EQ U I PE C L A SS I C  R A C I N G  
equipeclassicracing.com
01279 883292

F I F T I ES SP O RTS C A R 
R A C I N G  C L U B
fiscar.org

Have we missed 
something? Let us know: 
autosport@autosport.com

F O RM U L A  J U N I O R 
H I ST O R I C  R A C I N G  
A SS O C I A T I O N  
formulajunior.com
07871 046031

G O O D W O O D  R O A D  
R A C I N G  C L U B
goodwood.com/grr 
01243 755057

H I ST O R I C  G R A N D  PR I X  
C A RS A SS O C I A T I O N
hgpca.net
020 7785 7204

H I ST O R I C  R A C I N G   
D R I V ERS C L U B 
hrdc.eu 
07850 361159

H I ST O R I C  SP O RTS 
C A R  C L U B  
hscc.org.uk 
01327 858400

J A G U A R  E N T H U S I A STS ’   
C L U B  R A C I N G  
jec.org.uk/racing 
0117 969 8186

MA STERS H I ST O R I C  
R A C I N G  
mastershistoricracing.com 
01234 713800

MG  C A R  C L U B  
mgcc.co.uk/motorsport 
01235 849738

MO R G A N  SP O RTS 
C A R  C L U B
morgansportscarclub.com
01666 238083

MO TO R R A C I N G   
L E G E N D S  
motorracinglegends.com 
01379 678101

V I N TA G E  SP O RTS  
C A R  C L U B  
vscc.co.uk 
01608 644777

7 5 0  M O T O R C L U B  
750mc.co.uk 
01332 814548

R A L L Y I N G

EU R O PE A N  H I ST O R I C  
SP O RT I N G  R A L L Y  
C H A MP I O N S H I P  
fia.com 
07850 783555

H I ST O R I C  R A L L Y   
C A R  RE G I STER  
hrcr.co.uk 
01332 652533

I R I S H  H I ST O R I C  TA RMA C  
R A L L Y  C H A MP I O N S H I P 
irishtarmac.com 
07732 493724

RO G ER A L BERT C L A R K  
R A L L Y  M O T O R C L U B 
racrmc.org 
01355 276483

W E L S H  A SS O C I A T I O N  
O F  M O T O R C L U BS 
wamc.org.uk 
01432 267040

T O U R I N G

EN D U R A N C E  R A L L Y  
A SS O C I A T I O N  
endurorally.com 
01235 831221

H I ST O R I C  E N D U R A N C E 
R A L L Y I N G  
O R G A N I S A T I O N  
heroevents.eu 
01656 740275

N O RT H  O F  E N G L A N D   
W A N D  S C O TT I S H  C L A SS I C  
R A L L Y  O R G A N I SERS  
nescro.co.uk

RA L L Y  T H E G L O BE 
rallytheglobe.com 
0113 360 8961





On Track  
for your  
2019 season.

0161 790 7000 info@sports-insure.co.uksports-insure.co.uk

Sports Insure is a trading name of Henderson Insurance Brokers Limited. Henderson Insurance Brokers Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. 
Henderson Insurance Brokers Limited is a subsidiary of Aon UK Limited. Aon UK Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. FPNAT417

Sports-Insure, Office 6, 1 Bridgewater Road, Worsley  M28 3JE

Call Phil, Alison or Jason on 07515 994481 to discuss your requirements.

New for 2019, our On Track insurance products can 
support your season by protecting your asset from 
unforeseen On Track damage. Flexible applications and 
competitive rates with personal service from some of 
the most experienced people in motorsport insurance. 

We can quote and place insurance for  
most of  your motorsport requirements – 
from but not limited to: 

• Circuit Racing • Trackdays   
• Clubmen • Classics • Historics 
• Tin Tops  • Open Wheelers 
• Professional and amateur teams.
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